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News

Better services for
disabled ‘a basic
Human Right’

CARRIE-MARIE
BRATLEY

It appears a new law introduced at the start of this year,
which states six categories of citizens including the disabled
must be given priority service in all establishments, is not
being upheld as well as hoped, while those with limited
mobility still struggle simply getting around on a daily basis.

I

n recent years,
Portugal has made
significant investment
in transforming itself
into an “accessible
destination.”
Over 200 beaches along
the coast are now branded
“accessible”, and boast
specialised infrastructures
and equipment, such as
amphibious wheelchairs,
reserved parking and
adapted toilet facilities, for
those with reduced mobility.
National airport management company ANA says
all Portuguese airports
have specially-adapted
facilities and services for
the disabled, while the
national tourism board has
drawn up disabled-friendly
routes for tourists.
The Algarve is also home to
Europe’s only specialist
holiday centre for people
with special needs, Centre
Algarve.
Greater awareness
needed
However, it seems more
could still be done at a
grassroots level to improve
the daily routines and comfort of the country’s physically-impaired.
British expat Kate Inácio,
who has lived in the Algarve

for nine years, knows firsthand the struggles faced by
those with disabilities, and
their carers.
Her six-year-old son Marley
suffers from a number of
medical problems, including muscular dystrophy and
a congenital bone condition, which severely affect
his mobility, leaving him
wheelchair-bound.
Ms. Inácio says: “I have
come to discover that there
are many obstacles in the
Algarve and not enough
awareness is being raised;
a small example being I
take Marley on the train
twice a week to receive
treatment, and not one
train in the Algarve has a
disability ramp. You must
call 24 hours ahead and
only a couple of stations
even have a ramp”, she
points out.
Other challenges, Ms.
Inácio says, besides basic
accessibility and public
transport, include “costs for
everything related to his
care, therapies, government help, social services
(non-existent really for this
kind of thing), understanding of certain disabilities,
especially tolerance for
autism, Asperger etc, and
finding activities or places
suitable for wheelchairs”.

WEATHER

Dry and sunny weather continues
The mild weather and relatively clear skies are set to remain a constant
feature across most of mainland Portugal for the coming days. Some
scattered rain showers are forecast to fall starting next Wednesday.
Lisbon: The Portuguese capital will enjoy a
sunny weekend, with thermometers set to fluctuate
from lows of just under 10
degrees Celsius to highs of
just above 20.

N

The South: Southern
Portugal will enjoy similar
weather to Lisbon, but will
see highs climb to close to
25 degrees Celsius to
compensate for cold and
chilly nights and early
mornings.

The North: It will be
slightly cooler in the North
this coming week, though it
is set to remain autumnal,
with rain forecast to fall
from the middle of next
week.

The system, not money,
is the problem
This is corroborated by
Portimão resident, Gilberta
Coelho, 55, who was left
tetraplegic following a car
crash in 2010.
Widely known across the
Algarve as ‘Gill Ferreira’
from the Quinta da Gill
riding school in Porches,
Ms. Coelho says the main
problem regarding mobility
in Portugal isn’t funding,
“it’s the system as a whole”.
She says those who are in
charge of public works,
“the engineers and the
architects”, do not consult
with those who live with
physical impairments.
A key area that needs improvement, she reiterates,
echoing Kate Inácio’s observations, is public transport, and not just trains and
stations.
“The vai-vem [shuttle
buses] in Portimão have
vertiginous ramps, and the
drivers are ill-prepared” to
help with the needs of the
disabled, she says.
Ms. Coelho stresses an
adapted taxi in the region
would also make “an enormous difference”.
Besides two speciallyadapted vehicles in Faro,
“there are no adapted taxis
in the Algarve”, she criticises, meaning she often
feels “confined to the
house”.
Another area overlooked is
public infrastructures, she
adds, highlighting
Portimão’s new state-run
health centre as an example.
“The ramps were only built
after its inauguration and
the doors don’t comply with
regulations, meaning
whenever I go there I have
to ask a security guard to
open the door for me. In my
view that’s not being autonomous”, she criticises.
Pavements are another
bone of contention, as, Ms
Coelho elaborates, often
the kerbs do not have mo-

A new priority service law introduced at the start of this year is re
on a daily basis. (Photo: LUSA)

bility slopes, or if they do,
they are too steep.
“I’m risking my life by having to use the road all the
time”, she adds.
Complaints continue to
mount
Her comments come as
reports emerged this week
that the government has no
idea how many buildings in
Portugal are adequately
adapted for the disabled
and people with reduced
mobility.
Newspaper Jornal de
Notícias reported never
have there been as many
complaints about limitations in access to public
buildings and places as
there were in 2016, which
had doubled on 2015.
In recent months, The
Portugal News has also
received correspondence
on the new priority service
law, introduced in January,
with a number of readers

claiming that the law is not
being properly enforced.
One angry reader, who
wished to remain anonymous, said: “My husband
has been in a wheelchair
for months and not once
have we been shown any
priority in any of the shops
or cafés we frequent.”
While also accentuating
the problem of potholes on
zebra crossings, the contributor added: “I suggest
the law is scrapped as it is
a total waste of time.”
This was echoed by an 80year-old resident from
Castro Marim, who said: “I
walk with the aid of a stick
and only on one occasion
have I been shown this
courtesy.”
Public transport struggles
In comments to The PorNews the Presitugal News,
dent of the national Portuguese Association for the
Disabled (APD) reflected:
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have lifts. However, complaints of lifts being out of
order or bus ramps not
working are frequent and
well documented.
In June last year, seven
disabled public transport
passengers staged a protest in Lisbon (pictured) in
which they managed to
stop a Carris bus from following its route, due to the
bus’s wheelchair ramp
being out of order.
The action aimed to make
Carris aware of the “constant” breaking down of
wheelchair ramps on its
buses, and the mobility
difficulties that wheelchairbound passengers face.
The APD continued: “With
regards to rail transport, a
large number of CP trains
operate with ramps but
they have a ridiculous
slope (given the difference
between the carriage and
boarding dock) which does
not allow safe and autonomous use.”
“Improvements ongoing”

eportedly not being upheld as well as it could be, while those with physical limitations still struggle with simply getting around

“The participation of people with disabilities in society depends to a large
extent on the possibility of
moving around as autonomously as possible. In
Portugal, this mobility is

almost totally compromised due to the inaccessibility of public transport and
physical spaces.”
Highlighting a number of
measures that have yet to
be implemented in their

entirety to facilitate the
autonomy of those with
reduced mobility, which
affects an estimated 30
percent of the population,
the association stressed
that “these measures have

an audience worthy of
consideration”.
In Greater Lisbon, just half
of the Carris bus fleet is
adapted for the disabled,
while only 30 of the 55
Metro subway stations

In response to queries
posed by The Portugal
News
News, train company CP
said it has “developed
several initiatives” in collaboration with half a
dozen associations for
people with disabilities
and special needs in
recent years, “to improve
the conditions of accessibility to trains”, specifically for boarding and
disembarking.
CP is responsible for equipment on trains and not at
the stations themselves, as
that falls to national infrastructures company
Infraestruturas de Portugal.
CP implemented a dedicated service (the SIM
service - Integrated Mobility Service) to support the

3

train travel of disabled
citizens, “where resources
are available”.
The SIM service is free and
available at all stations
equipped for wheelchairs,
albeit only with 24-hour
prior request, as Kate
Inácio cautions, and not at
all stations.
Furthermore, while the
high-speed Alfapendular
train has an elevator for
wheelchair access (upon
request), the Intercidades
train does not, “due to the
width of its doors”, CP said.
Lisbon’s urban train line
(with the exception of
Cascais) and Porto’s urban
train line both have removable ramps, but once again
only upon prior request.
Another of the APD’s gripes
is school transport, which it
says is not appropriately
adapted for children in
wheelchairs, nor does it
have the means of providing information to the visually-impaired or deaf.
APD elaborated: “Infrastructures such as schools,
hospitals and health centres continue to provide
access alternatives with
poor effectiveness and
functionality. They do not
have personalised services
or qualified staff for this
purpose.”
Touching upon the new
priority law, the APD sees it
as “a starting point” to “reeducate our society, to
ensure that people with
high mobility difficulties
can be seen straight
away.”
But, the association concludes, “social inclusion
depends (…) on the possibility for disabled people to
have full access to all
available equipment,
goods and services. It is a
basic Human Right that
the State must uphold.”

Front News
Page Story
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Teachers talk tough

N
CARRIE-MARIE BRATLEY

A nationwide teachers’ strike on Wednesday, which unions described as “the
biggest of the decade”, saw thousands of teachers stay away from the
classroom, forcing hundreds of schools to close, while leaving tens of thousands
of students without lessons.

Teachers pictured here protesting outside Parliament on Wednesday.
(Photo:TIAGO PETINGA/LUSA)

T

he action, over an almost
decade-long freeze on career progression and
upcoming budget reforms,
appears to have compelled the government into concession.
Unions have threatened an even
bigger strike if imminent talks prove
dissatisfactory.
At the start of this week, the country’s
teachers announced they would be
staging a two-week partial strike.
Starting Monday, teachers started not
arriving for the first lesson of the day.
By Tuesday, they had decided to up
the ante and stage a nationwide, full
day strike, which saw thousands of
teachers snub their duties and tens of
thousands of students miss out on a
whole day’s education.
Portugal’s main teachers’ union
FENPROF said participation in the
strike had been near wholesale,
upwards of 90 percent, which in
some cases meant schools had to
close for the day.

Many of the striking teachers gathered in Lisbon to stage a protest in
front of parliament to further drive
their message home.
The action is being staged against
successive freezes placed on teaching careers, spanning almost a decade, from 31 August 2005 to 31 December 2007, and again from 1
January 2011 to 31 December 2018.
These freezes have seen teachers
stopped from following what would
otherwise have been an automatic
career progression, organically
climbing the ranks with time and
experience, and losing out on pay
rises which, accumulated, would
have cost the state millions of euros.
Teachers’ grievances are exacerbated by the fact that civil servants,
who suffered a similar career freeze,
have since had their situations regularised after the government spent
600 million on updating their professional positions.
It is estimated that some 100,000

teachers are losing out on hundreds of
euros on their salaries each month
after the brakes were put on them
climbing the echelons of progression.
For example, a teacher currently
stuck on the 5th tier of the education
career ladder, who should by now
have progressed to the 9th level,
receives a monthly wage that is some
€954 lower than what they could
rightfully be entitled to.
The government has said it would
take around 650 million to refresh the
teachers’ situation.
Following a meeting held in parliament as the teachers protested outside, Deputy State Secretary for Education Alexandra Leitão announced
on Wednesday evening that the government was willing to talk with unions about finding a way to regularise
the nine year and four month career
freeze; a concession it had, until then,
refused to even consider due to budgetary constraints.
“There will be a way to, somehow,
reimburse this uncompensated time
in service” the Deputy State Secretary
said, in the absence of Education
State Secretary Tiago Brandão
Rodrigues, who was recently admitted to a Lisbon hospital, reportedly
due to a stress-related illness.
However, Alexandra Leitão said the
adjustment would not be included in
next year’s State Budget and the
results of any agreements would only
be felt from 2020.
The Ministry of Education has suggested any rectifications would likely
be done in a phased manner, and the
first negotiations to this end between
the government and the teachers’
unions were due to take place 24
hours after the strike, on Thursday
evening.
Mário Nogueira, head of the
FENPROF national teachers’ union,
congratulated the striking teachers
on the effects of their action, which
from the sidelines appears to have
had the desired outcome, telling the
media “our turnout was absolutely
extraordinary and grandiose. Something has made the government take
this decision.”
However, he said that the teacher’s
wanted an ‘unfreezing’ of their careers to take effect as of next year,
warning if the updating is not imminent an even bigger strike could be
on the cards.
“If that [2020] is the proposal, then
we will call ten times more teachers
to the streets. We will not contemplate playing games”, he waged.
Meanwhile Portugal’s President
Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa has refused to comment on this week’s
teachers’ strike, saying only that
strikes are a “natural phenomenon”,
declining to comment further so as
not to interfere in the 2018 State
Budget.

N News in Brief
Man arrested at Lisbon airport with
20,000 doses of heroin in body
PJ police have arrested a man at Lisbon airport who was
smuggling enough heroin for more than 20,000 individual
doses of the drug. The drug-mule, a 30-year-old man of
foreign nationality, had arrived from an African country and
was carrying the drugs inside his body in capsules.

Faro hosts Chocolate Fair
Faro is currently hosting a Chocolate Fair. Running daily
until this Sunday from 10am to 6pm, Faro Municipal Market has become a ‘World of Chocolate’, showcasing all
sorts of sweet regional chocolate treats. Entry is free and
other activities such as show-cooking demonstrations and
talks are also on the agenda. Faro council said the aim of
the event is to breathe more life into the municipal market
as well as attract those with a sweet tooth to the city.

British surfer fractures back in Nazaré
monster wave nightmare
A British surfer has suffered a broken back after being
crushed by a 20-metre wave in Nazaré, central Portugal.
Andrew Cotton, 38, from Devon, was tackling the waves at the
extreme surfing hotspot when he was wiped out by the huge
wave. He is expected to make a full recovery despite fracturing his spine and being rushed to hospital in a neck brace.
Cotton had travelled to Portugal for a surf retreat with friends in
October. Nazaré is famous for big wave surfing after American surfer Garrett McNamara set the world record for the
largest wave ever surfed there in 2011 and 2013.

Tender launched for new Faro Bridge
A tender has been launched for the construction of a
new bridge in Faro. The tender was launched last week to
find contractors for the construction of a new bridge to
Praia de Faro. Work on the project should begin next
summer, and be complete by early 2020. The new bridge
has a budget of €2.5 million, 20 percent of which will be
financed by Faro council.

Zoomarine to stay open until end of month
The Zoomarine sea life theme park in Guia will be staying open on weekends throughout the month of November. The park made the announcement after saying it had
had a “very good” 2017. Zoomarine, which Tripadvisor
this year ranked among the best aquatic parks in the
world, wants to help tackle the issue of seasonality, and
will therefore open on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays,
until 26 November.

Amazon announces free Portuguese
deliveries
Amazon has announced that orders above 29 euros and
books purchased for over 19 euros will be free of delivery
charges in Portugal. In order to place orders free of shipment charges, consumers in Portugal will have to access
the company’s Spanish site at amazon.es
amazon.es. The latest
move will give Portuguese increased buying options for this
festive season. Shoppers will also qualify for more deals for
the upcoming Black Friday sales on 24 November when
discounts of up to 40 percent are applied by Amazon.

Work on Eastern Algarve EN125 stretch
due (late) next year
Work on the Algarve’s notorious EN125 between Olhão
and Vila Real de Santo António is due to start next year.
But to avoid coinciding with the busy summer tourism
season, Tavira Mayor Jorge Botelho said any interventions may now only take place towards the end of next
year. In an interview with Sul Informação the Mayor complained a third of the infamous road – the stretch in the
Eastern Algarve – has yet to undergo renovations.

PSP reveal radar spots
PSP police have revealed where they will be setting up
speed radars this month throughout the country. In the
Algarve, radars will be set up in Portimão on 21 November, between 9am and 12pm, on the road to Monchique
and along the main V6 road. A speed radar will also be in
place on the EN125 through Faro on 30 November, between 6pm and 7.30pm.
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Algarve surpasses 16 million
overnight stays
During the month of September, the Algarve’s hotels were still enjoying
progressive growth, which consolidated their position as the country’s number
one holiday destination.

N

News in Brief

Fuel prices rise again
Fuel prices have hit the highest level for over two
years this morning as petrol stations revised the cost of
both diesel and unleaded. Unleaded fuel went up by
around two cents a litre on Monday morning, reaching
the highest average cost since the middle of 2015.
Diesel rose by one cent a litre, climbing to its highest
price this year.

Shawn Mendes win at the MTV Europe
Music Awards
Canadian sensation, Shawn Mendes, whose father is
from Lagos in the Algarve, was the big winner at the MTV
Europe Music Awards as he picked up three awards including the inaugural best artist prize. The 19-year-old
beat Brit Ed Sheeran in the new genderless category as
well as Taylor Swift, Ariana Grande, Miley Cyrus and
Kendrick Lamar. Other winners included Hollywood star
Jared Leto, whose band 30 Seconds To Mars took home
the best alternative prize, while Irish rockers U2 were
given the global icon honour.

Cristiano Ronaldo welcomes first child
with girlfriend Georgina Rodriguez
Football star Cristiano Ronaldo has welcomed his first
child with girlfriend Georgina Rodriguez. The baby girl
was born at a Spanish hospital over the weekend and is
the footballer’s first. Named Alana Martina, the newborn
joins siblings Cristiano Jnr. and baby twins Eva and
Mateo, who are all believed to have been conceived via a
surrogate.

GNR police arrest man behind a string of
robberies in Loulé
More than 16 million nights have been spent at Algarve hotels so far this year. (Photo: Supplied)

T

hat month alone the region
notched up close to 2.3 mil
lion overnight stays and
€137.8 million in revenue,
according to new figures released
this week from the National Statistics
Institute (INE).
In total, since the beginning of the
year, from January to September the
Algarve registered more than 16
million overnight stays and nearly
€900 million in revenue.
In comparison to last September, this

year the Algarve enjoyed more
guests, who spent more while on
holiday and on their holiday accommodation.
Desidério Silva, head of the RTA
regional tourism board, said: “The
Algarve’s tourist activity continues to
stand out on the national panorama.
If we look back, we see a gradual
increase in the main indicators of
tourism activity, evidence of a sustainable growth of tourism in the Algarve
and a progressive blurring of the

seasonality of the destination.”
Figures also go some way towards
proving any feared consequences of
Brexit have not yet been felt, as stays
by Britons also rose 2.8 percent nationally since the start of the year.
Also, according to the INE, in September “the German market climbed
back up to the position of second
most relevant, increasing by 4.2 percent. In the period from January to
September this market grew 7.7
percent.”

GNR police have arrested a man believed to be behind
a string of robberies in shops and institutions in Loulé.
The police also recovered a plethora of stolen goods,
including shoes, baseball caps, laptop computers and
spanners. An investigation into the robberies culminated
in a house search, which resulted in the arrest of the 32year-old suspect. A 42-year-old man has also been arrested on suspicion of receiving stolen goods.

Drug-trafficking speedboat seized from
Algarve marina
A speedboat reportedly used by an international drugtrafficking ring has been seized by PJ police from an Algarve marina. The boat is believed to have been used by
an organisation based in Huelva to ferry drugs between
Morocco, Portugal and Spain. Last week ten members of
the drug ring were arrested in Spain.
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Gov’t down 13 million euros in revenue from tolls
Portugal’s government has lost 13 million euros in revenue from tolls on the Algarve’s Via do Infante motorway and inland
motorways after cutting the charges last year.

Transport and Infrastructure Minister, Pedro Marques, has revealed that the government has suffered
losses of around 13 million euros following the introduction of a 15 percent discount on motorways such as
the Algarve’s A22. (Photo: LUSA)

T

he announcement
comes just over a year
after the government
last August announced
cheaper tolls on motorways in
specific areas.

Despite an increase in the
number of vehicles using the
motorways, revenue generate
from tolls has dropped by an
overall €13 million.
However, the government said

that the 15 percent “discount” in
toll fees has saved motorists on
these motorways a total of 24
million euros.
Transport and Infrastructure
Minister Pedro Marques ex-

plained that the cost reduction
has allowed for greater mobility
in the region, with an increased
use of motorway.
The news comes as it was revealed this week that tolls would
be raised by an average of 1.42
percent at the beginning of 2018
in accordance with the projected
inflation rate.
The toll reduction last summer,
despite the savings motorists are
said to have made, was challenged at the time for being too
little.
Expectations had been that discounts could be around 50 percent, with associations set up to
promote the interests of motorists,
arguing it would make little difference to reducing traffic on congested secondary routes and that
it was more a token gesture than
one of any particular value.
During the announcement, Pedro
Marques said the reduction could
imply losses in revenue for the
state in the region of 13.6 million
euros, which is not far off the figure revealed this week.
However, a study commissioned
in 2015 by the government suggested that reducing tolls would
actually generate revenue, with

estimates pointing to a figure of
22 million euros.
The Socialist government had at
the time explained that this study
formed an integral part of their
decision to lower tolls this summer.
One of the biggest potential earners for the state in reducing tolls
would be the Algarve’s A22 motorway, researchers revealed.
Researchers said that if reductions were to go up to 35 percent,
the state would still collect more
money from tolls than if it were to
keep prices unchanged.
The Socialist government had
previously said it was against the
total abolition of the tolls because
“it is absolutely imperative and
necessary to make sure the
budget remains balanced”.
A month before being elected
Prime Minister, António Costa
referred to the EN125 as “a massacre” and a “cemetery”, due to
an increase in traffic on this road
and a drop on the A22. António
Costa further said that one of his
party’s priorities, if they were
elected to govern, would be to go
one step further and “eliminate”
tolls and “create better access
routes” in the Algarve and in the
countryside.
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President Marcelo spends night helping homeless
Portugal’s President Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa spent last Saturday night handing out food to the
homeless in several locations around Lisbon and at one point even sat on the floor to chat with some of
the city’s most disadvantaged citizens; an act of kindness that did not go unnoticed.

T

he President, who is
known for his handson benevolence,

spent the night with institutions including the CASA
support centre for the

homeless, serving up food
and handing out food
packages in several loca-

President Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa chats to a homeless man during a visit last Saturday
evening to people sleeping rough on Lisbon’s city streets. (Photo: EPA/JOSE SENA
GOULAO)

tions throughout Lisbon.
These included Sete
Rios, Largo de Santa
Bárbara, Regueirão dos
Anjos, Jardim
Constantino and Praça da
Figueira.
Dressed in the same attire
as the volunteers, the President helped prepare dishes
including spaghetti
bolognaise, stuffed aubergine, and roast chestnuts at
a canteen in Sete Rios,
which every day feeds
around 460 people.
The president has said he
hopes to “drastically improve” the situation of all
of the country’s homeless
by 2023.
An action plan for the integration of the homeless is
being rolled out this year
and next, under the tutelage of the State Secretary
of Social Security, Cláusia
Joaquim, who accompanied the President on the

five-hour jaunt.
“Our prediction is that the
plan can be approved and
ratified by the end of this
month and will periodically allow all public entities and institutions to
communicate and work
together,” the State Secretary told reporters.
In Regueirão dos Anjos,
where the President sat
cross-legged on the
pavement to talk to two
homeless men being
helped by the
Comunidade Vida e Paz
charity, a group of local
residents made the point
of telling the group of
journalists accompanying the head of state:
“[Marcelo] is the first politician in the 40 plus years
of the new regime who
has had the courage to
come out onto the streets
and sit on the floor with
people.”

Football
agent Jorge
Mendes to
rebuild home
destroyed in
fires
Portuguese football
agent Jorge Mendes
has offered to pay for
the reconstruction of a
house that was
completely reduced to
ashes in last month’s
catastrophic fires.
The generous entrepreneur, whose clients include
Cristiano Ronaldo and
José Mourinho, learnt of
the family’s plight after
reportedly watching a report by CMTV.
The agent visited the site
in Treixedo, Santa Comba
Dão, and told the family,
who were left homeless, he
would foot the bill for the
house to be rebuilt.
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Northern tourist board to invest heavily in
new markets

Porto is looking to attenuate seasonality in tourism next year by investing €500,000 in promotional
campaigns in emerging markets like China, Canada and Brazil.

T

he Tourism Association
for Porto and the North
(ATP) said this week the
investment is “a clear

commitment to promote the
[North] region in markets that
enable us to achieve sustained
growth and combat the

seasonality of the demand for the
destination.”
For 2018, the Porto and North
Tourism Association (ATP) said it

Northern Portugal tourism authorities are to build on recent successes with European visitors by investing
in markets further afield. (Photo: FRANCISCO PINTO/LUSA)

expects to invest a “higher value”
than that invested in 2017, which
amounted to “around 400 thousand euros”, Sandra Lorenz,
Interim Director of External Promotion of the institution told Lusa
News Agency.
Sandra Lorenz explained that to
attract “priority markets” and
“emerging markets” and to give
them the perspective that Porto is
a “port of arrival and a starting
point for discovering the Douro,
Minho and Trás-os-Montes”,
spending on the external promotion of the region will be invested
in charm offensives and familiarisation trips for travel agents, tour
promoters and journalists from
“Spain, France, Germany, United
Kingdom, Brazil, Netherlands,
USA, Italy , China, Canada, Poland and Israel.”
Throughout 2017, the ATP carried
out similar promotional activities
with travel agents and tour operators such as Kuoni, Contiki and
MMT-Gapnet, but also promoted
the region to journalists from UK,
Spain, the USA, Germany, Brazil,
and Mexico, in addition to supporting the production of contents

for on-board magazines.
“The intention is always to show
the region as a whole, where
there is adventure, history, culture, gastronomy, heritage and a
number of possibilities to enjoy,
whether as ‘backpacker’ or with
the luxury of exclusivity”, explains
Sandra Lorenz, noting that the
North “is a region rich in natural
and cultural heritage” and
“recognised for its excellence
and warm welcome.”
Earlier this month, ATP hosted a
‘fam-trip’ with 14 tour operators
from China as part of the activities of the European Travel Commission to prepare for the European Union Year in China in
2018. And for the first time, it took
part at the ILTM Cannes 2017
Fair, an event in France dedicated to luxury tourism.
ATP is a non-profit organization
founded in 1995 by a group of
institutions interested in developing tourism in Porto and Northern Portugal.
The association aims to develop
and externally promote the Porto
and North of Portugal regions as
a tourist destination.

Advertiser’s Announcement

ALGARVE LUXURY REAL ESTATE: NEW MARKET PLAYER IS
ALREADY A FAMILIAR FACE IN THE MARKET

A new agency is entering the top
real estate segment in the Algarve
region. But they are no newcomers.
Erich Gibson and his team have
worked as licensees for the real estate
brokerage Engel & Völkers for the
past 10 years, but have now decided
not to extend their partnership with
the German company. Starting on
November 1st, 2017 they will instead
be working as Algarve Property
Agency to brokerage top-notch
houses and condominiums, while also
providing additional individual services. From its office in Almancil,
which is right in the middle of the socalled “golden triangle” between the
town of Vilamoura and the luxury
Resorts of Quinta do Lago and Vale
do Lobo, the company intends to be
active along the entire southern coast
of Portugal in the future. It will focus
on selected properties in the regions
around Lagos, Lagoa/Carvoeiro,
Albufeira/Vilamoura, Quinta do Lago/
Vale do Lobo/Faro and Tavira.
Up until two years ago, the team’s
license area not only comprised
Quinta do Lago and Vale do Lobo, but

also the area around Vilamoura. By
that time, Engel & Völkers decided to
issue a separate license for the region
surrounding the local marina with its
luxury hotels, restaurants and golf
courses. Another such license is
currently assigned to the region
around the airport city of Faro.
“If a long-time customer, who had
developed a lot of confidence in us,
approached us with regard to a property outside our license region, we
had to refer them to the local office.
From now on, we will be able to
provide support from a single source,
as we will cover the entire Algarve
region,” explains Gibson. This is
especially attractive to clients in the
upscale market segment.
“In the future, we want to further
the quality in terms of meeting the
very individual requirements of our
wealthy and demanding customers
with our network of highly experienced architects, developers, lawyers
and tax advisers,” Gibson says of this
measure. His Algarve Property
Agency does not cater to the mass
market. “Pleasing everyone is neither

our speciality nor our aim,” the German specialist for luxury real estate
explains. Instead, emphasis will be
placed on brokeraging the best properties and villas to meet customers’
needs. The agency’s prospective
clients are primarily from the UK,
Germany and France.
Exclusive luxury properties valuing up to the double-digit millions
On its website at www.algarveproperty-agency.com, the unique
company already offers approximately 80 properties. An extensive
portfolio of other residential real
estate for sophisticated tastes will be
presented exclusively offline in private meetings. “In order to provide
owners, who usually want to sell
their property rather quickly, with
the required commitment and support, we will only be offering a reasonable number of properties at the
same time,” Gibson emphasizes. The
agency’s portfolio includes exclusive
particularly unusual high-end real
estate with prices ranging up to double-digit million amounts.
“We are committed to providing
comprehensive customized service
and advice from the purchase or sale of
houses up to full or partial renovations. But beyond that, we also provide assistance with interior design and
room decoration, as well as the purchase of designer furniture”, explains
the company’s Managing Director.
Even property management services

“according to German standards” are
available, thus allowing clients to leave
their valuable Algarve property alone
at any time without worries.
Private office for high-end
customers
The 61-year-old agency boss is
available to support a select small
group of high-end customers within
the context of a “private office” to
brokerage investment opportunities,
charity events, chartered business jet
flights, luxury yacht tours, chauffeur
services and culinary highlights at the
top restaurants of the Algarve region.
Colleagues from a variety of disciplines make up his team, with whom
he has been working for many years.
Algarve Property Agency also provides assistance with luxury vacation
rentals.
When asked about their particular
strengths, the business owner lists
the motivation, trustworthiness and

performance of his team of six real
estate specialists: “Everyone has a
high level of training. And we can
provide consulting services in English, German, Portuguese, French,
Spanish and Russian.”
Philosophy: “bringing the most
beautiful real estate to life”
According to the agency’s philosophy, residential properties should be
places of joy, energy, satisfaction and
harmony. “Our vision consists of
filling the most beautiful houses and
condominiums with life,” says the
entrepreneur. Authenticity and openness are important to him. The entire
team is always involved in finding the
right property for a client. As Gibson
knows, purchasing property is
always one of the most emotional
decisions for customers. Therefore,
he places great value on sustainable
and reliable support even after the
purchase of a luxury property.

Contacts: Algarve Property Agency
Erich Gibson, Managing Partner / Private Office Advisor
Rua da República 72, Almancil
Phone +351 289 358 955, Mobile +351 966 971 979 or +49 172 8202162
Email:erich.gibson@algarve-property-agency.com
www.algarve-property-agency.com
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Maintaining revenue from British tourism is
Gov’t priority
Making sure tourism revenue continues
to grow from the UK market,
notwithstanding Brexit, is a top priority
for the government.

W

ithout wading
too deeply into
the matter of
uncertainty
surrounding Brexit, the
Secretary of State for Tourism said this week that “the
concern is to maintain the
British market.”
“It was the main market in
terms of overnight stays
and number of guests in
2016. This year it continues
to top the various indicators: overnight stays,
guests and revenues”,
Minister, Ana Mendes
Godinho told Lusa News
Agency.
She made the comments
during a visit to the annual
World Travel Market in
London, one of the main
international tourism fairs,
where she met with representatives of airlines and
tour operators to plan the
activity and actions to be
developed in 2018.
Statistics for the period
from January to August
2017 showed a 13.6 percent increase in the
amount spent by British
tourists, while the number
of guests increased by 4.4
percent and overnight
stays by 3.4 percent on the
same period in 2016.
“Revenue growth has accelerated; British tourists

are spending more, which
is a good sign, despite the
uncertainty surrounding
Brexit. We are not yet feeling the effects of Brexit”,
she said.
The Secretary of State
hopes that the annual conventions of three travel
operators, (ABTA, Thomas
Cook and AITO - Association of Independent Tourism Agencies of the United
Kingdom) in Portugal will
have a positive effect, as
happened with the German market.
Last year, the national
tourism board Turismo de
Portugal managed to attract the convention of promoters of the German
branch of Thomas Cook,
which brought around 150
journalists to visit the country with them, which was
reflected in the demand of
German tourists of the
Algarve.
During the first eight
months of this year, German tourists spent 16.2
percent more than in the
same period of 2016.
“Enhancing value is a top
priority,” said Ana Mendes
Godinho, who revealed
150 British journalists
visited the country during
the first half of this year,
“and that will have an

Keeping up the number of British tourists arriving in Portugal despite Brexit has become a priority for Lisbon, the State
Secretary for Tourism said late last week. (Photo: LUSA)

impact.”
The result was 2,500 articles in British publications
about Portugal, especially
from lesser known regions or less explored
areas of the Algarve,
which have been promoted during these visits.
“We are not interested in
showing what is already
known, we have focused a
lot on nature tourism, active tourism, cultural tourism, heritage, gastronomy
and wines, as well as golf,
as an ‘off season’ product”,
the State Secretary
stressed.
In related news, last

month’s hotel occupancy
rates in the Algarve were
the best results for the
month of October for 18
years.
The average room occu-

pancy rate for last month
was 75 percent, 3.1 percent higher than October
2016 and the highest rate
since 1999.
The highest contributor to

this growth was the German market, which was up
4.9 percent on last October, while the British market registered the biggest
drop in visitors.
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Calls for greater international cooperation in
combatting on-line travel fraud
The On-Line Fraud Affecting the Global Tourism Industry Conference held in Faro last Thursday achieved its objective by bringing together over 200
people to learn about the threats that this type of fraud poses to the industry and ways in which these threats can be reduced, thus protecting local
businesses involved in tourism as well as holidaymakers themselves.

From left to right: Tourism Secretary, Ana Mendes Godinho, Algarve
Tourism Chief, Desidério Silva and Safe Communities Portugal
President, David Thomas, pictured here celebrating the organisation’s
fifth anniversary at a recent conference to discuss online fraud.
(Photo: Supplied)

A

total of ten presentations were made by the
National Cyber Security
Centre; Judicial Police
Cyber Security Unit;
Consumidor.pt; the Association

of Local Lodging in Portugal,
SEF, GNR, ASAE, PSP, Safe
Communities Portugal and
PROFiT, a travel fraud organisation from the UK.
The event started with overviews

from the Mayor of Faro, Dr.
Rogério Bacalhau; President of
Regional Tourism Algarve,
Desidério Silva; President of the
Association of Inspectors of the
Judicial Police, Ricardo Valadas;
Presidente of AHETA, Elidérico
Viegas and President of Safe
Communities Portugal David
Thomas, who had initiated the
idea of the conference.
During the conference, the Secretary of State for Tourism, Ana
Mendes Godinho, revealed that
the tax revenue from local accommodation almost doubled in just
over a year, from 69 million in 2015
to 123 million in 2017, which resulted from an entry into the formal
economy of a group of units that
were not registered and therefore
out of the market.
She added that the campaigns to
integrate their accommodation in
the formal economy “have had very
positive results, namely” through a
new rule that requires the registration of online booking platforms.
“It is a rule that requires that the
registration number be visible on
the platforms, immediately leading to an entrance of housing
units. The number of registrations has increased from 28
thousand in 2015 to more than
50 thousand currently,” said the
Secretary of State for Tourism.

According to Ana Mendes
Godinho, the legalisation of
houses, “many of which had
operated underground”, is also a
way of promoting regular offers
and combatting fraud through
advertising on the Internet.
“What Portugal is saying at the
moment is that everything that is
registered is reliable accommodation. It is an important step for
security, because it gives a guarantee of the accommodation that
exists and is a way of saying that,
there, we are also a destination
insurance,” concluded the official.
During the conference the President of AHETA, Elidérico Viegas,
highlighted the threats posed to
the tourism industry, particularly
those involved in local lodging
through bookings made by the
internet. He added that frauds
affect consumers, in particular,
which is of concern to the EU but
officials had been unable to deal
with these problems so far.
David Thomas outlined the difficulties in dealing with such
frauds which often involved
fraudsters based overseas. He
added that whereas it was clear
that Portugal was doing its part,
for example through the introduction of AL registration and the
compulsory inclusion on AL
numbers on adverts, greater

collaboration between overseas
law enforcement agencies was
needed so more effective measures could be introduced.
Those attending the conference
learned about the different types of
frauds that took place, in particular
the rising number of fraud sickness claims being made by some
tourists. Barry Gooch Founder of
Prevention of Fraud in Travel, who
had travelled from the UK for the
conference, outlined the work of
his association and how they collaborated with the police and industry in the UK in trying to tackle
these types of fraud.
Various presenters explained
enforcement issues, and ways in
which such frauds could be reduced through checking
websites closely before entering
into agreements and transferring
money. The conference also
covered ways in which businesses could protect themselves
through the better design of their
websites and through improved
internal security procedures.
There were two panel discussions which allowed those in the
audience to ask the presenters
questions and share their own
experience. Some of the presentations will be placed on the Safe
Communities Portugal website
www.safecommunitiesportugal.com
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Designer Outlet Algarve opens next week
The biggest retail outlet in the Algarve and the first in Europe to be integrated with an Ikea store, a shopping centre, and an
open-air leisure area, is due to open next Wednesday, 23 November, at 5pm.

D

esigner Outlet Algarve
is the result of a joint
venture between Ikea
Centres and the
Mutschler Group.
It is to be run by Austrian managers ROS Retail Outlet
Shopping.
During a first phase, the outlet,
with the architecture being inspired by a traditional Algarve
village, will open with 50 knownbrand fashion and lifestyle stores
offering up to 70 percent off standard retail prices.
Thomas Reichenauer, Managing Director of ROS Retail Outlet Shopping, said: “We are
delighted to bring to Portugal

Algarve University researcher wins
top prize for breast cancer work
A researcher from Faro’s Algarve University has won an award for her
work in the field of breast cancer.
Ana Fernandes, from the University’s
Biomedicine Research Centre, won the
Astrazeneca Innovate Competition and
received a €3,000 prize.
The prize distinguishes innovative re-

search by undergraduate and master’s
degree students.
It was awarded in a ceremony which
took place during the iMed9.0 congress,
held last month in Lisbon.

and the Algarve an international outlet concept that is
adapted to the characteristics
of the region, which combines
the best of 20 years of inspiration in the development and
operation of outlets with a
choice of a location as unique
as the Algarve. “Along with the
MAR Shopping Algarve and
IKEA store, we could not be
prouder of this partnership with
IKEA Centres and we are ready
to welcome and inspire all
people, with the opening of an
innovative and unique concept
in Portugal.”
Miguel Guerreiro, Managing
Director of the Designer Outlet

Algarve, added: “We will soon
open the doors to the largest
outlet in the Algarve, offering all
our visitors exclusive access to
fashion and lifestyle brands in
an inspiring environment.
“In addition to access to permanent discounts of up to 70 percent, we will provide exclusive
campaigns and events throughout the year, highlighting the
attractiveness of the Algarve
beyond the summer months
and enhancing the fashion
sector as one of the main pulls
to the region.
It is with great pride that we are
already members of the Algarve
Tourism Association.”

Newborn dies after being abandoned
A newborn baby has died after being found abandoned in the
southern Alentejo town of Odemira.
GNR police said the baby
was found by a passerby in
a residential area just
before noon on Tuesday.
Upon arriving at the

scene, the baby, believed to
have been born only hours
before, was still showing
signs of life, but was in a
state of cardiac arrest.

The newborn eventually
died at the scene despite
the best efforts of
paramedics. PJ police are
investigating the case.
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New English-language theatre group launches in Lisbon

A

brand new
“theatrical
collective”
dedicated to
theatre in the English-

language has launched in
Lisbon, with members that
hail from the four corners of
the globe.
The Já international

A brand new “theatrical collective”, Já International
Theatre, dedicated to theatre in the English-language has
launched in Lisbon. (Photo: Helena Gökotta.)

theatre company
From Kyiv, Tania
was formally
Kumeda brings her
established in July
deep
“with the aim of
CARRIE-MARIE understanding of
bringing top-quality
Chekhov and
BRATLEY
theatre, in English,
Stanislavsky. With a
to Lisbon.”
profound aversion to what
It was founded by four
she calls “plastic theatre”,
theatre aficionados, Tania
Tania “probes the works she
Kumeda, Margarida
directs with a keen eye, a
Rocha, Dan Cotterall and
keen ear and without
Suresh Nampuri, who all
inhibition”. Margarida Melo
hail from different countries
topped her Literature and
but share the common goal Drama studies at the
of wanting to “innovate and
National Conservatory with
produce immersive theatre
an MA at King’s College and
that challenges and pushes the Royal Academy of
the definitions of genreDramatic Art, while
labelling, and to
“wandering Ragamuffin”
experiment with the limits of Suresh Nampuri’s twin loves
the theatrical form itself.”
are science and theatre.
After the University of
In comments to The
Portugal News
Oxford, Daniel Cotterall
News, Suresh
acted in Shakespeare and
Nampuri, who has
Beckett productions in
directorial and thespian
China.
training and experience in

N

Diabetes kills more than 10 a day
The document from the
Directorate-General for
Health (DGS), released on
World Diabetes Day which
was staged on Tuesday,
shows that diabetes mortality rates have been decreasing, and that 2015 was the
year with the lowest
standardised mortality rate,
with 19.4 deaths per
100,000 inhabitants.
Diabetes kills between
2,200 and 2,500 women a
year and about 1,600 to
1,900 men, which means it
accounts for more than 4
percent of female deaths
and 3 percent of male
deaths.
The disease affects more
than 13 percent of the Portuguese population and it is
estimated that 44 percent of
people with diabetes have
yet to be diagnosed.
Health centres carry out
assessments of the risk of
developing diabetes, but the
National Programme for the
disease proposes an
increase in the number of
new early diagnoses.
From 2015 to 2016, the
number of risk assessments

for developing diabetes
declined from 621,000 to
less than 619,000.
By 2020, the DGS aims to
increase the number of new
diagnoses by 30, through
early diagnosis, reduce
premature mortality from
diabetes by 5 percent, and
reduce the development of
diabetes in 30,000 at-risk
users.
In regional terms, diabetes is more prevalent in the
Alentejo region and in the
Autonomous Region of the
Azores, with the Algarve
being the region with the
lowest prevalence.
In related news, every
child under the age of 18
with type 1 diabetes will
receive free insulin pumps
in two years’ time, according
to a Health ministry
spokesperson.
Free access to the pumps
will be implemented in three
stages: by the end of this
year every child aged under
10 will receive a free pump,
by the end of 2018 the same
will happen for every child
aged under 14 and finally, by
the end of 2019 free insulin

various countries, recalls
how a meeting at another
production led to the
founding of Já.
“We have spent a lot of our
lives doing theatre,
constructing theatrical events
and watching it”, he explains,
adding: “We realised we
were ready to make bold
theatrical choices which
would harken to the
increasingly global and
cosmopolitan anglophile
audience mindset in Lisbon
that demanded more from a
narrative than just classical
interpretations. To this end,
we set up our theatrical
collective.”
Já International Theatre is
marking its arrival on the
capital’s arts scene with its
first show RED; a double bill
comprising two one-act
plays: ‘A Florentine Tragedy’

by Oscar Wilde, followed by
‘The Bear’ by Anton Chekhov.
“The idea is to eventually
create a performance space
where we can host various
creative events”, Suresh
elaborates.
The groups says it has
received “immense support
and encouragement from
all the artists we know of as
well as organisations”
including the longestablished Lisbon Players,
which celebrated their 70th
anniversary in July this year,
and Lisbon Council, through
an initiative “to provide
cheap theatrical rehearsal
spaces for performers.”
RED premiers on 22
November and runs until 26
November at the Teatro do
Bairro in Chiado, Lisbon.
For more information,
see: www.jait.pt.

Between 10 and 12 Portuguese people die each day, on average, from diabetes, a
disease that affects more than 1 million people in Portugal, according to a national
report released earlier this week.

pumps will be extended to
every child under the age of
18.
According to the health
ministry spokesperson, the
three-stage implementation
will be used to provide
regular training and practice
to patients and their families
on how to use the insulin
pumps.
The health ministry added
that a centralised purchase
process for insulin pumps
led to a 45 percent discount

on the regular price, saving
a total of €600,000.
This comes after it was
revealed that almost 10,000
lower limb amputations
have been performed on
diabetics in Portugal over
the last seven years, and this
is considered one of the
most serious complications
of the disease.
However, the number of
amputations has declined
steadily since 2013. Last
year more than 1,000 ampu-

tations of feet, ankles or legs
were carried out although
2016 was the year with the
lowest amputations
registered, according to
official figures.
The highest number of
amputations continues to be
of feet with 604 made last
year while 433 amputations
were performed at the thigh,
calf or ankle level.
Kidney disease is another
common complication of
diabetes, with an incidence

of chronic kidney disease of
approximately 33 percent.
Diabetic retinopathy also
commonly affects diabetic
patients and causes blindness. In 2016, the number of
screenings for diabetic
retinopathy increased by
more than 30 percent with
38,045 more screenings
performed out of a total of
over 158,000. Diabetes is
also linked to poor eating
habits, and 55 percent of
people with diabetes are
TPN/Lusa
obese.
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Westminster University announces major
breakthrough in firefighting technology
Professor Izzet Kale, Principal Investigator and Director of the Applied DSP and VLSI Research Group at University of
Westminster, has written to The Portugal News to explain what researchers have termed a “major breakthrough in
firefighting technology”, below he reveals details of the new, groundbreaking system.

T

he recent wild
fires across Portu
gal and Spain as
well as on the
other side of the globe in

California are bleak warning signs of what the future
could hold as climate
change progresses.
As drier and warmer ar-

eas are becoming even
more so, the frequency of
wild fire outbreaks is
likely to rise, and once a
wild fire rages it is becom-

Westminster University Professor Isset Kale. (Photo: Supplied)

ing more challenging to
put out.
This is one of the reasons
why scientists across the
globe are racing with time
to develop more effective
firefighting technologies.
In a major multi-million
euro international collaboration funded by the European Commission, research groups of 20 institutions from 10 countries,
including the Londonbased University of Westminster’s Department of
Engineering, came together to achieve a major
breakthrough in firefighting
technology.
In a project called Advanced Forest Fire Fighting (AF3), we developed a
new system which can
detect and monitor large
scale fires which is set to
revolutionise how firefighters approach forest fires.
So how does the new technology work? The fire detection and monitoring
system developed by the
Westminster team consists of ground and aerial
components that communicate to work together. On
the ground, sensors called
Low-Power Wireless
Ground Sensor Nodes
(LPWGSN) provide the fire
services with invaluable
information about environ-

mental factors contributing to the fire, including
location, temperature,
humidity, pressure, wind
speed and direction, carbon-dioxide, carbon-monoxide and oxygen levels.
In the air, accompanying
drones help with imaging,
spectral analysis, burning
biomass estimates and
reconnaissance. The two
components together can
detect wild forest fires in
their early stages and can
monitor them in real time,
enabling large scale firefighting services to target
fires with unprecedented
precision, day and night.
The complete system,
developed during the AF3
project, allows firefighters
to drop pellets – filled with
water or fire-retardant
mixtures contained in
biodegradable plastic
pouches – from the air
quickly and with precision,
targeting the areas to most
effectively extinguish the
fire. This can ultimately
protect human lives, the
environment and property,
taking fires under control
and putting them out before they spread.
The new sensor nodes
and drone technology
developed at the University of Westminster’s Applied DSP and VLSI Re-

search Group (ADVRG)
have already been successfully tested in real-life
fire scenarios in Greece,
Spain and Israel.
These tests have proved
their worth in being costeffective and groundbreaking in making the
different parts of the system
function effectively, helping
firefighters get to the heart
of the problem and address the fires quickly and
more efficiently.
This is a step change in the
way wild fires and other
forms of urban fires will be
detected and stopped in
their tracks before they
spread and cause irreversible damage to the environment, wildlife as well as
loss of human life.
The days of having a need
for visibility, and highly
skilled pilots to undertake
dangerous, sometimes
inaccurate and ineffective
water drops on wildfires
will be soon over. The
intelligent sensors and
sensor network we have
developed focuses on
power autonomy and is
designed around a ‘deploy
and forget’ paradigm,
enabling automated, large
scale strategic distribution
in forests having high risks
for fires, the number of
which is on the rise.
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Portugal’s wealthy on the up

A

ccording to a report on
the world’s wealthy by
the Credit Suisse bank,
the number of people
here worth 858,000 euros or
more rose to 68,000 last year,
which is up more than 11 percent

on the previous year.
Indications are that this number
will continue to grow in the foreseeable future. The main factors
behind this increase in wealth
have been the stock markets and
a stronger real estate market.

In the past 12 months, total global wealth grew by 6.4 percent,
researchers said in a statement.
It is the fastest pace of wealth
creation since 2012 and one of
the best results since the financial crisis. Moreover, as wealth

Growing returns from real estate investments has been attributed to helping the number of citizens in
Portugal worth one million USD rising by 68,000 in number. (Photo: LUSA)

The number of wealthy Portuguese has
been steadily growing since the start of the
financial crisis almost ten years ago.

increased faster than the population, global mean wealth per
adult reached a new record high
of USD 56,540.
Comparing wealth gains across
countries, the United States is an
unquestionable leader. The country continued its remarkable unbroken spell of gains after the financial
crisis and added USD 8.5 trillion to
the stock of global wealth. In other
words, the US generated more
than half of the total global wealth
aggregation of USD 16.7 trillion of
the past 12 months.
“So far, the Trump Presidency
has seen businesses flourish and
employment grow, though the
ongoing supportive role played by
the Federal Reserve has undoubtedly played a part here as
well, and wealth inequality remains a prominent issue,” commented Michael O’Sullivan, CIO
for International Wealth Management at Credit Suisse. “Looking
ahead, however, high market
valuations and property prices
may curb the pace of growth in
future years.”
In line with global wealth growth,
wealth in Europe increased by
6.4 percent thanks to stability
spread across the continent.
From Europe, Germany, France,
Italy, and Spain made it into the
top ten countries with the biggest

gains in absolute terms.
Converted into percentage
terms, the biggest household
wealth gain globally was recorded in Poland. The increase
of 18 percent was driven mainly
by rising equity prices.
Switzerland continues to lead the
ranking in terms of both average
and median wealth per adult in
2017, the latter favouring countries with higher levels of wealth
equality. Since the turn of the
century, wealth per adult in Switzerland has risen by 130 percent
to USD 537,600.
Emerging economies are expected to generate wealth at a
faster pace than their developed
peers, and are likely to achieve a
22 percent share in global wealth
at the end of the five-year period.
Unsurprisingly, the strongest
contribution is expected from
China and is estimated at around
USD 10 trillion, an increase of 33
percent.
The outlook for the millionaire
segment is more optimistic than
for the bottom of the wealth pyramid (less than 10,000 dollars per
adult). The former is expected to
rise by 22 percent, from 36 million
people today to 44 million in 2022,
while the group occupying the
lowest tier of the pyramid is expected to shrink by only 4 percent.
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Families plan to spend €338
at Christmas
Portuguese families plan to spend €338 euros this Christmas, split between gifts
(53 percent), food and beverages (34 percent) and social events (13 percent), a
drop of €21 compared to the same period of 2016, according to a Deloitte study.

Securities and exchange
dumps second city
The Portuguese Stock Exchange Commission
(CMVM) said on Tuesday there was no point in
staying in the second Portuguese city of Porto as
there was no “reason” to be there and it had
agreed to get rid of three of its four workers up
in the north.
The CMVM said there
used to be a stock exchange in Oporto with local
issuers and brokers such
as banks and investment
funds, but they were now
all based in Lisbon.

Portuguese
are planning
to spend 338
euros on
shopping
this
Christmas.
(Photo:
PAULO
NOVAIS/

“

For the first time, since the study
has been carried out, Portugal
is the most optimistic of all the
countries analysed and the
one where the biggest improvement was observed over last year,”
said Pedro Miguel Silva, associate
retail and products partner at
Deloitte.
Between 2009 and 2014, there was a

decrease of more than 50 percent in
estimated Portuguese consumption
over the Christmas season, from
€620 to €270 per household, but has
increased since 2015.
Among respondents, Portugal is the
only country that feels that its purchasing power has improved compared to the previous year.
“The balance between positive and

negative responses is +2 percent this
year, which represents an increase of
25 percentage points compared to
2016,” concluded Deloitte.
The 2017 Christmas Study covered 10
countries and was conducted based
on a representative sample of European consumers, with a total of 8,154
respondents, of which 762 were PortuTPN/Lusa
guese, in October 2017.

As we need to manage
our resources efficiently,
we cannot justify a local
office in Oporto as there
are practically no entities
or activity, it said.
TPN/Lusa

Biggest ever energy
sector project a third
complete
Nearly a third of the work on three dams in
the Alto Tâmega region (northern Portugal)
has now been completed, the contractors said
this week.
The project has created
1,500 direct jobs and is to
be completed in 2023,
Spanish electricity company Iberdrola said on
Tuesday in a report on the
progress of the Tâmega
system project.
The project’s main goal
is to produce electricity and
act as a water reserve.
It is one of the biggest
hydroelectric projects in

Europe in the last 25 years
and involves an investment
of €1.5 million with 13,500
direct and indirect jobs
between 2018 and 2020.
The project is expected
to have an output of 1,158
megawatts(MW), with an
annual production of 1,760
gigawatts (GWh), which is
six percent of the country’s
electric consumption.
TPN/Lusa

New website compares gas and electricity prices
A new Portuguese website called ‘poupaenergia.pt’ has a simulator to compare prices from 23 natural gas and electricity suppliers.
The website is provided by the
Portuguese Agency for Energy
(ADENE) with information about
200 different natural gas and
electricity prices.
The simulator has two versions: a simple one, where the

consumer only needs to say how
many people are in the household, the type of energy used, the
year their house was built and
what kind of payment and invoicing is requested.
The advanced version re-

quires more information about
the kind of equipment used and
more data about energy
consumption.
Joao Paulo Girbal, president of
ADENE, said that the website’s
main goal is to capture 10 per-

cent of the subscription switches
in the coming year, that is between 100,000 to 150,000
changes per year, and transform
the energy market into a more
transparent and balanced one.
The website also clarifies cli-

ents’ doubts regarding energy
efficiency and every three months
it is to have new features.
The website is free for the
power suppliers at the moment
and there will be no costs for the
TPN/Lusa
clients, it said.
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World
Business
View

The Middle East: Not Enough Wars Yet

N

GWYNNE DYER

“When all the Arabs and the Israelis agree on one thing, people should pay attention. We should stop this Iranian takeover,” said Israel’s Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu last month. So we’re paying attention now, and we even know where the next war will start: Lebanon.

Lebanese women supporters of Hezbollah carry pictures of their martyred sons as they listen to Hezbollah
leader Hassan Nasrallah during a rally last week marking Hezbollah’s Martyrs’ Day in Beirut.
(Photo: EPA/NABIL MOUNZER)

T

hat seems unfair, as
Lebanon’s last civil war
lasted fifteen years,
killed around 200,000
people (out of a population of only
4 million), and only ended in
1990. Couldn’t they hold this one
somewhere else? Unfortunately,
no. All the other venues are taken.
Iraq is still fully booked. The fight
against ISIS is almost over, but the
struggle between the Arabs and
the Kurds has only just got started
again. It never really stops for long.
Bashar al-Assad’s forces, the
Russians, and Shia volunteers
from Iran and Lebanon are winning the war in Syria, but it will be
at least another year before they
suppress all rebel resistance.
Yemen’s airspace is too con-

gested, with Saudi, Emirati, Kuwaiti, Jordanian and Egyptian
planes bombing the living daylights out of the Houthi rebels
who hold most of the country
(and anybody else who happens
to be nearby). No real room for
another war there.
Both Saudi Arabia and Israel
want to take Iran down a peg or
two, and their efforts to get the
United States to do it for them
have not yet succeeded. Trump is
not opposed in principle, but his
current obsession is North Korea’s Kim Jong-un.
So the war will have to be in
Lebanon, at least at the start. The
big Shia militia that controls
southern Lebanon, Hezbollah, is
closely allied to Shia Iran, and it’s

a permanent nuisance along
Israel’s northern border, so it’s a
suitable place to start rolling back
Iran’s influence in the region.
Lebanon is a particularly good
choice from Saudi Arabia’s point
of view because it’s the Israelis
who would have to do the actual
fighting there. (Saudi Arabia does
not share a border with Lebanon.)
But if Crown Prince Muhammad
bin Salman is really serious about
curbing Iran’s power, his own
troops are eventually going to
have to take on the job of cleansing Syria of Iranian influence.
You only have to say that sentence aloud to realise that this
project is going to end in tears for
the Saudis, the Israelis and (if
they get sucked into it) the Ameri-

cans. There is no way that the
inexperienced Saudi army is
going to drive battle-hardened
Hezbollah and Iranian militia
troops out of Syria.
Actually, there is no way that the
Israeli army is going to drive
Hezbollah out of southern Lebanon either. In Israel’s last war
with the organisation in 2006,
Hezbollah’s troops fought the
Israeli army to a standstill in
southern Lebanon. The Israeli air
force smashed up Lebanon’s
infrastructure, but Israel ended
up accepting a ceasefire with
Hezbollah and withdrawing its
troops in a hurry.
Sunni Arab leaders and Israel’s
prime minister have talked themselves into the paranoid delusion
that Iran has a grand plan to establish its domination over the
whole region and must be
stopped by force of arms.
First Iran established close links
with the Shia political parties and
militias that now dominate Iraq.
Then it crossed Iraqi territory to
save the Shia ruler of Syria from a
revolt by the Sunni majority in that
country. Next was distant Yemen,
where the Shia tribes of the north,
the Houthi, overran most of the
country with Iranian help. And
now the Shia militia Hezbollah
has gained a powerful position in
the government of Lebanon.
If the Sunnis don’t stop the Iranians now, they’ll all be enslaved.
Or something of that sort.
Nonsense. It was George W.
Bush who overthrew the centuries-long rule of the Sunni minority in Iraq on the lying pretext that
Saddam Hussein was developing
‘weapons of mass destruction’.
The Shias took power in Iraq in a

free election, and as the only
Shia-majority country in the Arab
world they naturally sought a
close relationship with Shia Iran.
This made it easy for Iranian
volunteers and weapons to move
across Iraq and help Bashar alAssad resist an assault on his
rule by Sunni extremists. The
Hezbollah militia, which represents the large Shia minority in
Lebanon, also went to Assad’s
help, but you can hardly portray
this as Shia expansionism.
There is absolutely no evidence
that the Houthis in Yemen are
getting any material assistance
from Iran. They are not even Iranian “proxies” in any meaningful
sense of the word. They are
Yemeni tribes who happen to be
Shia, engaged in a typical
Yemeni tribal power struggle.
A great many people will die for
nothing if the full-scale SunniShia war that Saudi Arabia (and
Netanyahu) currently envisage
actually gets going. But Lebanese Prime Minister Saad alHariri’s resignation a week ago,
in which he denounced
Hezbollah’s presence in the government – delivered not at home
but in Saudi Arabia – may have
been the starting gun for the war.

Gwynne Dyer is an independent
journalist whose articles are
published in 45 countries.
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A Chilly Game

(L to R) Sponsor Mark Dawson, Ian Yarwood, Tom
Scheier, winner Ron Goddard, Mane Dawson and Captain
David Thomas

The Royal British Club Golf
Society played its first really
cold game of the season on November 8th when they turned out
for the Peter Dawson Bowl.
This game is the second leg of the
Silver Jubilee Plate - the first of
which was the Rankin Brothers
& Sons Trophy competition
played last month. Thirty-five
members and guests participated this month with the later
tee-offs able to appreciate more
the sun warming the course!
Scores were relatively high
this month with several
countbacks needed and, surprisingly, a large number of Lost
Balls resulting in a healthy taking for the charity tin! Winner of
the magnificent Dawson Bowl
was Ron Goddard with 37
points. After a 3-way countback
a very happy Tom Scheier came
second, winning his first prize
with the Society with 33 points.
The following two places, after
the countback, went to Ian
Yarwood, third and Andrew
Jones fourth, both with 33
points. Fifth place was won by
sponsor Mark Dawson beating
Captain David Thomas on a
countback, both with 31points.
The annual competition for
the Silver Jubilee Plate was introduced in 1999 and this year

was won by Ron Goddard with
a combined score of 68 points
over the two events.
The monthly prizes awarded
were: Men’s Guest Prize –
Robert Youde. This month,
again, there was no Lady Guest.
Nearest the Pin for the Ladies –
Brenda Leitão, for the Men –
Selwyn
Kennard.
The
Newstead Cup, awarded to a
member not in the first six places
and with a handicap of 23 or over
– Elizabeth Barker. The highly
fought-over Cowbell went to
Selwyn Kennard. The Top Ten
Competition for those unable to
play 18 holes for various reasons
was a family affair with Isabel
Nygren winning from her husband Lars.
A delicious lunch was enjoyed
at the Estoril Golf Club House
during which Captain David
Thomas thanked the Dawson
family present – Bruce, Mark
and Mane – for sponsoring the
competition since 1982 when
the first winner was Alan Jones
- and for presenting the prizes.
He reminded members that the
final competition of the year –
the President’s Baffy - will be
held at Estoril on December 6th
followed by the Gala Dinner at
the Miragem Hotel in Cascais.
Brenda Leitão

Club & Community News
Rotary Christmas Market

On 18 and 19 November, everyone can shop at the region’s
best Christmas Market and help
raise funds for the Food Bank’s
Farm Programme.
Shoppers will find the very
best of Algarve’s artisans, artists, gourmet food producers,
craftspeople and antique merchants at the Arade Pavilion,
Ferragudo, for our annual Rotary
Christmas Market.
Rain or shine, shoppers will
be comfortable in our climatecontrolled location that features
ample free parking as well as a
wide selection of great gifts, art,
crafts and gourmet food.
Our spacious venue means
that it’s easy to meet up with
friends and get in the Christmas spirit over a coffee, beer,
glass of wine or our wide selection of snacks. We’re open

11am to 5pm each day.
Come on out and have a great
start to your Christmas season.
Funds raised this year support the Foodbank’s Farm
Programme
Shop with us and know that
you are helping ensure that your
neighbours are fed throughout
the year.
We are pleased to be a member of Algarve Artists and to
have fellow members participate
in this year’s Christmas Market.
Help us help our community!
We are Rotarians in Iberia, a
group of community-minded
people committed to making a
positive difference in the lives of
Portugal’s people. Our Rotary
Christmas Market is one of our
foremost annual fund-raising
projects. Our sponsors are
Turismo de Portugal Algarve.

Bowls Algarve
A poignant weekend for
many bowlers along the Algarve, with the Saturday league
matches falling on Armistice
Day, 11 November.
Many clubs chose to commemorate the day by observing
the respectful two minutes silence at exactly 11 O’Clock followed by listening to the ‘Ode
of Remembrance’ taken from
Laurence Binyon’s poem, ‘For
the Fallen’, first published by

The Times newspaper in September 1914. Many clubs also
held their own fun bowling mornings for their members and
friends on Sunday 12 November
followed by meals afterwards.
The league now sees
Albufeira Cats at the top of
League A with the Alvor Amigos
at the top of League B.
Results for the Super 10’s,
next week.
Miriam Hare

Charity bike ride
On Sunday 19 November,
RC Estoi Palace International,
in association with Algarve Bike
Holidays, is organising its 3rd
annual charity bike ride to benefit the ‘End Polio Now’ Campaign. The ride will start at the
Estoi Palace Pousada at 9.30am
and will take around 2 hours and
includes the challenging São
Miguel mountain peak.
Unless polio is eradicated,
within 10 years there could be as
many as 200,000 new cases each
year, all over the world. The disease is endemic in only 3 countries,
but unless every child is vaccinated, no child is safe anywhere.

In 2007, the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation joined Rotary
in its commitment to ending polio and matches every dollar donated 2 to 1.
If you would like to take part
contactpaul@algarvebikeholidays.
com, 913226954, or if you cannot take part please make a donation as for every euro you contribute End Polio now will receive 3 thanks to the Gates Foundation. Donations can be made
via our website www.rotary
estoipalace.org or for further information on ways to donate and
take part contact Shirley on:
shirley.d@rotaryestoipalace.org.

Algarve Activity Bike Rides
Here are the details of this
weeks rides :
Saturday 18 November Bike Ride starting in
Barranco do Velho: We meet
at Tia Bia café at 9.15am ready
for a 9.30am star . This will be a
fairly challenging ride with a café
stop somewhere along the way.
Sunday 19 November Bike Ride starting in Estoi:
We meet outside the Palace Estoi
Pousada at 9.15am ready for a
9.30am start. This will be a special charity ride on behalf of ‘End
Polio Now’ charity. There is no
charge for this ride, you don’t
even have to raise sponsorship
to participate, but you can donate if you wish. Refreshments
will be provided after the ride so
there’s no need for a café stop
along the route. The ride will be

up Cerro do São Miguel which
is quite challenging but manageable by all regular Sunday riders.
The ride will be around 30kms
with the hill climb.
If you would like to come along
to one of these rides, please confirm
either by text, email or on Facebook
via the Activity Algarve Bike Rides
page. If a ride has to be cancelled
for any reason, such as bad
weather, notification will be via
text.We reserve the right to cancel
any ride if less than 5 people are
signed up.Price for participation is
€5 per rider per ride.
For more information please
contact Paul Beesley on tel:
913226954, email: paul@algarve
bike holidays. com, see website:
www.algarvebikeholidays. com,
or Facebook: AlgarveBike
Holidays.

Let’s Walk in the Algarve
Tuesday 21 November –
Let’s Walk from Montinhos da
Luz: An easy circular walk
through countryside and along
the cliff tops with stunning
views, almost 2.5 hours.
10.30am start. Meet at the Snack
Bar/Café. Drive along the EN125
from Lagos towards Sagres and
after the lights for Espiche
Campsite turn left at the roundabout direction Luz. When you
arrive at the next roundabout take
the first exit right and drive for almost 2km. You will see the snack
bar on your right and plenty of
parking on the left. Julie
965753033.
Friday 24 November – Let’s
Walk around the Funcho Reservoir: This walk takes you
along the margins of the Funcho

lake, some ups and downs and
parts of the track are quite stony
but the flora and views are spectacular! 10.30am start. Meet in
the centre of Pedreira. Go north
on the IC1 towards Lisbon and
exit for Messines and Silves. Follow signs for Silves, after 2.5km
there is a road to the right for
Amorosa – turn here. Stay on
this road, drive through
Amorosa, pass a turn to the left
for Vale Fuzeiros and 500m further you come to the hamlet of
Pedreira and a crossroads, meet
here – there is plenty of parking
but
no café.
965 753033
There
is Julie
no need
to book
please just come along wearing
shoes suitable for country
walking and please bring a sense
of humour! There is a nominal
charge of €5 per person.

Club & Community News
Friends of A Rocha
Portugal

A two-year project which began in May of this year, last
week celebrated the launch and
new beginnings for Friends of A
Rocha Portugal.
The Project aims to encourage people to become ‘Friends’,
by taking out an annual subscription. The part time Project
Manager, Filipa Bragança, will
be creating a monthly newsletter for ‘Friends’ only, sharing
news about the people,
projects, wildlife, flora and
fauna of this beautiful part of

the world.
A Rocha Portugal, a nature
conservation organisation, which
is based at Cruzinha near
Mexilhoeira Grande, is hoping to
spread the word about the work
they do on Environmental research, which includes collecting
data on Microplastics in our
beaches, Environmental Education, Environmental advocacy
and much more!
Please take a look at https://
arocha.pt/en/get-involved/become-a-friend/.

which was fascinating. Wednesday saw us free for part of the
day, then taking the coach on to
the Hotel Conquistador in Cordoba. On the way we had a short
coffee stop at an old Spanish railway station - out of service for
some 35 years but now a thriving restaurant and shop. On
Thursday morning our local
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Kindertransport ready for The Refúgio dos Burros
curtain up
Fashion Show
“We are nearly there but the
last few days before the first
performance are always busy
and fraught,” said director
Chris Winstanley of The
Algarveans Experimental Theatre Group.
He was talking about
Kindertransport, by Diane
Samuels, which is this autumn’s production from The
Algarveans, a theatre group
that has been putting on English-speaking productions for
over 25 years.
Between 1938 and the outbreak of WW2 almost 10,000
children, most of them Jewish,
were sent by their parents from
Germany and Eastern Europe
to Britain. Diane Samuels’ sensitive and moving play tells the
story of nine-year-old Eva,
who arrives in Manchester and
is sent to live with Mrs Lil
Miller and her family. When
Eva’s parents fail to escape
Germany, the child changes her
name and begins the process of
denial of her roots. It is only
when her own daughter, Faith,

discovers some old letters and
photographs in the attic that
Eva, now Evelyn, is forced to
confront the heart-breaking
truth about her past.
Rehearsals for the show have
been really exacting as the cast
have had to learn a lot of lines;
some in German, speaking with
accents and in one case play six
different characters. Rehearsals
started in early June so that the
actors/characters would be well
rehearsed and most importantly
believable.
“This show is really stretching all of us involved, but I’ve got
a feeling this could be a show
everyone who sees it will remember for a long time,” said
Chris.
Kindertransport will be performed at Lagoa Auditorium
starting at 7.45pm on November 23 to 25.
Tickets are priced at €12 and
are available by email at
algarveansboxoffice@gmail.com
or by calling any of the following numbers: 913 723 611 / 282
496 635 / 966 211 634.

CASA continues a busy Autumn Schedule
On 26 October we travelled over
to Faro for lunch at the Faro Catering College, correctly the Escola de
Hotelaria e Turismo Algarve. A
very enjoyable day out.
Only some ten days later on
Monday 6 November fortyone of us travelled by coach
from the Algarve to Granada
where we were dropped right
outside the Hotel Carmen for our
two-night visit. Tuesday morning we had free to wander around
town, many taking the chance to
shop of course, then we met back
at the hotel to take our coach for
the short ride up the hill to the
Alhambra. Two excellent guides
met us there and we set off for
our 2 1/2 hour guided tour,
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guide took us for a short walk
around the old ‘Jewish quarter’
then into the Mesquita, truly a
wonder of the world. On Friday,
after a final shop and with some
reluctance, we re-boarded our
coach and returned without incident to our homes in the Algarve. A superb 5-day break.
The next event is a lunch on Sun-

day 19 November shortly followed by our Christmas Party and
Dinner on Saturday 2 December.
Full details of these and all our
planned events, which are also
open to non-members, can be obtained from the club website:
www.casasocial.club or from
Margaret Brito on 282 495 475 or
by email to info@casasocial.club.

The Refúgio dos Burros
recently held a fashion show
highlighting some of the great
bargains that can be found at the
association’s charity shops.
Christina Cottis, Vice
President of the charity,
would like to thank Ricardo
Martins, food and beverage
director of Carvoeiro Clube
resorts, for arranging for it to
be held, and also Sandra Fuchs
for her hard work helping on
the day.
Also the lovely models Mo,
Trudy, Fiona, Angie, Natale
and Alison, who all strutted
their stuff and showed the
clothes off beautifully. Also
all the helpers on the day who
are volunteers in the shops.
A total of €570 was made
for the charity and it was a
great way to spend a sunny
Sunday afternoon.

Remembrance Sunday
Under a cloudless sky at St.
Luke’s Church Palhagueira, 200
people gathered on Remembrance Sunday to honour and re-

member those who made the
ultimate sacrifice in the two
world wars and in many conflicts since.

Flight Lieutenant Dougal Gow, RAF laying a wreath on
behalf of the Royal British Legion.
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Gardening

Life & Leisure

Creative conifers

Secure your home

Gardeners who love a riot of colour throughout the seasons may dismiss conifers as dull, boring
specimens which add little to the glory of the garden.

Babies and toddlers love a good climb. Richard
Burr reveals how to keep them safe from falling
wardrobes and chests of drawers.

I

ndeed, some of us will
only really come into
contact with a conifer in
the form of a miniature
type which we use to gain
height in our summer or
winter containers, surrounded by much more
colourful bedding or
shrubs to fill the pot.
Yet the conifer has a much
wider use than the fill-in
specimen in containers. It
is also invaluable in beds
and borders, providing
structure, texture and colour when everything else

has died down.
Conifers can work as a
backdrop, standalone, or in
a border with other plants,
from making effective
screening to creating the
perfect background for
flower borders or accents
in rock gardens. They are
extremely versatile, coming in an amazingly diverse
range of shades, textures,
shapes and sizes.
Some of the best things
about a conifer are that they
are low-maintenance, suit
contemporary and tradi-

tional settings and provide
all-year-round interest.
They come into their own in
the winter and early spring,
when they are unchallenged by the green of deciduous shrubs and perennials, and come in shades
of green, gold and brown.
Of course, the size of your
garden will determine your
choice of conifer. Generally,
most conifers look best
planted where their individual shape and colour can
be enjoyed without competition from other show-stopping plants. Good plant
partners include heathers,
grasses, phormiums and
dwarf hebes.
In formal settings, they can
boast stunning architectural value - common box
can easily be trimmed into
balls and cones, Laurus
nobilis (sweet bay) looks
great used as a standard,
while Taxus baccata (yew)
is perfect for topiary. Buxus
sempervirens (common
box) is often used to create
hedges around formal
beds.
Some conifers that are
columnar in shape are
really useful in narrow
spaces, creating an evergreen feature which rises
out of lower planting. The
dark green Irish yew, Taxus
baccata ‘Fastigiata’, is perfect for creating an exclamation mark in planting
because of its slender nature, rising out of ground

cover such as ivy or periwinkle. Red fruits stud the plant
in the latter part of the year,
while the column becomes
broader with age.
For the mild Algarve winters, Cupressus
sempervirens can be very
effective, its narrow structure conveying a Mediterranean atmosphere, ideally
paired with silver-leaved
plants in sunny, drier gardens. It also produces
heavy cones which weigh
down the branches, creating a more open, feathery
appearance.
Large gardens can make
the most of coniferous
evergreen trees such as
pines, with their spiky needles, or spruces, with bristling branches. The Austrian pine, Pinus nigra, is
one of the most widely
grown for landscape purposes, its large, dense
head of dark green foliage
making a brilliant windbreak. It’s also a great
choice for inhospitable
sites as it grows on almost
any soil.
Conifers are low-maintenance. They need little
pruning except for where
green branches appear in
trees with variegated or
coloured foliage.
The biggest problem is that
they can grow too large for
their site. If you buy a dwarf
conifer, be aware that in
many cases it won’t be
dwarf but will be slowgrowing. However, in time
it will outgrow its space,
although to some extent
you may be able to keep it
under control by trimming.
If you can’t, you may have to
dig it out and start again.
A few conifers such as yew
can be pruned hard and
will regrow, but most won’t
regrow if you make the
mistake of cutting back into
old wood. Yet you can trim
the foliage as you would a
hedge, from spring to late
summer, to leave a mossy
green finish.
TPN/PA

O

ur toddler is at
that age where
she’s into everything. After three
kids, we thought we had
the hang of baby-proofing,
but our youngest daughter
is a champion climber. The
wardrobe in her bedroom
appears to have become
an inviting ‘staircase’, so
here are my top tips for
securing furniture to keep
your little ones safe.

1. Use L-brackets for
fixing wardrobes or chests
of drawers to walls
Often, furniture will come
with brackets included but if
not, you can get an L-shaped
corner bracket from any
ironmongery or DIY store. Try
silver zinc-effect mild steel
corner brace brackets.
They may also be referred
to by a few different terms,
such as L-bracket, corner
bracket or corner brace.
Some will come with
screws included, otherwise
ask for help where you’re
buying it to make sure you
get the right sized screws
to go with your bracket.

2. Get the right tools for
the job
For this project, you’re
going to need an electric
drill with a 5.5mm masonry
drill bit and a Phillips screw
head, screws, a Phillips

screwdriver, a pencil (behind the ear is optional), a
step-ladder, a spirit level
and Rawlplugs (the red
ones) if it’s going to be
attached to a brick wall.
First, you need to establish
whether the wall you’re
fixing it to is a brick wall usually one of the outside or
party walls of your home, or
if it’s a stud wall - an internal
wall that sounds hollow
when you knock on it.
Next, you’ll need a drill. I
use a Dewalt cordless drill
for a lot of my work and my
version will set you back a
few quid, but their DIY models are also great.

3. Make sure your
wardrobe is level before
fixing to a brick wall
For added security, I like to
use two brackets, even if it’s
a small wardrobe - one at
each end. Push your wardrobe into position, as far
back against your skirting
boards as it will go.
If the wardrobe still tilts forward, for example because
a carpet gripper-rod at the
edge of the room makes the
back legs a little higher, then
prop up the front legs of your
wardrobe with a small bit of
plywood under each leg, cut
to size, or even some folded
cardboard. Use your spirit
level to check the top of the
wardrobe is level. Climb up

Richard Burr fixing furniture to the wall.
(Photo: Richard Burr/PA)
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New showroom for Around
Tiles and Bathrooms

While you’re toddler-proofing, you might also want to think about adding some safety catches to your drawers or
wardrobe doors. (Photo: PA Photo)

your step-ladder to the top
of the wardrobe and you’ll
see the back of the wardrobe should be the depth of
the skirting board away
from the wall.
Put your bracket in position
and use your pencil to draw
the shape of the hole onto
the wall. When you move
the bracket away, draw a
cross through the circle, so
that you can still see where
the centre is while you drill
the hole. Set your drill to
high-speed hammer setting. As you drill, hold the
end of a vacuum nozzle as
close to the hole as possible. You may need another
pair of hands to do this job,
but it’s very useful to
vacuum-away the dust as
you work. You don’t need to
drill into the wall to the full
depth of your drill-bit, only
as deep as the Rawlplug,

plus around 5mm extra.
You can mark this on your
drill-bit by wrapping a bit of
tape around it so you know
when to stop.
When you’ve drilled your
holes, insert your Rawlplugs, put your bracket in
place and then with your
screwdriver, secure the
brackets to the wall by
hand with your screws.
Once this is attached to the
wall, you can screw down
into the top of your wardrobe using your cordless
drill on screwdriver setting,
or you can do this by hand.

4. For a stud wall, find the
wooden studs for a
stronger fix
In most modern homes, a
stud wall is plasterboard
fixed to a wooden frame
and then plastered over. If
you were to follow the in-

structions above and drill
into plasterboard, this
wouldn’t give you a strong
enough fixing.
Instead, you need to find
where the wooden studs
are in the wall and screw
your brackets into these. To
do this (and you’ll feel like a
proper builder), tap along
the wall with your knuckles
and listen out for when the
hollow sound changes to a
hard sound - that will be
where the wooden studs
are. If you’re not confident in
your sound-detection abilities, see if you can borrow a
stud detector (great name) or you can buy one from
Amazon for less than €15.
With a stud wall, you’ll
need to put the brackets
where they can be screwed
into the wooden studs, so it
won’t necessarily be at
either end of the wardrobe.

For this reason, as well as
wall screws, you’ll also
need short 16mm screws
(so they don’t poke through
inside the top of the wardrobe). Follow the steps
above, but instead of drilling into the wall and using
a Rawlplug, use your drill
to screw directly into the
wooden studs and then
into the wardrobe.

5. Toddler-proof wardrobe
doors and drawers while
you’re at it
While you’re toddler-proofing, you might also want to
think about adding some
safety catches to your drawers or wardrobe doors, to
stop your little one trapping
their fingers. Purpose
made safety catches are
readily available, and very
easy to fix by hand or with
your cordless drill.

The experienced and
professional team from
Around Tiles and Bathrooms have recently
opened a new showroom
enabling clients from
across the Algarve to experience the high quality
products available from the
company first-hand.
The new Loulé showroom, located at EN125, Km
86 in Loulé, was inaugurated on 20 October 2017
and in this space clients are
able to find the main national and international
brands that the company
represents while counting
on the excellent sales support provided by Andre
Gancho and Silvia Metelo.
Around Bathroom and
Tiles has been operating in
the Algarve since 2012 and

have now expanded to cover
the entire region and offer
clients a choice from top
brands including Margres,
Living Ceramics, Bisazza,
Grohe, Gessi, Catalano,
Jacuzzi and Foursteel.
With a young, yet experienced team, the company’s mission is to provide a
complete service throughout every stage of a project
while working with national
and international brands.
The new showroom is
the ideal place to view floor
and wall tiling options,
bathroom furniture and
equipment while being
able to gain valuable advice from the team.
For more information
Tel: 926978813 (Lagos),
918714478 (Loulé) or
email; geral@around.pt
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Animal W
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Different types of diets for dogs
higher. Owners who feed a
wet food should also monitor their dogs teeth as wet
foods tend to predispose
dogs to dental disease.
Dry foods are usually the
most economical and
easiest for you to feed and
store. There are many
cooking methods for dry
food including:
• Extrusion: Raw ingredients are ground and
then steam cooked at high
pressure before being
dried and cooled. It is then
given a coating of fats and
oils to increase flavour
• Baking: Ingredients are
cooked at lower pressures
than extruded foods which
may preserve more nutrients than extruded foods

W

ith so much
choice out
there it can be
confusing to
know what is best for you to
feed your dog. The PDSA
has put together a guide to
help dog owners to find the
perfect diet for their dog.

Raw feeding
What is a complete diet?
Complete diets contain
every nutrient required by a
dog to be healthy and do
not need to be fed with
other foods. There are wet,
dry and raw complete diets
available. If you feed both
wet and dry complete foods

be careful not to overfeed
your dog.

Complementary foods and
mixers
Complementary foods don’t
contain the full mix of nutrients needed by a dog to be
healthy and need to be
mixed with other foods to
form a complete diet. The
complementary dry foods
usually need to be mixed
with a wet food in order to
provide a complete diet.

Wet food or dry food?
Wet foods are very popular
and are generally very appetising to dogs. However,
they are more expensive to
feed as the feeding
amounts are generally

Many companies have
created complete raw
diets and they are growing in popularity. Food
needs to be stored frozen
and defrosted before
feeding. Whilst many
people argue raw feeding is the most natural
way to feed a dog, there
are concerns over the
possibility of salmonella.

How often to feed your dog
Most owners feed once or
twice a day. Smaller dogs
and dogs with active lifestyles may need to be fed
twice a day in order to keep
energy levels up and regulate glucose levels.
Dogs who have difficulty
absorbing nutrients or diffi-

PETS

FOR

ADOPTION

culty maintaining weight
may benefit from being fed
several small meals per day.

Free Feeding
Free feeding is when owners leave food available
throughout the day and dogs
can eat whenever they like
and as much as they like.
This may be suitable for
dogs who have very active
lifestyles or dogs who struggle to maintain a healthy
weight. It is not recommended for puppies or other
dogs who will likely consume more calories than
they need and develop
obesity.

HARVEY was born in Dec 2014
and has been with us since a
puppy. Kind-natured and
patient, he is a lovely dog. Great
on the lead and with other dogs.
Medium-large, sterilised, vaccinated and micro-chipped. If you
would like to meet him email:
cadelacarlota.comp@gmail.com

Changing diets
Changing diets quickly
can upset some dog’s
stomachs. It is best to
gradually change diets by
slowly introducing the
new food. Increase the
amount of the new food
while decreasing the
amount of the old food. If
done over a period of 2
weeks, most dogs will settle
well onto a new diet.

TIMMIE is 6-months-old. He
will be a medium to bigger dog
when adult, a happy friendly
boy looking for his family. If
interested email us on:
friendscanilportimao@gmail.com
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Skiing for
beginners
Aine Fox embarks on her
very first ski holiday in the
French Alps.

“

You’re a bit like Bambi
coming down there,” says
my instructor, a lovely and
incredibly patient woman.
And she is right.
But after a little more than two
hours of lessons, I am skiing albeit on the beginner’s slope all on my own. Having Patsy, an
instructor with 40 years’ experience, shouting words of encouragement and directions is a
huge help.
It’s my first foray into a world people seem to either love or hate.
I have heard people gushing that
there’s nothing like it, others say
it is overrated and too much like
hard work - with one friend recalling breaking down in tears as
she fell in the middle of a blizzard
after becoming separated from
her group.
Needless to say, I am a mix of
excitement and nerves as I set off
for the Three Valleys, the largest
ski area in the world.
My holiday is to be a “soft-ski”
break - combining ski with other
activities, including a spa visit
and lots of excellent bars and
restaurants. Demand for this kind
of holiday has grown, Joanna
Laforge, a travel and ski enthusiast and commercial director of
holiday firm Ski France, tells me.
Families and friendship groups
will usually be made up of people
who like to ski and others who
want to enjoy some downtime
with alternative activities.
Selecting the perfect ski slope,
Meribel, in the Three Valleys, is a

two-hour drive from Geneva airport and is suitable for all abilities, with nursery slopes, red and
even black runs.
The road narrows as we spiral
upwards and the scenery becomes more impressive. Looking out the minibus window, I am
greeted by a picture-postcard
view of snow-capped trees,
homely chalets and fairy lights.
The three-star Hotel Le Mottaret
is exactly as I pictured a ski hotel
to be, and I enjoy living out my
fantasy of sipping a hot chocolate
by the fire and people-watching
as skiers come in from their day’s
adventure.
The hotel has rooms for couples,
families and groups of friends, a
cosy lounge and bar area, and perhaps my favourite - a Jacuzzi
out the front, where guests can
enjoy a sparkling beverage amid
the bubbles while surrounded by
snow.

It’s not all about skis
Strapping on a pair of snow
shoes can be a gentle way to take
in the snowy sights, walking
through the freshly fallen powder.
A milder than average winter
sees us struggling to cross a
slushy stream towards the lake in
Tueda Nature Reserve.
I return with frozen shoelaces
after having to step into the water,
but the Narnia-like scenes make
the experience entirely worthwhile.
The area also offers hiking trails
and even paragliding. For the
fashionistas, there is plenty of
designer gear to look out for,
even if just window shopping in
nearby Courchevel, and
Meribel-Mottaret has a cinema,

Snow shoeing in T
ueda Nature Reserve. (Photo: P
A Photo/Handout)
Tueda
PA
bars and restaurants for some
downtime.

Getting to grips with the slopes
Heading out for my first ski lessons is exciting, but as anyone
who has ever donned a pair of ski
boots will know, walking becomes a bit of a challenge. Feeling like RoboCop, I side-step my
way, very slowly, down to the
bottom of the beginner’s slope,
raring to go.
Just as I am learning how to click
my boots into place on the skis, a
child aged around five or six
whizzes past me with the confidence of a pro. Surely this can’t
be so hard?
How quickly one takes to skiing is
all to do with fear levels and natu-

ral co-ordination, Patsy tells me.
By the end of two morning lessons I have done well, but am
about average, the Scottish instructor concludes.
The ideal age to start skiing is at
around three years old, I am told,
so I’ve missed the boat by a good
27 years. But, Patsy adds, it’s
never too late to learn. One tip for
a beginner? “Try to be relaxed
and not tense up,” she says.

Finding ways to relax
There are plenty of great ways to
relax after a day on the slopes including the apres-ski at restaurant and bar La Folie Douce. As
the snowflakes begin to fall high
up the mountain, people dance
on the tables, and the resort’s

reputation for being ‘Ibiza in the
Snow’ begins to make perfect
sense.
For those after a less nightclubthemed vibe, the newly opened
Aquamotion in nearby
Courchevel ticks every box. The
enormous water venue features a
range of pools, slides, saunas, a
spa, a surf machine and a large
outdoor Jacuzzi with the Alps as
your backdrop.
While I chill in the outdoor pool,
enjoying the contrast between
the hot water and cool air, I reflect on my newfound skills on
the slopes. It is a whole new
holiday experience for me, and
one I want to repeat - hopefully
more Arctic Fox, less Bambi next
TPN/PA
time.
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Café Q
Location: Loulé, Rua Vice Almirante Cândido Reis, nº
19 (Opposite the Municipal Art Gallery)
Opening hours:
hours Monday to Friday 9.30am - 5pm,
Saturdays 10am - 4pm
Price range: A 2-course meal with a ½ bottle of house
white and coffee average €20 to €25.
Style: Our cuisine is pretty much International, with influences from the Spice Route and beyond. The courtyard is
inviting and provides a well-deserved rest to visitors of this
amazing little town, and the restaurant area is elegant in a
quirky way, with memorabilia from faraway places and
times, making it truly interesting. Great place for families and
friends. And we love our picture being taken!
Speciality dishes: District six carrot and pineapple
cake is the most popular cake at Café Q, followed by our
Melk Tert, a truly South African favourite. Our
Mozambican Chicken curry is also a best seller as well as
the Adam and Eve pulled pork, apple and mayo in a
sesame bagel.
Extras: Live Music and Tapitas at Q. by night: “No Monday is Blue at Q” and “Thank Goodness it’s Friday”, between 7-11.
Tell us more: This concept took close to 10 years to
come together, patiently waiting for the perfect spot to
become available… Meanwhile owner Filomena took to
travel once again, working in exotic places like Thailand,
Cape Town, and also Norwich at Delia’s , the Delia
Smith´s flagship Restaurant. Born in Portuguese Colonial
West Africa, she has had an amazing life having being
brought up in the Safari Farm her dad ran, with a cheetah
as a pet and all… but the story is long, and the paths her life
took her on just as interesting. With close to 25 years’
experience in the FB, in both Hotel and Restaurant Industries, the only logical
solution was to one day
open her own place.
Café Q. is filled with
stories and is an irresistible and magical place
to visit.
Special
Portugal
News Readers Promotion:
-Coffee and cake of
your choice: €5
- Meze “Al Garbe” for 2
and glass of house white
each: €12.50 (must
present paper with offer)
Contacts: Tel: 289
414 310 or visit
www.cafeq.pt for further
details.
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Eating Out & In

Cherimoya – Deliciousness Itself!

W

ith the world
constantly
becoming a
smaller place,
you can now find fruits and
vegetables from all over
the world ready to be enjoyed. However while it is
fantastic to have such
choice in the aisles, it is not
always obvious how to eat
and enjoy some of these
tropical delights.
The Cherimoya, also
known as the Anona, is an
example of a fruit that can
look overwhelming to begin with, thanks to its large
bulbous shape and scalelike peel but beneath the
green exterior lies a fruit
packed with flavours and
nutrients.
Sometimes referred to as
“custard apples”, Mark
Twain described the
Cherimoya as “Deliciousness itself” and the soft and
creamy flesh of the fruit has
long been a delicacy in
South America where the
majority of the fruits are
cultivated. The Cherimoya
is also grown in Portugal,
Andalucia and the South of

Itlay where the warm temperatures are perfect for
getting the best crops.
If you are keen to try a
cherimoya then you will find

them in the fruit and vegetable area of a supermarket
and can often be found
nestling wrapped in soft
plastic webbing to protect
them. Pick fruits without
dark spots if possible and
keep them refrigerated for
up to 4 days if you are not
quite ready to eat them.
The pulp of the Cherimoya
is the only edible part of the
fruit so you will need to half
the fruit with a knife and
then scoop out the flesh
while discarding the seeds
and the peel. Cherimoyas
are best enjoyed chilled to
get the full creamy flavor
that they are famous for.
As with most fruit, there are
many different ways to
enjoy the Cherimoya, de-

pending on how adventurous you are feeling!
You can choose to blend
the Cherimoya with pineapple, mango and strawberries to make a smoothie,
puree the flesh and cook
and pour it over natural
yogurt for a healthy breakfast or slice up the flesh as
you would peaches for a
cobbler on a winter’s day.
As well as being a delish
fruit option, the Cherimoya
is also packed with goodness and is an excellent
source of Vitamin B6, which
is useful for supporting
adrenal function and for a
healthy nervous system, as
well as being a good
source of Vitamin C, dietary
fibre and riboflavin.

Letters to the Editor
Portuguese versus
English
SIR, I must take issue with
your previous correspondents on this subject as they
both perpetuate two myths.
Mr Standwell seems to think
that if a language is not
taught in one’s home country
then you can be excused for
not speaking it even though
he might have chosen to live
there and secondly that Portuguese is much more difficult to learn than English.
It is incumbent on you to learn
the language of the country in
which you live however difficult that might be. As it happens the British as a nation
are just as capable of learning a foreign language as
anybody else but as English
has become an international
language for science, business and tourism we have
lost the necessity of speaking
it when abroad for holidays or
technical conferences. Not
an excuse for a resident
though.
Mr JIMG however does little to
help by suggesting that the
way children learn to communicate can be used by adults
and that a dictionary is all you
need. Adults and children
learn differently and a knowledge of structure is necessary
to have something on which
to hang your vocabulary.
Learning any language
needs time and effort and
unfortunately there is no
magic method. But where
there’s a will there’s a way
(querer é poder) and I and my
students are living examples
of the fact that British people
can learn to speak Portuguese even when they neither
live, nor have lived in Portugal.
Portuguese has two difficulties to overcome at an early
stage - pronunciation and
verb conjugations. We have
developed a method to overcome both of these within a
short time of starting to learn
which works. If you really want
to speak another language
you have got to put some real
effort and time into it but you
can do it. If you don’t believe
me get in touch and I will be
pleased to tell you how.
GEOFFREY PHOENIX,
By email

Grammar
SIR, I can’t help but agree
with JMG of Faro when he
says we need very little Portuguese grammar to make
ourselves understood.
When I arrived here to live in
1967, I was a young woman
in my early twenties with an
18-month-old son and very
few English people around
other than retired ex-

colonials, who would never
dream of learning anyone
else’s language. I decided
that as a chatter-box I would
have to learn the Portuguese
or have no one to talk to.
I started by learning yes, no,
please and thank you, essential in any language then I
went on to numbers, days of
the week and months of the
year after that came the
names of things. I quickly
built up a library of words.
Most of the people at that
time were illiterate and had a
dialect but once I could hear
the music of the language I
began to notice the verbs
and how and when they were
used. I made lots of mistakes
and had many people laughing but the important thing
was I kept trying.
Even after almost 50 years, I
don’t speak the language
that teachers would have
their students learn because
I don’t need to. People are
much better educated these
days and my pronunciation is
no longer quite
so‘Algarvean‘ and in fact I am
frequently complimented by
doctors, lawyers as well as
neighbours on how well I
speak their language and as
to the verbs well - I get by OK.
My advice would be stop
worrying about the grammar,
listen to the people and if you
don’t understand something
say no comprehend, it’s the
same word in Portuguese
with an ‘o’ on the end.
When you do start to make
yourself understood you will
begin to feel good about
yourself and begin to learn so
much more about what
makes the people tick and
enjoy living in this great little
piece of Paradise.
JENNY GRAINER,
By email

Re: Climate
Change
SIR, You’re wasting your
time, Eddie (4Nov. PN ).
Sadly, we live in a world
where the public education
systems vary from the shallow to the pointless. This
means almost nobody has
ever heard of ice ages, and
what happens when they
turn in the other direction. It
also means that people are
alarmingly happy to quote
government sound bites as if
they are the word of God.
Climate change has been
with the planet since it began
a mind boggling time ago.
There have been several ice
ages separated by
interglacials.
Scientists clock these by
analysing sediment cores,
and there are records cover-

ing at least the last five million
years. Looking at a graph of
this history of climate
changes is very instructive.
The last ice age took place
roughly from 70,000 to
10,000 years ago. During
that period the whole of the
UK north of the Thames was
shrouded in an ice sheet.
Prior to that ice age the country was as hot as the African
savannahs. We are now in
an interglacial, which could
easily last as long as the
previous ice age, and temperatures, whatever you
choose to think or do about it,
will rise and rise.
‘Climate change’ is just a
political gimmick. The world
is always, repeat, always in a
state of climate change.
That’s how things work. We
are now still moving out of
an ice age towards ever
hotter weather all over the
planet. Those who calculate
these things claim that mankind’s input to this warming
is likely to be about 0.3%. If
you look back at the aberrations in the temperatures
even over the past thousand
years you will see plenty of
volatility. Pinning down the
cause is not so easy.
By all means be nice to the
planet, but change it you
cannot. If you’ve only just
discovered climate change,
all that means is, either you
went to a lousy school, or you
were mucking about during
lessons.
JOHN CLARE, Silves.

Stay and Fight
SIR, I think Mr. Oddvar
Myklebust - letter 21October
- should fight instead of leaving the country he had chosen to make his home. He
lost his farm and so did many
other farmers, mostly Portuguese. Why does he not talk
to these farmers and together bring the Portuguese
State to justice for not giving a
heavy punishment to arsonists as well as the ones that
pay them to set fires?
Mr. Myklebust says nobody is
arrested for arson. He is
wrong. Every year the Portuguese police make several
arrests. The problem is that
the arsonists do not receive
heavy sentences and those
that order the crimes are left
unpunished. These powerful forces choose mainly
indigents to commit their
crimes and no Portuguese
government since 1974
seems to care. I myself have
been complaining about
this problem to several
newspapers and TV stations over the years but it
has all been to no avail.
Politicians may argue that

judges are an independent
force. So they are and so they
should be. But judges only
apply the law. Laws are approved by the Parliament, by
politicians therefore. Politicians are also responsible
for the means given to the
police in order to investigate
- to go deeper in discovering
the truth behind the crime.
So forest fires are a POLITICAL issue. Politicians are
accountable for the crimes
they should prevent from
happening and do not. Perhaps one should sue them
individually for negligence,
to say the least.
FILIPA LENCASTRE,
By email

Re: Mr. Williams
SIR,His letter is a classic
example of obfuscation. He
seeks to divert attention from
the final paragraph of his
original letter by referring to
the first parts,with which, I
had no problem and therefore, did not address.I took
issue with the statement he
made in the final paragraph
where he stated that,”Alvor is
losing its village feel and will
become another Albufeira,
or worse”.
He attempts to infer that I
misunderstood his meaning
in this snobbish and deroga-
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The opinions expressed here are those of our readers
and not necessarily of The Portugal News. The editor
reserves the right to edit letters or refuse publication.
Send your letters, which must include your
name and full postal address and should
preferably be under 300 words, to:
The Portugal News, Apartado 13, 8401-901
Lagoa. Email: letters@theportugalnews.com
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tory remark, so,am I to take it
that he meant that Alvor could
improve to the standard of
Albufeira? I think not.
He also, without a scrap of
evidence, infers that I am not
widely travelled in Portugal,
which is untrue and another
attempt to muddy the waters.
My travels also include the Far
East, Australia, the USA and
many European countries.
He is clearly trying to use the
‘Get out of jail free’ card by
saying that he didn’t mean
what his letter implied to me.
Come then,Mr Williams, tell
me what you did mean in the
last paragraph of your original letter, as you failed to
address it in your reply to me.
PHILIP G NIXON, By email

Beware!
SIR, For any non-EU, new
residents to Portugal wanting to exchange their homecountry drivers license to a
Portuguese driver’s license,
be aware of the new rules

which are very antiquated &
restrictive. I have handed in
my Canadian license and all
the remaining paperwork to
IMT in Faro. I have been
informed by IMT that I am
unable to drive in Portugal.
What? I can’t drive? What
about work, food, medical,
etc? I have been told to wait
patiently for a letter to arrive in
the mail, which could take up
to 3 weeks, and then return to
IMT to schedule a practical
drivers test. I am hoping that I
may receive legal authorization to drive again when I next
return to IMT. There was some
discussion that if I had exchanged my license within 90
days of residency, this “no
driving” period and practical
drivers test would not apply,
but I don’t know for sure. The
IMT website does not have the
new regulations listed anywhere. I have learned to accept bureaucracy in Portugal,
but this new rule defies logic.
DIRK DRIEDGER,
By email
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Sleep well naturally

Photo: PA Photo

nia. Studies have found it
helps decrease cortisol,
the ‘stress hormone’ that
can keep you up at night. It
also helps muscles relax,
to bring on that yawn-inducing feeling at the end of
a long day. If you don’t fancy
swilling it down in capsule
form, you could try taking a
hot bath with Magnesium
Flakes.

H

aving trouble
dozing off but
don’t want to
reach for sleeping pills? Try these more
natural methods instead.
It’s one of the more frustrating things in life: The night
before an important event
or big day, where you desperately need to feel
rested, you simply can’t
switch off and fall asleep.
So instead of waking up
refreshed, you’re frustrated, stressed and groggier than ever - before the
day’s even begun.
If this sounds like a familiar scenario, you can at
least take comfort in the
fact you’re not alone. The
Sleep Health Foundation
estimates one in three of
us have at least mild insomnia at some point in
our lives, and at any given
time, approximately 10% of
the population’s suffering
with it.
Occasional episodes of
insomnia may come and
go without causing any

serious problems, but for
some people, it can last for
months or even years at a
time. And sleep deprivation
isn’t just a recipe for a painful and unproductive Monday morning - it can also be
really detrimental to your
health.
Studies have shown that
regularly missing out on a
solid eight hours’ slumber
can put you at risk of serious conditions, including
obesity, heart disease and
diabetes, and chronic poor
sleep is also associated
with a shortened life expectancy.
When you’re tossing and
turning all night, it can be
tempting to reach for overthe-counter or prescription
drugs to help you to drift off.
However, if these aren’t a
suitable option, or you’re
simply keen to avoid popping sleeping pills, don’t
despair.
A new school of thinking is
turning away from the
medicine cabinet, looking
instead at more organic

3. Sip on some chamomile
tea

and holistic sleep aids.
Two powerful weapons in
the fight against insomnia
are a quiet, comfortable
sleep environment and a
relaxing bedtime routine,
but here are five other natural approaches that can
help you on your way...

A good cup of tea is just
what the doctor ordered
when sleep won’t come just don’t touch the English
Breakfast. Chamomile has
been used for centuries for
its medicinal properties, in
particular its ability to help
you relax. Just one cuppa
of the stuff can have a mild
sedative effect, as well as
the added benefit of being
helpful in alleviating menstrual cramps.

1. Invest in a sunrise lamp

4. Tune into pink noise

Getting a good night’s
sleep could be as simple
as changing the lighting in
your room. The blue light
from electronic devices can
delay the release of sleepinducing melatonin, so
make your bedroom a
phone-free zone and invest
in a sunrise lamp. Many
have a bedtime option that
mimics a real sunset, gradually dimming the light in your
room over a 30-minute
period, stimulating melatonin production and its allimportant sleepy effect.

You’ve probably heard of
white noise - which is basically a consistent, fuzzy,
static sound that has a
masking effect, blocking
out the sudden changes in
noise that can disturb light
sleepers. Pink noise goes
one step further, slowing
down your brainwaves and
helping regulate them,
giving you a steady, long
sleep. Next time you’re
having trouble drifting off,
try filling your room with the
sounds of waves lapping
on the beach or leaves
rustling in the trees - these
are nature’s pink noise
creators (there are lots of
apps where you can find
them).

2. Bathe in magnesium
Magnesium has long been
touted as a homeopathic
way to help relieve insom-
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Stop the face ache

E

ver had what
seemed like a bad
case of the sniffles
- only for your face
to suddenly descend into
horrible pain, as intense
pressure builds around
your eye sockets and nose?
It might have been sinusitis
- “an infection or inflammation of the air-filled sinus
cavities surrounding your
nose,” says GP and
Healthspan medical director, Dr Sarah Brewer.
“You have four pairs of
sinuses,” she explains.
“The frontal sinuses over
your eyes; the ethmoids
between your eyes; the
sphenoids in the upper part
of your nose behind your
eyes, and the maxillary
sinuses inside your cheekbones. These help to lighten
the bones of the skull and
improve the resonance of
your voice. They also act as a
safety ‘crumple zone’ to
absorb blows to the face.”

Acute or chronic problem
Some people suffer with
chronic sinusitis, though
this is somewhat different
from having an acute infection, explains Mr David
Howe, an ear, nose and
throat consultant surgeon
at Solihull’s Spire Parkway
Hospital.
“Sinus infections arise
from a combination of
blockage within the sinus
and infection forming
within it. This obstruction of
the tiny ducts that drain the
sinus into the nose leads to
the symptoms of pain,
pressure and congestion
that people report with
acute sinusitis.
“Chronic sinusitis is a rather

different condition and in the
UK, is often associated with
nasal polyps,” says Howe.
“This tends to cause patients
to have a very blocked nose,
loss of smell and recurrent
discharge from the nose. It
can affect men or women
but is certainly more common in people who have
asthma, cystic fibrosis or
aspirin sensitivity.”

Face ache
So how come sinus infections can be so painful?
“The lining of your sinuses
secretes a thin, watery fluid
that continually washes
them clean. When a sinus
is inflamed, it swells and
produces larger amounts
of mucus, so the fluid becomes thicker and more
profuse. If the narrow drainage channel from a sinus
becomes blocked by swollen tissue or mucus, the
secretions remain trapped
and pressure builds to
cause a throbbing pain
between the eyes, in the
cheeks, headache and/or
pain in the upper teeth
[yep, you might feel like
your teeth are all about to
fall out!],” explains Brewer.
“You may develop tenderness over the sinus, with
swelling and redness of
overlying skin. If the infection’s severe, pus will pool in
the sinus and you will develop a fever. Some pus may
drain out through the nose to
cause increasing pain and a
constant, nasal discharge
that drops into the back of
the nose. This triggers a
cough and tastes foul.”
Acute sinusitis, she explains,
typically lasts up to three
weeks - although the ‘acute’

very painful phase should
hopefully ease long before
that. “It is normally the aftermath of a cold or flu infection,
and can occur after lots of
flying,” Brewer adds.
You don’t always need
antibiotics - however it’s
important to see a doctor if
the acute symptoms don’t
improve, and seek medical
attention if your symptoms
become severe (for instance, a very high fever,
redness around the eyes, a
stiff neck, confusion and
vision changes). Infections
will normally clear up by
themselves, and regular
painkillers like paracetamol, plus over-the-counter
decongestant tablets and
nasal drops or sprays - ask
your pharmacist which
ones are suitable - can
help ease symptoms.
Steaming can sometimes
help too, and Alison Cullen,
nutritional therapist for
A.Vogel (avogel.co.uk),
says: “Warm face packs
placed over your sinuses
can be comforting and
reduce pain.”
Howe explains: “Antibiotics
are rarely needed, unless
the patient becomes toxic
or gets frontal headaches,
suggesting a frontal sinusitis. [Also] If the [acute] episode lasts more than a few
days, then antibiotics might
be appropriate.”

Keeping infections at bay
You can’t completely guard
against sinus infections,
but doing your best to
avoids colds and flu will
help, along with keeping
generally well - with a balanced diet, regular physical activity, good sleep and

Sinus infections arise from a combination of blockage within the sinus and infection
forming within it. (Photo: PA Photo)

keeping stress levels in
check - to help support your
immune system.
Dr Brewer says Pelargonium has been found to be
effective in “reducing
cough, sputum production,
headaches and nasal
discharge”, while Cullen
notes that hydration can
also be an important factor.
“It’s important to ensure
you drink plenty of fluid.
This will help loosen and
thin mucus which has accumulated in your sinuses or
nasal passages, encouraging mucus to drain and
helping reduce blockages
and pressure,” she says.

What about chronic
sinusitis?
As well as nasal polyps and
pre-existing conditions like
asthma, other factors in
developing chronic sinusitis include a deviated
(crooked) nasal septum,
certain medications, plus
certain allergies and food
intolerances may play a
part for some people.
If you find you’re prone to

sinus infections, or are
finding it harder and harder
to shrug off symptoms, talk
to your family doctor.
“Chronic sinusitis is more
complex, and this often
needs input from a specialist,” says Howe. “Confirmation of the diagnosis is key,
with often the need for a
nasoendoscopy [a thin
flexible tube with a camera
at the end is inserted up
into the nose to get a good
look at what’s going on] to
be certain. Then a combination of antibiotics and
steroids may be used to
treat the sinusitis. Approxi-

mately 50% of patients will
respond to this, but a minority may require surgery
eventually.
“Surgery is generally done
for patients with chronic
sinus disease, which
doesn’t respond to medication. Occasionally, patients
with recurrent acute sinusitis may need treatment.”
The procedure’s now “almost always done endoscopically”, Howe adds,
meaning it’s performed via
the nostrils, with no need
for incisions, and often as a
daycare procedure under
local anaesthetic.
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Beauty

Health & Beauty

How many of these trends do you remember?

E

Winged Eyeliner as worn by Liz Taylor. The chances are
those ladies had make-up artists with a steady hand to
help them get the look. (Photo: PA Photo)

ach decade has
had its own distinc
tive look. When you
first started wearing make-up, chances are
you dabbled with
eyeshadow, eyeliner and
mascara, before trying out
other products, right? After
all, despite how relatively
small an area your eyes
take up, there’s a huge
potential for creativity - and
good eye make-up can
transform a look.
As fashion styles have
changed over the decades,
so have beauty looks - with
eye make-up being the star
of the show, more often
than not.
Here, we take a look back
at our favourite eye makeup trends that dominated
each decade, from the
1950’s through to today:

1950’s: Winged eyeliner
Most of us know the trials
and tribulations of perfecting winged eyeliner. How
do you get a precise flick, or
even just make sure both
eyes are even?
Well, this is what some of
the most stylish icons of the
1950’s managed to nail.
Winged eyeliner was the
go-to style of eye make-up
during this high-glamour
era, popularised by the likes
of Audrey Hepburn, Marilyn
Monroe and Liz Taylor.
However, chances are
those ladies had make-up
artists with a steady hand to
help them get the look. Pity
the average woman who
had to do it herself if she
wanted to be on trend...
1960’s: Big lashes
Fresh faces on the scene in
the 1960’s brought in some

very new looks. The fashion
started to move away from
that perfect, elegant flick towards huge, exaggerated lashes.
This decade was all about
false eyelashes - or just
layers and layers of thick
mascara. Supermodel
Twiggy had much to do
with the popularity of this
trend; she was well known
for her doll-like look, with
cropped blonde hair and
dark, voluminous lashes.
Other famous faces from
the worlds of modelling,
music and movies also
sported the look, such as
Brigitte Bardot and Jean
Shrimpton.
1970’s: Smoky eyes
In the 1970’s, all things
hippy and boho were in
vogue.
This was a far more relaxed look compared to the
previous decade, and it
really caught on (well, it
was much easier to
achieve and more lowmaintenance!). Now, it was
all about simple, low-key
eye make-up. Think hints of
a smoky eye - either in pale
colours or light browns.
Icons like Joanna Lumley
and Raquel Welch opted
for subtle smoky eyes,
paired with the obligatory
perfectly tousled hair.
1980’s:
Coloured
eyeshadow
Some call it the ‘decade
style forgot’, while others
adore it - the 1980’s were
all about fun, bold looks.
People had evidently had
enough of the low-key vibe
by this point. This was, after
all, also the era of shoulder
pads and mullets.
Beauty trends followed

suit, with eye make-up
leading the vanguard and
eyeshadow taking centre
stage. To be bang on trend,
it was all about bright colours - and a whole lot of it.
Purples, blues and pinks
were particularly popular.
Singers like Madonna and
Debbie Harry were hair,
fashion and beauty icons,
and they blazed a trail in
colourful eyeshadow.
The decade also saw more
men wearing make-up
than ever before, with the
likes of Boy George really
showing us how it’s done.
1990’s: Nudes
As you can probably tell by
now, eye make-up - like so
many other trends - moves
in waves. By the 1990’s,
people seemed to be going off extravagant
eyeshadow (and who can
blame them; it must have
been a nightmare to remove at the end of each
day!).
Instead, this was the decade of fresh-faced simplicity. We’re talking about
stripping it back even more
than the 1970’s did, for a
natural ‘no-make-up
make-up’ look.
Supermodels like Claudia
Schiffer and Kate Moss
popularised a really simple, minimal eye make-up
look, where the emphasis
was on looking youthful
and natural.
Beauty is a notoriously
high-maintenance pursuit,
so this was no doubt a
breath of fresh air for those
who appreciated a few
extra minutes’ sleep in the
morning.
2000’s: Heavy eyeliner
We’ve all made beauty

mistakes, and for many of
us, the worst ones happened in the Noughties.
This was a time where
fashion dictated that full
velour tracksuits and very
orange tans were actually a
good look.
In terms of eye make-up,
the mistake you most probably made was being a
little too heavy-handed with
the eyeliner on your bottom
eyelid.
Inspired by emo and rock
chicks like Avril Lavigne, it
was almost a rite of passage in the 2000s to overdo
it with the eye pencil.
Pair with crimped hair and
over-plucked eyebrows
and you’ve really completed the Noughties look.
2010’s: A little bit of
everything
As we hit the 2010’s, it
seems like we became
bored of choosing just one
particular eye make-up
look. Minimal, ultra-glam?
We can’t decide.
Take a look at the red carpet
throughout the current decade, and you’ll see all sorts
of eye make-up looks:
smoky eyes, big lashes,
perfect eyeliner flicks - the lot
- and sometimes all at once.
This isn’t to say that, these
days, the average woman
goes to work dressed like
she’s ready for the Oscars.
Instead, it just means
they’re more likely to opt for
a varied amount of eye
make-up, depending on
the mood or the occasion,
rather than just one singular look.
Just thank your lucky stars
that lashings of brightly
coloured eyeshadow is no
longer the fashion...

Motoring
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Seat enters the compact SUV market
In what began as a steady stream, the new Seat
Arona joins a veritable tidal wave of new
compact crossovers set to flood the market.

U

sing the platform
from the currentgeneration Ibiza,
the Arona offers
that all-important high
seating position but in a
more compact package,
ideal for those who don’t
fancy larger SUVs like the
Volkswagen Tiguan or
Seat’s own Ateca.
A wide range of engines is
available, along with a
sizeable choice of trim
levels - all giving plenty of
customisation options.
It’s a mixture of the familiar
and not-so familiar with the
Arona. The exterior looks
much like that of the larger
Ateca, while the interior will
be instantly recognisable
to anyone who has driven a
current-generation Seat
product.
That’s not to say it’s bad all the main switches operate with a good amount of
solidity and, save for a few
scratchier plastics, it’s a
nice place to be. Engine
choices start with a 1.0-litre
turbocharged petrol in two
different power outputs
here in Portugal,. rising to a
150 horsepower 1.5-litre
petrol. The popular 1.6-litre
diesel is only expected to

go on sale here in 2018.
The options start with the
1.0-litre turbocharged petrol
with either 95hp or 115hp,
sending power to the front
wheels via a five-speed, sixspeed or dual-clutch automatic - though the auto box
is only available with the
more powerful engine.
There’s also a more powerful 1.5-litre turbocharged
petrol with 150hp.
The smaller petrols are
more than up to the challenge of powering the little
Arona along, while it’s
worth mentioning, however, that the 1.5-litre engine is only available in FRspec cars.
Seat had a lot of success
instilling a level of sporty
handling into the Ateca,
and it would appear that it
has cracked it once again
with the Arona.
The steering has a surprising amount of weight to it,
and when combined with
the car’s low weight and
eagerness to grip, is quite
a lot of fun to drive, particularly on twisty roads like
those on our Spanish test
route. There’s not all that
much body roll, and yet it
manages to remain soft

and supple over inconsistencies in the road surface.
On the motorway, it feels
composed and stable - far
more so than you’d expect
in a car of this size.
Wind and tyre noise are
kept impressively low, and it
all gives the impression of a
far larger car than it truly is.
We tested all three engines
in various outputs. The most
popular is likely to be the
1.0-litre, as it provides the
best combination of power
and economy. Acceleration
is hardly what you’d call
brisk, with the sprint to
100km/h taking around
11.5 seconds - but there’s
more than enough grunt for
nipping in and out of traffic.
Seat also claims that the
1.0-litre will return 4.9l/
100km on a combined
cycle and emit just 111g/km
CO2 - ideal for those looking to keep fuel costs down.
There’s a considerable
amount of design influence
from the larger Ateca, but it
translates to the smaller
car well. Sporty FR trim
cars benefit from a sportier
look, while Xcellence models feature a glitzy chrome
grille - a good way of differentiating the trim level from
the rest of the range.
Inside, it’s quite spec-dependent.
Lower models still get an
impressive five-inch colour

touchscreen, but the cabin
is brought down by a large
slab of hard plastic on the
dashboard section in front
of the passenger. This is
replaced by leather-effect
material on higher-spec
models, and this really
does improve the overall
feel of the cabin.
There are a huge number
of customisation options
available with the Arona,
with nine exterior body
colours alongside three
roof colour choices to pick
from. We’d opt for one of the
brighter colours - ‘Eclipse
Orange’ is a particular highlight, and really helps the car
stand out.
Given the compact chassis
upon which it is based, it’s

quite remarkable how much
space is on offer in the
Arona. Those sat in the front
are well catered for in terms
of head and shoulder room,
while those in the rear are
equally looked after.
There’s also 400 litres of
boot space to play with,
and this can be increased
to 823 litres by lowering the
rear seats. The space itself
is square and, although
there is quite a high load
lip, is easy to access. A
variety of different storage
options are dotted through
the cabin, which will no
doubt please family buyers
looking to keep their cabins clutter-free.
Buyers have four options
in terms of spec choices -

with the top-end FR trim
contributing a sporty look
and feel to the Arona, with
large 17-inch alloy wheels
and a sports bodykit giving
added presence on the
road.
There’s no doubt the compact SUV market is booming - just this month we’ll
see a new release in the
segment from nearly every
manufacturer. However,
Seat has provided a serious offering with the Arona.
It’s well styled, good to
drive and competitively
priced. In short, it’s well
worth considering and can
more than handle any
competition it has coming
its way from the likes of
Volkswagen and Hyundai.
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Overseas
Supermarkets
For more information Tel:
(+34) 965734000 or visit:
www.overseas.es

Ibex Insurance
For more information, Tel:
Almancil: (+351) 289399774
Tavira: (+351) 281325842
or email:
Algarve@ibexinsure.com

Trading Places

Overseas Supermarkets - making Underinsuring your home can be
your Christmas special!
dangerous to your pocket
Whether you decide
to have a traditional
Christmas meal or you
want something a little
different this year, you
can be assured that
Overseas Supermarkets will cater for every
taste.
Cheers! Celebrate
this special day with
friends and family with a
glass of your favourite
tipple – maybe prosecco
or a cold beer to accompany your Christmas day
lunch and don´t forget
the Christmas Crackers
– who can resist the
funny hats and cheesy jokes!
Mmmm! Traditional roast turkey, Beef
Wellington and a smoked gammon joint,
along with all of the trimmings, pigs in blankets, steamed vegetables – have you tried
our Brussels sprouts on a stalk? Golden
roasted potatoes, chestnut and cranberry
stuffing and lashings of rich gravy, not
forgetting of course a spoonful (or two) of
Cranberry sauce!
Our Veggie Friends - Overseas
Supermarkets have not forgotten about
our vegetarian customers, as we have the
much loved Quorn vegetarian roast plus
lots of fresh and frozen vegetables. We
have other vegetarian options as well.
Dessert anyone? Everyone knows
that you always have room for a pudding
after lunch – it´s true isn´t it?
You will be spoilt for choice – hot or cold
desserts such as Christmas pudding with
custard or maybe a cold dessert such as a
pavlova!

Time to Relax - After lunch, it´s time
to relax with your friends and family, enjoy
a box of after dinner mints, a slice of Christmas cake, a chunk of chocolate Yule log
with fresh double cream or maybe one of
our award-winning mince pies!
Not forgetting (of course) the compulsory tub of chocolates when watching
your favourite TV show! What will it be this
year? Cadbury Celebrations, Nestle Quality Street or Cadbury Heroes?
Tea Time! It´s time to get ready for the
all important tea time buffet… Soft bread
rolls, filled with honey roast ham, cheddar
cheese or maybe hot sausage rolls, pork
pies or a plate of crackers and cheese…
Perfect!
With 20 stores, Overseas Supermarkets have everything you could possibly
need to celebrate this season, so take the
stress out of Christmas by shopping at the
one and only Overseas Supermarkets.
Merry Christmas everyone!

It may seem like a good idea to insure
your home for the minimum possible to
reduce your annual premium costs but in
the event of a claim you will find that most
insurers will apply an “averaging clause”
and reduce the sum paid in the same proportion as the underinsurance.
To put it simply, if you insure for €100,000
and it should be €300,000 you would save
2/3 of the premium cost but at the same
time you would only be 1/3 insured. The
result is that if you make a claim, they will
pay only one third of the amount claimed.
In this example a claim for €30,000 would
be settled at just €10,000, leaving you well
out of pocket and probably with a grudge
against the insurer. ( The same rule is applicable for contents )
The question is how to be certain that you
have insured for the correct amount, which
we at Ibex are asked regularly. The Portuguese Insurance Institute publishes average rebuilding costs per square metre each
year and from this we can calculate the rebuild cost, but as this is an average it is inevitable that certain individual properties and

some areas will require higher or lower figures, and including underfloor heating will
always increase the cost.
The cost per square metre is only for the
building and assumes that it is built of
standard construction, but you also need
to insure your boundary walls or fences,
terraces, swimming pool and tennis courts
plus cover costs for site clearance and
professional fees, and from our experience
Ibex is able to recommend the rebuilding
cost to take account of these whenever
we quote.
Banks will always provide insurance for
your home but some will insure for the purchase price, others will insure based solely
on the Portuguese Insurance Institute published figures so exclude terraces, pools
etc, and if you have a mortgage, others will
insure for the amount of their mortgage irrespective of the actual rebuilding cost.
It is a relatively easy calculation for us at
Ibex to make and it makes sense to insure
for the correct amount rather than risk a
lower claim settlement than the actual cost.
Ibex Insurance Making Life Easier

Almost December: Special
Keep the home fires burning this
discount on our commission rate! winter
Abacoz
Algarve
For more information, Tel:
(+351) 282 044 886, email:
info@abacoz-properties.
com or visit:
www.abacoz-properties.com.

Fires of
Portugal
For further information Tel:
289489958, 967721209,
Email: sales@firesofportugal.
com or visit:
www.firesofportugal.com
DISCLAIMER:
While The Portugal News has
done its utmost to ensure the
information contained on this
page is correct, all advertorials
are supplied by advertisers.

December has almost arrived and as
usual, December is a month of getting together with the family and talking about
the past year.
For people in business it’s also the
month to look back at the results of the
past year and to make plans for, and define strategy for the upcoming year.
2017 has been a very good year for most
of the companies involved in, or related
to, the property business in Portugal, in
particular in the Algarve and the Lisbon
area.
One of the most important factors, as
we all know, is of course the steady recovery since 2013 of the economic crisis.
In addition to this recovery, we have
been profiting from another big factor in
Portugal, the important fiscal benefits for
other EU residents purchasing property to
make Portugal their new home. These
benefits attract a lot of pensioners from
almost all over Europe especially from

France and the Scandinavian countries.
Last but not least, we have another important factor for the growth of property
sales in this country which sadly has to do
with enormous safety and political problems in other countries, as we all know.
All this, and not forgetting the sunny
weather and attractive typical Portuguese
villages and beaches, makes living in Portugal a very pleasant experience.
Due to a very successful 2017 at
Abacoz Algarve Properties, we are currently looking for New Properties to help
our existing clients to find their dream property in the Algarve. Therefore, if you contact us during the month of November or
December and make an appointment to list
your property with us, we willoffer a Special Discount on our commission rate!
Don’t miss this opportunity and contact
Abacoz Algarve Properties ASAP! We are
located at Marina de Lagos (next to the
Wax Museum).

As the temperatures start to drop, there
is nothing better than to warm your home
with a beautiful wood burning stove from
Fires of Portugal.
Fires of Portugal is a family team with
Geoffrey, Samuel, Carol and Eva bringing their knowledge and expertise to provide the best possible heating solutions.
For over 17 years, they have installed
wood burning fires, gas fires and now pellet stoves. Geoff is a familiar figure to many
residents having installed and serviced
their fires for many years. Samuel, his son
in law, is bringing a breath of fresh air to
the installation of fires, after sales servicing, chimney sweeps and the odd broken
glass repair.
Wood burning stoves are perfect for
those looking for the cosy atmosphere of
an open fire without any of the downsides.
Wood burning stoves save on fuel thanks
to being controllable, they are easier to
light, safer for children and pets and can

even be damped down overnight.
It is often thought that with the Algarve
climate, home heating is not required.
However, many people realise during their
first winter in the region that while days are
warm, temperatures can plunge during
the evening, while high humidity levels
can make for a cold and damp winter.
Fires of Portugal prides itself on customer
care. From the first contact, to Geoff’s home
visit and subsequent installation, the best
service is priority. The fires themselves have
been tried, tested are trouble free and together with the very best materials, clients
can be assured of a job well done!
Fires of Portugal is an agent for Fogo
Montanha, Arada, Hunter and Wellstraler.
Exciting news from Fogo Montanha with
their prize winning design Natura log burner
featuring the cork surround and the new
insert Pellet Fire, the Square series. Both
fires are contemporary, filling a gap in the
market.

Property of the Week
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Contemporary Villa under construction
in Carvoeiro
This week’s Property of the Week is a fantastic
contemporary villa in the final stages of construction,
located on a plot of land in the sought after area of
Carvoeiro and covering 2025 square metres.
Once completed, this beautiful
villa will consist of 250m2 of
covered areas, with five
bedrooms, three of which are ensuite.
The exterior of the villa will
feature a carport with access
from the main gate, a swimming
pool and a garden, while there is
also the possibility for owners to
create their own tennis court or
mini golf area outside the villa.
The location of this fantastic villa
is hard to beat, sitting in a valley
with beautiful views and only a 10

minute walk to the centre of the
picturesque town of Carvoeiro.
An excellent investment either as
a potential rental property or as a
home in the sunshine.
For further information about this
property (Ref: 119170250)
priced at €850,000,00, or any
others, please visit ERA in their
offices located in Lagoa near to
the EN125, opposite the GALP
petrol station. Alternatively call
the team on 282 380 380, email
lagoa@era.pt or visit www.era.pt/
lagoa
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Prestige Property

REF: AA-410SJ - LAGOS

REF: AA-401SN - LAGOS

REF: AV-404SJ - VALE DA TELHA

THIS LOVELY SUNNY 1 BED APARTMENT IS
EXCLUSIVE FOR SALE WITH ABACOZ, IT’S
INCL A GARAGE BOX, AT WALKING
DISTANCE FROM THE CENTER, MARINA &
BEACHES AND VERY GOOD PRICED!

CONTEMPORARY 2 BED APARTMENT
WITH LOVELY TERRACE, COMMUNAL
POOL, PRIVATE PARKING SPACE &
STORAGE, WALKING DISTANCE TO THE
BEACH, MARINA & CITY CENTER

CHARMING 3 BED QUINTA WITH A 1 BED
GUEST COTTAGE, LARGE GARAGE, A
HUGE PLOT OF 5250M2, ONLY 15 MIN.
BY CAR TO THE BEACHES AND 5 MIN.
TO ALJEZUR

ASKING PRICE: €159.000

ASKING PRICE: €298.000

ASKING PRICE: €295.000

LAND & HOUSES ALGARVE
YELLOW HOMES
Sociedade de Mediação
Imobiliária Lda.
AMI 6232

Tavira

Tavira

Cabanas de Tavira

Vila Nova de Cacela

Tavira

For detailed information,
please visit our website:

Semi-detached 4 bedroom / 3
bathroom villa (161 m 2) with
garage & courtyard. Walking
distance to the center. Plot of 290
m2. Underfloor & central heating.
EC class: A+

Fully furnished 2 bedroom / 1
bathroom top floor apartment (90
m 2 ) with fantastic sea view,
communal swimming pool, garage
& roof terrace. Elevator.
EC class: In progress

Top floor 3 bedroom / 2 bathroom
apartment (90 m2) with access to
a communal swimming pool near
the waterfront of Cabanas. A/C.
Distant sea view.
EC class: C

Well presented 2 bedroom / 2
bathroom townhouse (92 m2) with
communal swimming pool.
Centrally located with 3 golf
courses & beaches near by.
EC class: B-

Large, beautiful 1 bedroom / 1
bathroom apartment (72 m2) with
private parking space &
communal swimming pool. Nice
residential area. Elevator.
EC class: B-

Ref: LHV-1329 Price: €387.000

Ref: LHA-1292 Price: €239.000

Ref: LHA-1269 Price: €165.000

Ref: LHT-853 Price: €139.000

Ref: LHA-1285 Price: €128.500

www.landandhousesalgarve.com
www.landandhousesalgarve.de

Tavira: 281 320 281
Vilamoura: 289 301 294

Prestige Property

REF:2193 CABANAS DE TAVIRA €375,000

REF:2195 MANTA ROTA BEACH €245,000

• STUNNING PENTHOUSE APARTMENT
• WELL MAINTAINED COMPLEX WITH POOL
• THREE DOUBLE BEDROOMS (ONE SUITE)
• AIR CONDITIONING HEAT AND COOL
• HUGE PRIVATE TERRACES
• PARKING AND STORAGE
• CLOSE TO ALL FACILITIES
• APPROX 15 MINS ON FOOT TO BEACH BOAT

• LOVELY THREE BEDROOM HOUSE
• MODERN FINISHES
• OPEN PLAN LIVING KITCHEN
• LARGE PATIO WITH BBQ
• AIR CONDITIONING HEAT AND COOL
• APPROX 10 MINS ON FOOT TO BEACH
• SUPERMARKET, CAFES AND
RESTAURANTS NEAR.

AMI Agents licence number: 7673

Office phone/fax: 00351 281 95 28 20
Mobile: 00351 911 04 18 62
Sales: www.algarvemantaproperties.com
Rentals: www.algarvemanta.pt
E-mail: sarah@algarvemanta.pt
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Prestige Property

AMI 7557

Tel: 00351 289 314 312
Fax: 00351 289 314 260
info@silverholidays.com
www.silverholidays.com
Rua do Brasil,
Casa Italiana, Loja 5,
8125-479 Vilamoura

Vilamoura

€535,000

***Price Reduced***
This stunning property has undergone
a complete renovation which has been
carried out to an extremely high
standard. Includes a private heated
pool and A/C throughout. Set in a quiet
residential area of Vilamoura, not too
far from all amenities. Must be seen.

Vilamoura

€275,000

***Price Reduced***
Ground floor apartment with direct
access to the communal pool and
gardens. Located in an attractive
condominium with large green areas
and waterfall feature by pool. This 2
bedroom apartment is 3 minutes
walking distance to a local amenities.

Vilamoura

€235,000 - €495,000

***Luxury Apartments***
Luxurious, fully furnished, T1, T2,
and T3 apartments nestled within 5
acres of the Hilton “As Cascatas” Golf
Spa Resort in Vilamoura. The Hilton
Resort has pools, a gymnasium,
restaurants and bars all of which are
surrounded by sub-tropical gardens.

Vilamoura

€650,000

Vilamoura

€465,000

***Price Reduced***
3 Bedroom / 2 Bathroom detached
villa with private swimming pool and
landscaped gardens, renovated in
2006. The villa is situated in a rural
setting and has a bright and modern
fully fitted kitchen and contemporary
bathrooms.

Old Village
A traditional style 4 bedroom, detached
villa with private swimming pool located
less than 10 minutes’ walk from the
popular area of the Old Village in
Vilamoura. There is a private pool with
a lovely patio to enjoy some al fresco
dining around the built-in BBQ.

FLAT FOR
FITNESS FREAK
= Established 1988 =

T (+351) 289 395 610
F (+351) 289 397 212
M (+351) 917 238 517
Email:

info@johnhillproperties.com
www.johnhillproperties.com

AMI 2214

Situated in the centre of Almancil so
that one can walk to all of the town's
many facilities this two bed apartment
is in excellent condition as is the owner
due, in part, to the third floor position
and the absence of a lift plus the fact
that its only a 4 mile walk to the beach
Fully furnished- a good buy at

€100,000

Ref. A489

Converted
Convent

Property Highlight

Bank Repossession in
Tavira. With up to 90%
financing and interest as
low as 1%!
This very special 15th
Century Cistercian Convent
overlooking the salt plains of
Tavira and the Ria Formosa is
truly unique, offering buyers a
combination of modern design
and historic charm. An exterior
facade renovated respecting
the convent’s original design,
while the interior provides an
array of different layouts for
each unit. Layout choices still
available for purchase are;
single floor apartments,
duplexes, triplexes, studios
and three bedroom
properties.
Each apartment has its
own entrance and comes with
a private parking space

located securely within the
walls of the development. A
dedicated reception area
provides pedestrian access to
the development, and there is
also a centralised security
system running throughout.
Fitted with fibre optic cabling
the entire development is
prepared for every modern
convenience.
A central private courtyard
provides owners with access to
two saltwater swimming pools
and plenty of sunbathing. The
beauty of this development is no
unit is exactly alike.
Conveniently located close to

local amenities, a short ferry
ride to the country’s best island
beaches, and an area known
for its wonderful seafood.
Looking for a little sun to save
your soul? This may just be it!
Financing:
With 10% deposit buyers
can get up to 90% financing
for up to 40 years and
mortgage rates as low as 1%,
depending on individual
circumstances.
IDH3345 - €228,000
Contact us!
www.idealhomesportugal.com
enquiries@idealhomesportugal.com
Tel: 289 513 434
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QUICK CROSSWORD
ACROSS
7. Hamper (6)
8. Hurry (6)
10. Concurrence (7)
11. Assign (5)
12. Stagger (4)
13. Foray (5)
17. Snap (5)
18. Labour (4)
22. Furnish (5)
23. Refined (7)
24. Tremble (6)
25. Mourn (6)

SUDOKU

DOWN

1. Strife (7)
2. A dog (7)
3. Viper (5)
4. Allegory (7)
5. Yet (5)
6. Concord (5)
9. Artifice (9)
14.Seer (7)
15.Traveller (7)
16.Disorder (7)
19.Thick (5)
20.Learner (5)
21.Gay (5)

Last week’s quick crossword solution
Across: 1 Rare; 3 Wariness; 8 Pact; 9 Prospect;
11 Invertebrate; 13 Verity; 14 Hearth;
17 Significance; 20 Ofttimes; 21 Plot;
22 Serenade; 23 Stun.
Down: 1 Reprieve; 2 Recover; 4 Agreed;
5 Insurgence; 6 Erect; 7 Site; 10 Pretension;
12 Threaten; 15 Ringlet; 16 Offend; 18 Inter;
19 Toss..

Last week’s cryptic crossword solutions
Across: 1 Poet; 3 Blowlamp; 8 Eton; 9 Emitting; 11 Short-sighted;
13 Royals; 14 Robber; 17 Discontented; 20 Examiner; 21 Slat; 22 Presents;
23 User.
Down: 1 Pleasure; 2 Economy; 4 Limpid; 5 Watch-tower; 6 Alive; 7 Page;
10 Stalactite; 12 Predator; 15 Bottles; 16 Insect; 18 Irate; 19 Peep.

TakeABreak brought to you by

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 through 9. Answers next week.

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
ACROSS
7. Shake a case for arrows (6)
8. Does one stop to get a hangman's
rope? (6)
10. Illness involving one in mental upset (7)
11. Get in trouble for slight colouring (5)
12. Terribly vile (4)
13. Crime resulting from a burning
desire? (5)
17. Ring found in department store (5)
18. Bring up and back (4)
22. Applied a bandage around an injury (5)
23. Prizes from conflict among the
communists (7)
24. Approximately eighteen holes (6)
25. In order, say, to confine during
wartime (6)

CODEWORD

DOWN
1. Old-fashioned people on the board? (7)
2. Lost faces back on the motorway (7)
3. Five observed all round as a different
number (5)
4. Drawing a circle in a box (7)
5. Make amends at lunchtime? (5)
6. See 20 Down
9. Celebrity directors not left on a ship (9)
14. Studying a Berkshire town (7)
15. Issued an edict of French religious
belief (7)
16. Now for the gift (7)
19. Solemnly undertake to use bad
language (5)
20 & 6 Dn. Not working in the wrong
sequence (3,2,5)
21. Outstanding own goal sealing victory (5)

Medium

Hard

Last week’s solutions
Last Week’s Codeword Solution

Medium

Hard
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SATURDAY 18/11/17
BBC One
06.00
10.00
11.30
12.00
13.00
13.15
14.00
16.30
17.10
17.40
17.50
18.00
18.45
20.10
21.10
22.00
22.20
23.50
00.20
02.10
02.15
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Breakfast.
Saturday Kitchen Live.
Nigella: At My Table.
Football Focus.
BBC News; Weather.
Rugby League World
Cup.
Live International Rugby
Union.
Final Score.
Len Goodman’s Partners
in Rhyme.
BBC News.
BBC Regional News;
Weather.
Pointless Celebrities.
Strictly Come Dancing.
Michael McIntyre’s Big
Show.
Casualty.
BBC News; Weather;
National Lottery Update.
Match of the Day.
The NFL Show.
FILM: Man on the Moon
(1999).
Weather for the Week
Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.15 Holiday of My Lifetime
with Len Goodman.
07.00 Nature’s Weirdest Events.
07.30 Naomi’s Nightmares of
Nature.
08.00 Deadly 60.
08.30 Show Me What You’re
Made Of.
09.00 Saturday Mash-Up!
11.00 Natural World: Tiger
Dynasty.
12.00 Rick Stein’s Long
Weekends.
13.00 Italy Unpacked.
14.00 Live Tennis: ATP World
Tour Finals.
16.30 Mastermind.
17.00 Live International Rugby
Union.
19.30 International Rugby
Union.
20.30 Dad’s Army.
21.00 My Country: A Work in
Progress.
21.55 QI XL.
22.40 David Gilmour: Live at
Pompeii.
23.40 FILM: Spike Island
(2012).
01.20 FILM: Badlands (1973).
02.50 This Is BBC Two.
04.30 Live Rugby League
World Cup.

ITV London
06.00 CITV.
07.30 Scrambled!: Scrambled!
07.35 Scrambled!: The Tom and
Jerry Show.
07.50 Scrambled!: Fangbone.
08.10 Scrambled!: The
Powerpuff Girls.
08.30 Scrambled!:
Thunderbirds Are Go.
09.00 Scrambled!: Wishfart.
09.25 Saturday Morning with
James Martin.
11.20 Gino’s Italian Coastal

11.50
11.55
13.30
16.00
16.30
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.05
18.15
18.50
19.15
20.10
21.40
22.40
22.55
00.40
03.00
03.50

Escape.
ITV News and Weather;
Weather.
The X Factor Live.
ITV Racing: Live from
Cheltenham.
Thunderbirds Are Go.
The Harbour.
The Cruise.
Paul O’Grady: For the
Love of Dogs.
ITV News London;
Weather.
ITV News and Weather.
Catchphrase.
New You’ve Been
Framed!
Ninja Warrior UK.
The X Factor Live.
The Jonathan Ross
Show.
ITV News and Weather;
Weather.
FILM: First Blood (1982).
Jackpot247.
The Hungry Sailors.
ITV Nightscreen.

Channel 4
06.10 Triathlon: Challenge
Aruba.
06.40 Everybody Loves
Raymond.
07.05 Everybody Loves
Raymond.
07.30 Frasier.
08.00 Frasier.
08.25 The Big Bang Theory.
08.55 The Big Bang Theory.
09.25 The Simpsons.
09.55 The Simpsons.
10.25 The Simpsons.
10.55 The Simpsons.
11.25 The Simpsons.
11.50 Come Dine with Me.
12.25 Come Dine with Me.
12.55 Come Dine with Me.
13.25 Come Dine with Me.
14.00 Come Dine with Me.
14.30 A Place in the Sun: Home
or Away.
15.30 A Place in the Sun: Home
or Away.
16.30 Best Laid Plans.
17.35 Grand Designs.
18.30 Channel 4 News.
19.00 Volatile Earth: Killer
Hurricanes.
20.00 First Humans: The Cave
Discovery.
21.00 FILM: Lucy (2014).
22.45 FILM: R.I.P.D (2013).
00.35 The Simpsons.
01.00 The Simpsons.
01.25 The Last Leg.
02.20 Hollyoaks.
04.30 Location, Location,
Location.

BBC Four
19.00 Natural World.
20.00 The Mekong River with
Sue Perkins.
21.00 I Know Who You Are.
22.30 I Know Who You Are.
00.15 The Vietnam War.
01.15 Top of the Pops: 1984.
01.50 Natural World.
02.50 The Mekong River with
Sue Perkins.
03.50 Close.

SUNDAY 19/11/17
BBC One
06.00
07.25
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
13.15
13.45
14.30
15.00
15.35
16.50
17.50
18.05
18.15
19.15
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.20
22.30
23.15
23.45
00.45
00.50

Breakfast.
Match of the Day.
The Andrew Marr Show.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Sunday Politics.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News; Weather.
Homes Under the
Hammer.
Money for Nothing.
Escape to the Country.
Songs of Praise.
Children in Need: The
Best Bits.
Blue Planet II.
BBC News.
BBC Regional News;
Weather.
Countryfile.
Strictly Come Dancing:
The Results.
Blue Planet II.
Howards End.
BBC News.
BBC Regional News;
Weather.
Match of the Day 2.
Ronny Chieng:
International Student.
Michael McIntyre’s Big
Show.
Weather for the Week
Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two England
07.30 Great British Garden
Revival.
08.35 Countryfile.
09.30 Saturday Kitchen Best
Bites.
11.00 Food & Drink.
11.30 My Life on a Plate.
12.15 MOTD2 Extra.
13.00 International Rugby
Union.
14.00 Rugby League World
Cup.
15.30 Wild Brazil.
16.30 Coast.
17.00 Flog It!
18.00 Live Tennis: ATP World
Tour Finals.
21.00 Britain’s Cycling
Superheroes: The Price
of Success.
22.00 Snowfall.
22.40 Mock the Week.
23.10 FILM: The Lighthouse
(2016).
00.50 Sign Zone: Question
Time.
01.50 Sign Zone: Holby City.
02.50 This Is BBC Two.

ITV London
06.00 CITV.
07.30 Scrambled!: Scrambled!
07.35 Scrambled!: The Tom and
Jerry Show.
07.50 Scrambled!: Ben 10.
08.10 Scrambled!: Mr Bean: The
Animated Series.
08.30 Scrambled!: Make It Pop.
09.00 Scrambled!: Wishfart.
09.25 ITV News.
09.30 Australian Wilderness
with Ray Mears.
10.00 Peston on Sunday.

Britain's Cycling Superheroes:
What Price Success? (BBC2, Sunday 9pm)

11.05 FILM: Carry On
Screaming (1966).
12.55 ITV News and Weather;
Weather.
13.05 The X Factor Live.
14.35 Midsomer Murders.
16.30 Elton John: The Nation’s
Favourite Song.
18.05 ITV News London;
Weather.
18.15 ITV News and Weather.
18.30 The Chase: Celebrity
Special.
19.30 The X Factor Live.
21.00 I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out
of Here!
22.45 ITV News and Weather;
Weather.
23.05 Peston on Sunday.
00.00 Gone to Pot: American
Road Trip.
00.50 Jackpot247.
03.00 Motorsport UK.
03.50 ITV Nightscreen.
05.05 The Jeremy Kyle Show.

Channel 4
06.00
06.25
06.45
07.10
07.35
08.00
08.30
09.00
09.30
12.30
13.00
13.30
14.00
14.30
15.00
16.50
17.20
19.00
20.00
22.00
23.00
01.15
02.10
03.05
04.00
04.25
04.55
05.20
05.35

Kevin Can Wait.
Kevin Can Wait.
Kevin Can Wait.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Sunday Brunch.
Jamie’s Quick & Easy
Food.
The Simpsons.
The Simpsons.
The Simpsons.
The Simpsons.
FILM: Mr Popper’s
Penguins (2011).
Channel 4 News.
FILM: Men in Black II
(2002).
Messages Home: Lost
Films of the British Army.
Guy Martin’s WWI Tank.
Gogglebox.
FILM: Atonement (2007).
The Secret Life of 4 Year
Olds.
The Supervet.
Grand Designs
Australia.
Gillette World Sport.
KOTV Boxing Weekly.
Mobil 1 The Grid.
Jamie’s Comfort Food.
Countdown.

BBC Four
19.00 Only Connect.
19.30 University Challenge.
20.00 Stunning Soloists at the
BBC.
21.00 Shark.
22.00 Country Music Awards
2017: Highlights.
23.00 Rich Hall’s Countrier
Than You.
00.30 Country at the BBC.
01.30 Stunning Soloists at the
BBC.
02.30 Shark.
03.30 Close.

MONDAY 20/11/17
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Claimed and Shamed.
10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer.
11.00 The Housing Enforcers.
11.45 The Sheriffs Are Coming.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One;
Weather.
13.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Armchair Detectives.
15.00 Escape to the Country.
15.45 Royal Recipes.
16.30 Flog It!
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six;
Weather.
18.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 Fake Britain; BBC News;
Regional News.
20.00 EastEnders.
20.30 Would I Lie to You?
21.00 Elizabeth & Philip: Love
and Duty.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
22.45 Stalkers.
23.45 The Apprentice.
00.45 Weather for the Week
Ahead.
00.50 BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15
00.15
01.10
02.10

Island Parish Sark Winter.
The Housing Enforcers.
Getting the Builders In.
Sign Zone: The Big
Family Cooking
Showdown.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Daily Politics.
The Link.
Terry and Mason’s Great
Food Trip.
Going Back, Giving Back.
WPC 56.
Oxford Street
Revealed.
Wartime Farm.
Put Your Money Where
Your Mouth Is.
Eggheads.
Strictly Come Dancing - It
Takes Two.
Celebrity Antiques Road
Trip.
University Challenge.
Nigella: At My Table.
Labour - The Summer
That Changed
Everything.
Insert Name Here.
Newsnight.
Weather.
Exodus: Our Journey
Continues.
Sign Zone: Countryfile.
Sign Zone: Blue Planet II.
This Is BBC Two.

ITV London
06.00 Good Morning Britain.
08.30 Lorraine.

Must See TV

The men and women in the saddle receive the most plaudits and recognition for their achievements on the road and the track, and Dave
Brailsford and Shane Sutton probably wouldn't have it any other way. However, they are the guys who helped guide the British cycling
team to victory at both the Olympics and in the Tour de France. Their will to win and dominate their rivals has been rewarded with
unparalleled success, and yet they haven't been without their critics - including those who have questioned Bradley Wiggins' use of a
medical exemption to allow him to take a corticosteroid during the Tour de France. Now, thanks to exclusive access and interviews with
both Brailsford and Sutton, the public gets to hear their side of the story, and their response to those who doubt their integrity.

09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
13.55
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.30
23.00
23.15
00.15
01.05
03.00
03.55
05.05

The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
ITV News London;
Weather.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London;
Weather.
ITV Evening News;
Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
The Harbour.
Coronation Street.
I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out
of Here!
ITV News; Weather.
ITV News London;
Weather.
Serial Killer with Piers
Morgan.
Gone to Pot: American
Road Trip.
Jackpot247.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
ITV Nightscreen.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.

Channel 4
06.20
06.45
07.10
07.35
08.00
08.35
09.05
09.35
10.05
11.00
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.05
01.05
02.00
04.15
05.10
05.35

The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Hotel Hell.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News
Summary.
Come Dine with Me.
Kirstie’s Handmade
Christmas.
Countdown.
A Place in the Sun: Winter
Sun.
Coast vs Country.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
How to Avoid the
Dementia Tax: Channel 4
Dispatches.
Tricks of the Restaurant
Trade.
999: What’s Your
Emergency?
First Dates.
Naked Attraction.
A Very British Brothel.
One Born Every Minute.
FILM: I Wish (2011).
Location, Location,
Location.
Draw It!
Countdown.

BBC Four
19.00 Beyond 100 Days;
Weather.
19.30 Great Continental
Railway Journeys.
20.00 Building the Ancient City.
21.00 Timeshift: Sailors, Ships
and Stevedores: The
Story of British Docks.
22.00 Storyville: My Mother’s
Lost Children.
23.30 Last Journey of the
Magna Carta King.
00.30 Swim the Channel.
01.30 Keys to the Castle.
02.30 Building the Ancient City.
03.30 Close.

TUESDAY
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Claimed and Shamed.
10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer.
11.00 The Housing Enforcers.
11.45 The Sheriffs Are Coming.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One;
Weather.
13.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Armchair Detectives.
15.00 Escape to the Country.
15.45 Royal Recipes.
16.30 Flog It!
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
18.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 EastEnders; BBC News;
Regional News.
20.00 Holby City.
21.00 The A Word.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather; National Lottery
Update.
22.45 Drugsland.
23.45 Life and Death Row.
00.45 Weather for the Week
Ahead.
00.50 BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15
00.05
01.05
02.05

03.05

Island Parish Sark Winter.
Claimed and Shamed.
Armchair Detectives.
Sign Zone: Great British
Menu: The Finals.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Daily Politics.
The Link.
Terry and Mason’s Great
Food Trip.
Going Back, Giving Back.
WPC 56.
Oxford Street Revealed.
Wartime Farm.
Put Your Money Where
Your Mouth Is.
Eggheads.
Strictly Come Dancing - It
Takes Two.
Celebrity Antiques Road
Trip.
MasterChef: The
Professionals.
Rick Stein’s Road to
Mexico.
Motherland.
Newsnight.
Weather.
NFL This Week.
Extreme Wives with Kate
Humble.
Sign Zone: The Apprentice.
Sign Zone: Trust Me, I’m a
Doctor: Mental Health
Special.
This Is BBC Two.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
13.55
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
ITV News London;
Weather.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London;
Weather.
ITV Evening News;
Weather.
Emmerdale.
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Y 21/11/17
19.30 Save Money: Good Food.
20.00 The Martin Lewis Money
Show Live.
21.00 I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out
of Here!
22.00 ITV News at Ten;
Weather.
22.35 ITV News London;
Weather.
22.45 On Assignment.
23.20 Lethal Weapon.
00.15 Gone to Pot: American
Road Trip.
01.05 Jackpot247.

Channel 4
06.20
06.45
07.10
07.35
08.00
08.35
09.05
09.35
10.05
11.00
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.10
01.10
01.55
02.50
03.45

The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Hotel Hell.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News
Summary.
Come Dine with Me.
Kirstie’s Handmade
Christmas.
Countdown.
A Place in the Sun: Winter
Sun.
Coast vs Country.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
The Secret Life of 5 Year
Olds.
Grand Designs: House of
the Year.
The Truth About Muslim
Marriage.
Mr Avila.
Music on 4: The Great
Songwriters.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
One Born Every Minute.
Trump: An American
Dream.
How to Avoid the
Dementia Tax: Channel 4
Dispatches.

BBC Four
19.00 Beyond 100 Days;
Weather.
19.30 Great Continental
Railway Journeys.
20.00 Border Country: The
Story of Britain’s Lost
Middleland.
21.00 Operation Grand Canyon
with Dan Snow.
22.00 Timeshift: Roof Racks and
Hatchbacks - The Family
Car.
23.00 Maps: Power, Plunder
and Possession.
00.00 Kew’s Forgotten Queen.
01.00 Border Country: The
Story of Britain’s Lost
Middleland.
02.00 Operation Grand Canyon
with Dan Snow.
03.00 Timeshift: Roof Racks and
Hatchbacks - The Family
Car.
03.55 Close.

WEDNESDAY 22/11/17
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Claimed and Shamed.
10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer.
11.00 The Housing Enforcers.
11.45 The Sheriffs Are Coming.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One;
Weather.
13.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Armchair Detectives.
15.00 Escape to the Country.
15.45 Royal Recipes.
16.30 Flog It!
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
18.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
19.00 The One Show; BBC
News; Regional News.
20.00 Mary Berry’s Country
House Secrets.
21.00 The Apprentice.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather; National Lottery
Update.
22.45 A Question of Sport.
23.15 Junior Doctors: Blood,
Sweat and Tears.
23.45 Live at the Apollo.
00.15 Weather for the Week
Ahead.
00.20 BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
08.30
09.00
11.00
11.30
15.30
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15
00.15
01.15
02.15

Island Parish Sark Winter.
Claimed and Shamed.
Armchair Detectives.
Sign Zone: Nigella: At My
Table.
Sign Zone: Caught Red
Handed.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
The Budget.
WPC 56.
Wartime Farm.
Put Your Money Where
Your Mouth Is.
Eggheads.
Strictly Come Dancing - It
Takes Two.
Celebrity Antiques Road
Trip.
MasterChef: The
Professionals.
Peaky Blinders.
The Apprentice: You’re
Fired.
Newsnight.
Weather.
Britain’s Cycling
Superheroes: The Price
of Success.
Sign Zone: The Week the
Landlords Moved In.
Sign Zone: Eat Well for
Less?
This Is BBC Two.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.20

45
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Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
The Chancellor’s Budget
2017: An ITV News
Special; Weather.
13.55 ITV News London;
Weather.
14.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal.

15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.30
22.45
00.10

Tenable.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London;
Weather.
ITV Evening News;
Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Gino’s Italian Coastal
Escape.
Coronation Street.
I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out
of Here!
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
ITV News London;
Weather.
UEFA Champions
League Highlights.
Heathrow: Britain’s
Busiest Airport.

Channel 4
06.20
06.45
07.10
07.35
08.00
08.35
09.05
09.35
10.05
11.00
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.35
00.30
01.25
01.50
02.15

The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Hotel Hell.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News
Summary.
Come Dine with Me.
Kirstie’s Handmade
Christmas.
Countdown.
A Place in the Sun: Winter
Sun.
Coast vs Country.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
The Secret Life of the
Zoo.
Violent Men: Behind Bars.
Man Down.
8 Out of 10 Cats Does
Countdown.
999: What’s Your
Emergency?
Pokerstars
Championship.
The Simpsons.
The Simpsons.
FILM: Intruders (2011).

BBC Four
19.00 Beyond 100 Days;
Weather.
19.30 Great Continental
Railway Journeys.
20.00 How the Wild West Was
Won with Ray Mears.
21.00 Digging for Britain.
22.00 Detectorists.
22.30 The League of
Gentlemen.
23.00 Sleuths, Spies &
Sorcerers: Andrew Marr’s
Paperback Heroes.
00.00 FILM: Peggy
Guggenheim: Art Addict
(2015).
01.30 How the Wild West Was
Won with Ray Mears.
02.30 Digging for Britain.
03.30 Close.

THURSDAY 23/11/17
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Claimed and Shamed.
10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer.
11.00 The Housing Enforcers.
11.45 The Sheriffs Are Coming.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One;
Weather.
13.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Armchair Detectives.
15.00 Escape to the Country.
15.45 Royal Recipes.
16.30 Flog It!
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
18.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 EastEnders; BBC News;
Regional News.
20.00 DIY SOS: The Big Build.
21.00 Love, Lies & Records.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
22.45 Question Time.
23.45 This Week.
00.30 Weather for the Week
Ahead.
00.35 BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15
00.15
01.15

Island Parish Sark Winter.
Claimed and Shamed.
Armchair Detectives.
Sign Zone: DIY SOS: The
Big Build.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Daily Politics.
The Link.
Terry and Mason’s Great
Food Trip.
Going Back, Giving Back.
WPC 56.
Oxford Street Revealed.
Wartime Farm.
Put Your Money Where
Your Mouth Is.
Eggheads.
Strictly Come Dancing - It
Takes Two.
Celebrity Antiques Road
Trip.
MasterChef: The
Professionals.
Blitz: The Bombs That
Changed Britain.
MOTD: The Premier
League Show.
Newsnight.
Weather.
David Gilmour: Live at
Pompeii.
Sign Zone: Exodus: Our
Journey Continues.
Sign Zone: This Farming
Life.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
13.55 ITV News London;
Weather.
14.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal.
15.00 Tenable.

15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.30
22.45
00.00

ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London;
Weather.
ITV Evening News;
Weather.
Emmerdale.
Harry and Meghan: A
Royal Revolution?
Tonight.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out
of Here!
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
ITV News London;
Weather.
UEFA Europa League
Highlights.
The Jonathan Ross
Show.

Channel 4
06.20
06.45
07.10
07.35
08.00
08.35
09.05
09.35
10.05
11.00
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.05
00.35
01.30
02.25

The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News
Summary.
Come Dine with Me.
Kirstie’s Handmade
Christmas.
Countdown.
A Place in the Sun: Winter
Sun.
Coast vs Country.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Ugly House to Lovely
House with George
Clarke.
Trump: An American
Dream.
The Search for a Miracle
Cure.
Gogglebox.
Random Acts.
Violent Men: Behind Bars.
British Workers Wanted.
FILM: Bhaag Milkha
Bhaag (2013).

BBC Four
19.00 Beyond 100 Days;
Weather.
19.30 Great Continental
Railway Journeys.
20.00 SAS: Rogue Warriors.
21.00 Horizon: How You Really
Make Decisions.
22.00 Britain’s Greatest Pilot:
The Extraordinary Story
of Captain Winkle Brown.
23.00 Operation Jericho.
00.00 B Is for Book.
01.00 SAS: Rogue Warriors.
02.00 Britain’s Greatest Pilot:
The Extraordinary Story
of Captain Winkle Brown.
03.00 Horizon: How You Really
Make Decisions.
04.00 Close.

FRIDAY 24/11/17
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Claimed and Shamed.
10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer.
11.00 The Housing Enforcers.
11.45 The Sheriffs Are Coming.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One;
Weather.
13.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Armchair Detectives.
15.00 Escape to the Country.
15.45 Royal Recipes.
16.30 Flog It!
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
18.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 Sounds Like Friday Night;
BBC News; Regional
News.
20.00 EastEnders.
20.30 Still Open All Hours.
21.00 Have I Got News for You.
21.30 Mrs Brown’s Boys
Christmas Special.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.25 BBC Regional News and
Weather; National Lottery
Update.
22.35 The Graham Norton
Show.
23.25 Would I Lie to You?
23.55 The Apprentice.
00.55 Weather for the Week
Ahead.
01.00 BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.55
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.00
23.05
23.45
01.20
02.20
04.30

Island Parish Sark Winter.
Claimed and Shamed.
Armchair Detectives.
Sign Zone: H Is for Hawk:
A New Chapter - Natural
World.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Daily Politics.
Rugby League World
Cup.
Terry and Mason’s Great
Food Trip.
Going Back, Giving Back.
WPC 56.
Oxford Street Revealed.
Wartime Farm.
Put Your Money Where
Your Mouth Is.
Strictly Come Dancing - It
Takes Two.
Match of the Day Live.
Extreme Wives with Kate
Humble.
QI.
Newsnight.
Weather.
Snowfall.
FILM: Sign Zone: Louis
Theroux: My Scientology
Movie (2015).
Sign Zone: Army: Behind
the New Frontlines.
This Is BBC Two.
Live Rugby League
World Cup.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.

12.30 Loose Women.
13.30 ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
13.55 ITV News London;
Weather.
14.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal.
15.00 Tenable.
15.59 ITV London Weather.
16.00 Tipping Point.
17.00 The Chase.
18.00 ITV News London;
Weather.
18.30 ITV Evening News;
Weather.
19.00 Emmerdale.
19.30 Coronation Street.
20.00 Australian Wilderness
with Ray Mears.
20.30 Coronation Street.
21.00 I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out
of Here!
22.30 ITV News; Weather.
23.00 ITV News London;
Weather.
23.15 Tonight at the London
Palladium.
00.15 Play to the Whistle.

Channel 4
06.15
06.40
07.05
07.30
07.55
08.25
08.55
10.35
11.05
12.00
12.05
12.55
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.05
02.55
03.50

The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Formula 1 Abu Dhabi
Grand Prix Practice 1
Live.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Channel 4 News
Summary.
Couples Come Dine with
Me.
Formula 1 Abu Dhabi
Grand Prix Practice 2
Live.
A Place in the Sun: Winter
Sun.
Coast vs Country.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Jamie and Jimmy’s Friday
Night Feast.
Gogglebox.
The Last Leg.
First Dates.
FILM: Boyhood (2014).
Humans.
Man Down.

BBC Four
19.00 World News Today;
Weather.
19.30 Great Continental
Railway Journeys.
20.00 The Good Old Days.
21.00 Top of the Pops: 1979 Big Hits.
22.00 Gregory Porter’s Popular
Voices.
23.00 Crooners at the BBC.
00.00 Madness Live at Eden.
00.55 Top of the Pops: 1979 Big Hits.
01.55 Gregory Porter’s Popular
Voices.
02.55 Crooners at the BBC.
03.55 Close.
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North & Centre

Cinema

South

MUSIC

NEW THIS WEEK
Justice League
Stars: Ben Affleck,
Gal Gadot, Jason
Momoa. Genre :
Action, Adventure,
Fantasy. Director:
Zack Snyder.
Rating: M. Plot:
Bruce Wayne
enlists the help of
his newfound
ally, Diana
Prince, to face an even
greater enemy. Together,
Batman and Wonder Woman
work quickly to find and recruit

Shakira El Dorado World
Tour - Promoting the artist's
11th album, El Dorado. The
tour starts in Germany on the
8 Nov, passing through Lisbon
in the MEO Arena on the 22
Nov at 8pm. arena.meo.pt

a team of
metahumans to
stand against a
newly awakened
threat. But
despite the
formation of this
unprecedented
league of heroesBatman, Wonder
Woman, Aquaman,
Cyborg and The
Flash-it may already
be too late to save the
planet from an assault of
catastrophic proportions.

SHOW
Two one-act plays with a
glass of wine - A
Florentine Tragedy by Oscar
Wilde and The Bear by Anton
Chekhov. Presented by Já
International Theatre, the best
of international theatre, in
English, in Lisbon. 22-26
Nov in Teatro do Bairro, Rua
Luz Soriano, Lisbon. 22-25
Nov 9:30pm, 26 Nov 5pm.
Tel: 213 473 358 www.jait.pt

Cinema Listings
NOS Forum Algarve –
Faro
Bob the Builder: Mega
Machines; What Happened to
Monday; A Family Man;
Breathe; Thor: Ragnarok;
Justice League; Murder on the
Orient Express; The Nut Job 2:
Nutty by Nature (PV)
Gran-Plaza NOS - Tavira
Justice League; Kidnap; The
Nut Job 2: Nutty by Nature
(PV); A Bad Mom's Christmas;
Bob the Builder: Mega
Machines; Thor: Ragnarok;
What Happened to Monday;
Thank You for Your Service
Algarcine – Portimão
Justice League; Thor:
Ragnarok; Stronger; The Nut
Job 2: Nutty by Nature
Algarcine – Lagos
What Happened to Monday:
Geostorm; Thor: Ragnarok; The
Nut Job 2: Nutty by Nature (PV)
Algarcine Ria Shopping
– Olhão
Justice League; What
Happened to Monday; Thor:
Ragnarok; The Nut Job 2: Nutty
by Nature (PV)
Cineplace
AlgarveShopping

Pedonal e Praça CCB - Belém
Cultural Centre, Lisbon. Free
entry.

–

Guia

The Only Living Boy in New
York; Brad's Status; Justice
League, 2D & 3D; A Family
Man; The Little Vampire (PV);
Geostorm; Jigsaw; A Bad
Mom's Christmas; Kidnap;
Breathe; The Nut Job 2:
Nutty by Nature (PV); Thank
You for Your Service; Bob
the Builder: Mega Machines
(PV); What Happened to
Monday; The LEGO Ninjago
movie (PV); Murder on the
Orient Express; Happy Family
(PV); Thor: Raganrok
Cineplace – Portimão
Justice League, 2D & 3D; A
Bad Mom's Christmas; Thor:
Ragnarok; The Little Vampire
(PV); Happy Family;
Peregrinação; Rebel in the
Rye; The Nut Job 2: Nutty by
Nature (PV); What Happened
to Monday; Jigsaw; Murder
on the Orient Express
Cineplace Loures
Shopping
Happy Family (PV); Murder on
the Orient Express; The Nut
Job 2: Nutty by Nature (PV);
Geostorm; The Only Living

Boy in New York; The Little
Vampire (PV); The LEGO
Ninjago Movie (PV); Thor:
Ragnarok; Justice League,
2D & 3D; Bob the Builder:
Mega Machines (PV);
Stronger; Jigsaw; A Bad
Mom's Chirstmas;
Cineplace
LeiriaShopping
Justice League, 2D & 3D; The
little Vampire (PV); Murder on
the Orient Express; What
Happened to Monday; Thor:
Ragnarok, 2D & 3D; The Only
Living Boy in New York;
Happy Family (PV); A Family
Man; Peregrinação; The Nut
Job 2: Nutty by Nature (PV); A
Bad Mom's Christmas; Bob
the Builder: Mega Machines
(PV); Thank You for Your
Service
Cineplace Riosul Seixal
Justice League, 2D & 3D;
What Happened to Monday;
Murder on the Orient
Express; Happy Family (PV);
Thor: Ragnarok; Bob the
Builder: Mega Machines;
Thank You for Your Service;
The Nut Job 2: Nutty by
Nature (PV); A Bad Mom's
Christmas; Kidnap; The Only
Living Boy in New York; The
Little Vampire (PV)
Estação Viana Shopping
- Viana do Castelo
Happy Family (PV); Breathe;
Geostorm; The Nut Job 2:
Nutty by Nature (PV); Jigsaw;
The Little Vampire (PV); Thor:
Ragnarok; Justice League,
2D & 3D
* (PV) = Portuguese version.
(OV) = Original version.

Algarcine
Portimão: 282 411
888 / Olhão: 289
703 332 / Lagos:
282 799 138 /
Sines: 269 633 510.
Cineplace
Guia: 289 561 073
/ Portimão: 282
070 101 / Leiria: 244 826 516 /
Loures: 210 110 677 / Riosul:
210 114 352 / Parque Atlantico:
296 629 514 / Covilhã: 275 334
731 / Viana do Castelo: 258 100
260 www.cineplaceportugal.pt
Cinemas NOS Tavira & Faro
Tel: 16 996 /
cinemas.nos.pt

The Portuguese - a Musical Comedy. In English, with a
humouristic view of various facts that have marked
Portugal’s history. Showing at Casino Lisboa from 5 Dec.

EXHIBITIONS
Transcendências - Art
exhibition by António Macedo.
Born in Porto in 1955, António
attended the Faculdade de
Belas Artes of Porto, later
moving to London in 1975
where he furthered his studies.
On exhibition until 20 Nov
Nov,
open 3pm-12am. Free entry. By
law, access to the spaces of
Casino Estoril are reserved for
persons over 18 years of age.
Casino Estoril, Av. Dr. Stanley
Ho, Estoril. www.casinoestoril.pt
Macau. 100 Anos de
Fotografia - A journey
through the social and political
history of Macau, a territory that
was under Portuguese
administration for 450 years.
Macau was ahead of its time in
photography, with photographs
by Jules Itier dating back to
1844, the oldest known images
of the region. On exhibition
until 7 Jan in The Museu do
Oriente, Lisbon.
www.museudooriente.pt

A na Hatherly and the
Baroque. In a Garden
Made of Ink - Bringing
together objects, artworks and
documents from different
historical periods, this
exhibition-essay will not focus
solely on the influence of the
Baroque on the work by the
Portuguese artist Ana Hatherly
(1929-2015) but it will also
focus on how her research and
experimentation enhanced the
value of this disparaged
historical period and modified
our concept of the past. Until
15 Jan in the Calouste
Gulbenkian Museum Founder’s Collection and Lower
Garden, Av. de Berna 45A,
Lisbon. www.gulbenkian.pt

MARKETS
LxMarket - Every Sunday
at LxFactory, 10am-7pm.
Unique, vintage, handmade
and second hand items. Lx
Factory, R. Rodrigues de Faria,
Lisbon. www.lxmarket.com.pt
CCB Market - First Sun of
every month. Caminho

November in Casino
Estoril - Wednesdays Fado
Cycle, from 10pm: Teresa
Brum and Zé Maria Souto
15 Nov
Moura (15
Nov), Rodrigo
22 Nov
and Tânia Oleiro (22
Nov).
Rogério Gil concert, 9 Nov
Nov;
Cristelo concert, 10 & 18
Nov
Nov; Frederico Braga da
Cosat concert, 16 Nov
Nov; Alta
Cena concert, 17 Nov
Nov; Rui
Faria & Sandra Gonçalves
concert, 23 Nov
Nov; Cristina
Bokor Rogeiro concert, 25
Nov
Nov. By law, access to the
spaces of Casino Estoril are
reserved for persons over 18
years of age. Casino Estoril,
Av. Dr. Stanley Ho, Estoril.
www.casino-estoril.pt
Casino Lisboa in
November - "Avenida Q"
showing Thu, Fri & Sat from
9:30pm and Sun 4:30pm;
Rating: M/16; Tickets: €14€16. Arena Lounge Live
Music: Tamla, 8-11 Nov
Nov;
Bossa Morna, 15-18 Nov
Nov;
Tri Naranjus, 22-25 Nov
Nov;
Daniela Mendes 4Teto, 29
Nov-2 Dec
Dec. By law, access
to the spaces of Casino
Lisboa are reserved for
persons over 18 years of age.
Casino Lisboa, Parque das
Nações, Lisbon Tel: 218 920
000 www.casino-lisboa.pt
Royal opera House
shows - Alice in
Wonderland
Wonderland. The
Nutcracker by Tchaikosvski,
The Royal Ballet, London
Oratory Junior Choir and
Royal Opera House
Orchestra. 5 Dec
Dec. Centro
Cultural da Belém, Praça do
Império, Lisboa. Reservations
213612899 Ticket office
www.ccb.pt
The Portuguese - a
Musical Comedy - The first
musical in English directed to
the thousands of tourists that
visit us daily enabling them to
enjoy quality culture while
learning a bit more about the
history and stories of the land
of Camões. Debut 5 Dec
Dec.
Tickets: €35. Tue, Thu & Sat,
6:30pm in the Auditório dos
Oceanos in Casino Lisboa,
Parque das Nações, Lisbon.
Tel: 218 920 000
www.casino-lisboa.pt

AUCTIONS
Auction House Algarve.
Our next live auction is 2
Dec
Dec. Approx 500 lots
including antiques,
collectables, art, jewellery,
tools, furniture, sports
equipment, designer
handbags. All of the items can
be viewed at the auction
house and through our online
catalogue at
www.ahalgarve.com.
Tel: 289 832 380 or email us at
info@ahalgarve.com

ENTERTAINMENT
Oscars Bar Programme Monday
Monday: 7:45pm, Quiz night
with Si Frater; 10pm, Live
music with Bruno Mariano, Rat
Pack Show. Tuesday
Tuesday: 11am2am, €2 Super Bock.
Wednesday
Wednesday: 2 Steaks or 2
Fish for €20; Pool Competition
with Prizes. Thursday
Thursday: 8pm,
Karaoke & Music Quiz with Si
Frater. Friday
Friday: 8:30pm, Live
Music with Sunlovers.
Saturday
Saturday: 8:30pm Live Music
with Bruno Mariano, The king
of swing. Sunday
Sunday: 12pm4pm, Sunday Carvery. Live
football everyday. Oscars Bar,
Vila Sol Plaza, Vilamoura.
Tel: +351 289 316 553
St. Andrew’s Society Of
Lisbon Annual Ball - 25
Nov
Nov, 7.30pm – 2.00am. This
year, the St. Andrew’s Society
of Lisbon is once more
celebrating its St. Andrew’s
Day Ball in the elegant setting
of The Palacio Hotel in Estoril.
Guests will be welcomed at
the entrance by the sound of
the pipes played by special
guest, Pipe Major Drew
Sinclair of Thistle Piping
Central Scotland. After
cocktails and dinner in the
grand ballroom, The Gary Blair
Ceilidh Band will take to the
stage to lead the dancing for
what promises to be a
memorable evening. Dust off
your dancing shoes and join
us! Extend the celebrations!
Treat yourselves to an
overnight stay in the luxury of
the Palacio Hotel for a special
price to revellers of 125€. For
further information and
bookings, contact our
Secretary, Audrey Willet: email
– audwillet@gmail.com or
www.facebook.com/
LisbonStAndrewsSoc

EXHIBITIONS
Paintings by Liz Allen Ongoing
Ongoing. Óchálá Casa da
Chá, 12 Rua Dr. Samora Gil,
Monchique. Tel: 282 912 524
Algarve
Photographers
Group, Free Choice
exhibition - Opening 24 Nov
Nov,
7pm. Free entry with fingerfood and live music. At Museu
do Traje, São Brás de Alportel.
Museum Tel: 966 329 073
www.algarvephotographers.org
Arts & Crafts Expo
Expo.
Ongoing at Artes@Spa,
Caldas de Monchique.
Exclusive locally created
products. Jewellery, Glass,

This page is primarily for cultural, sports, charity and free events or those staged by a club or society.
Please send your events to events@theportugalnews.com by midday on Monday before publication.
To guarantee inclusion of other events there is a charge of 50 cents per word.
To place a paid listing, email linda@theportugalnews.com and you will be sent payment instructions.
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Ceramics, Felt, Candles,
Natural soaps, Original Art,
Prints & Cards and more. Ideal
gifts, souvenirs and
collectables. Open Daily
10am - 6pm. Tel. 911513561
or 961571984. Located in
corner of the square opposite
Restaurante 1692.
Photo Exhibition by the
Algarve Photography Group.
Until 22 Nov. Amigos do
Museu de São Brás de
Alportel. www.amigos-museusbras.pt, Tel: 966 329 073,
Rua Dr. José Dias Sancho nr
61, 8150-141 São Brás de
Alportel.

MARKETS
The Car Boot Sale normally
held on the first Sunday of
each month at the Old School
House, Vales, Aljezur, is now
on its winter break and will
resume on 1 Apr 2018.

MUSIC
5th Annual Concert Silves Rotary Club presents
the internationally renowned
Quarteto Concordis at
Teatro Mascarenhas Gregório,
Silves. 18 Nov
Nov, 8:30pm.
Ticket reservation: 919 633
049 or sueloram@gmail.com.
Proceeds to Casa do Povo
Messines and local charities
supported by Silves Rotary
Club. Supported by Blevins &
Franks and Silves CM.
Jazz Clube do Museu
presents
presents: Javier Alcántara
"Short Stories Band". 19
Nov
Nov, 5pm. Tickets: €10.
Museu do Trajo, São Brás de
Alportel. Contact: 966 329 073
www.amigos-museu-sbras.pt
World Première of
Homage to Komitas by
the composer Ardashes
Agoshian and played by
the Aeternus Trio - Algarve
History Association presents
the fourth concert in its 2017/
18 series with an Armenian
accent. The concert will take
place at Quintinha da Música
19 Nov at 4pm, and
reservations are available from
lynne.algarvehistory@gmail.com
or by telephone on 281 971
567. Tickets cost €25.

welcome to join us. Try our
delicious and varied
cataplanas, Stone Steak and
fresh fish. Booking
recommended:
282 315 399 / 968 305 515
Every Monday - Lagos - The
New Orleans Jazzband play a
free jazz concert from 8:30pm
at Tivoli Hotel, Lagos (behind
the bus station) open to all information
www.neworleansjazzalagarve.com
Every Sunday - The New
Orleans Jazzband play a
dinner/concert at O’Navegador
Restaurant, Alvor reservations 282 412 375 or
962 541 124
www.neworleansjazzalgarve.com

SHOW
Show Magia - Magic show
by Alex. 25 Nov
Nov, 9:30pm in
Boa Esperança, Portimão.
Reservation: 282 422 976/
967 188 290

SOCIAL
C.A.S.A. - the Algarve's
leading Social Club for expats
meets monthly for dinners /
lunches and social events.
For more information email
info@casasocial.club or
telephone 282495475
www.casasocial.club
Bridge; Friendly social
game Tuesdays & Fridays
1:15pm Marina Club Suite
Hotel Lagos..just tip up or call
963977642 —partner not
necessary
Meet other people,
Central Algarve.. New social
club. singlemingle@email.com
Come and Learn bridge
Friday Mornings. Vale d’el

Events

Rei Hotel 911561224282358885
Friendship group, Os
Amigos, meets on the 3 rd
Tuesday of each month, for
walks, lunch, and other
activities. For details contact
lindabell@cogb.com
Duplicate Bridge - Come
and join us in a friendly
informal atmosphere. All levels
and nationalities welcome.
Wed & Fri afternoons at Vale
d‘El Rei Hotel. Please contact
911 561 224 or 282 358 885
Chess Club All Levels in
central Algarve.
chessalgarve@mail.com for
details.
Painting in watercolours
watercolours.
All abilities welcome. Every
Thursday morning 10:30pm 1pm at the Fortaleza
Restaurant, Praia da Luz.
Small friendly group with
individual tuition for beginners.
Class €10. Tel: Sandie 912
149 839 or email
sandie.croft@gmx.com
Drawing the Nude in
Olhão - Beginners and artists
meet in Olhão every
Thursday morning. New
students are very welcome
and guidance is given if
required. Contact
jill.stott@gmail.com for more
information regarding drawing
or modelling.
Painting for Pleasure
Classes, water colours,
oils or acrylics - Beginners
onwards, individual tuition on
Tues mornings at Four
Seasons Fairways (Quinta do
Lago, Almancil) 10am to
12noon. Wed at Mesquite

Trio Clássico - Classical
Nov, 6pm.
Music Concert. 25 Nov
Jan Tipal and Isabella Bassino
on violin and Simonetta
Bassino on Cello. Programme:
Mozart, Haydn, Boccherini and
Massenet. Tickets: €12.
Museu do Trajo, São Brás de
Alportel. Tel: 966 329 073
www.amigos-museu-sbras.pt
Jam Session - Every
Sunday in our garden starting
4pm in Casa Algarve, EN125,
Porches. Tel. 913 730 630.
Fado /Live Music - O
Navegante restaurant is proud
to announce live music/Fado
every Friday from 8:00pm.
Menu from €16,00. You are

NOTE
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near São Brás from 10.30am
to 12.30pm, 2.30pm to
4.30pm. Tel. Terry Reed, tel:
289 845 561.
Duplicate Bridge - Come
and join us. Friendly Club, all
nationalities and levels
welcome. Every Mon &
Thurs at the Cristal Hotel,
Carvoeiro. 1.45pm for 2pm.
Tel: 282 357 953 or 282 357
657.
Duplicate Bridge - Come
along to our friendly
International club on Tues
afternoons, 1.45 pm for a 2 pm
start. At the Aroma di Mar
Restaurant in Olhos de Água.
For further details call Mary
Moore: 289 416 199.
New Duplicate Bridge
Club at Lagoa Hotel on the
EN 125 in Lagoa, next door to
O Casarão Restaurant. Thurs
1:45pm. €5 including
refreshments. No joining fee.
All welcome.
282 352 022 / 969 174 130

SPORT
Walking Football begins
again at Boavista Spa on the
N125 between Lagos and
Luz. Every Wednesday
9:30am -11:30am. Everyone
over 50 welcome.
contact:brian.efoster@yahoo.co.uk

Tavira County Lawn
Bowling Club - Cerro do
Leiria, Santa Caterina, Fonte
Bispo, Tavira.
Tel: 963 997 582.
Balaia Bowls Club, Olhos
de Aqua, Albufeira - come
and join us for roll-ups on
Tuesdays and Fridays at
10 am. Tuition available everyone welcome. Please
telephone Richard on
935367492 or Jill on
910220136 for more
information.
Algarve Hash House
Harriers meet weekly
weekly. Call
289 413 854 or 918 806 044.
Follow us on Facebook & visit
www.algarvehhh.org
Valverde Lawn Bowls
Club - Almancil, now open
five days per week. Come and
join us for our roll-ups on
Mon, Wed, Thur, Fri &
Sun from 10am. Tuition is
available if new to the game,
holidaymakers are welcome.
Call Jen on 282 332 628 or
937 264 287.
Walking football at
Browns in Vilamoura.
Tuesdays at 9:30am. Come
try it out! Contact
info@browns-club.com or
289 322 740

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Meet people and make
new friends – Learn to play
Bridge on Friday mornings.
Vale D’el Rei Hotel. Please
Contact 911 561 224 or 282
358 885
Music Improvisation and
Ensemble Skills - Sat
3pm-5pm Costume Museum,
São Brás de Alportel.
Exploring the technical &
theoretical aspects of
improvising in different keys &
applying these new skills
within a small-group
environment. All instruments &
abilities welcome.
Scottish
Country
Dancing will be held on
Monday evenings from 7:30
to 9:30pm at the NOBEL
International School Algarve.
Please contact Mardie
Cunningham on 282 356 029
or email mardie@sapo.pt.
Musical Instrument
Classes - Guitar, Ukulele,
Keyboards, Mandolin, Banjo,
etc. Beginners lessons
available: TuesdaysFridays
Fridays, Intermediate players
can join our Show Band.
Almancil centre. 919 968 768
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Directory

Awnings & Blinds

Carpentry

Books

Drains

Edifício “O Galeão” Loja 1 & 2
Rua dos Pescadores
8400-512 CARVOEIRO LAGOA

282 354 310
Tue - Fri 9.30 - 5.00
Sat: 9.30am - 2.00pm
raymond.compton@gmail.com

English Language
Book Exchange
Refunds on return
New books to order
Audio Books
C.D.’s Cards
DVD’s

Bureaucratic Services

Heating & Cooling

Damp

Interiors & Furnishings

Directory
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Lawyers

Opticians

Painting & Decorating

TOFTS
Paul Tofts
Decorating & Painting
tofts@hotmail.co.uk
Mob: 918 938 004

After 6pm
Tel: 289 399 370
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Directory

Pools & Spas

Property Services

Pool Covers

www.salagua.com
N125, Sítio do Troto, Almancil
1,5km Direction to Faro
Tel: 289 992 281
salagua@salagua.com
Call Us For Free Advice

...check
our great
Internet
Specials!

Directory
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TV & Satellite

Removals & Storage
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Announcements
SAVE ENERGY!
Sustainable Superstore in
Almancil: for all your
Energy Saving Concepts.
www.sustainablesuperstore.com
TPN/TO/58436753

CC INTERNATIONAL
CHRISTIAN Fellowship
Portimao Family worship
Sundays, 11am in The
Bridge - Cedipraia 23, Rua
N.S. do Amparo, Av. 25 de
Abril, Portimão. Tel:
282042836 or 917358098
www.icf-portimao.org
TPN/TO/91724337

CC PROBLEMS WITH
alcohol? There is a solution!
Alcoholics Anonymous
Helpline AA Algarve: 919 005
590 / 937 029 619. Looking
for AA Meetings in the Algarve
region: www.aaportugal.org/
algarve.html

Auctions

NEXT LIVE AUCTION
Saturday, 2 December 2017
10.00am onwards

Approx. 500 lots.
• Antiques and Collectibles
• Designer Handbags
• Furniture and Art
• Tools
• Jewellery – Antique, Vintage
and Modern
• Sports Equipment
Check out our page on
Facebook to view items coming
up at Auction and view the
catalogue and bid on line at
www.ahalgarve.com where
further details are available.
Tel: 289 832 380 or email us at
info@ahalgarve.com

Caravans & Motor
Homes

TPN/TO/14782611

CC CANCARE
MEETINGS Have you
been affected by cancer?
Members of the women’s
cancer support group meet
for advice or an informal
chat on the first Wednesday
of every month in Loulé. If
you would like to join us,
please contact Vi on
289882680 or 917962255.

CARAVAN WANTED
looking to buy a UK
caravan, please call or
email LMJP@SAPO.PT
966706140
TPN/TO/93683924

View these pages
free online

Classifieds
Charities
CC ASSOCIAÇÃO DE
Caridade Mãos de Ajuda
Helping Hands Charity
Shop, 13A Avenida Dr.
Eduardo Mansinho, Tavira.
100 metres from Porta
Nova Post Office. Open
Monday, Wednesday,
Saturday 10am to 1pm.
Help us to Help others in
the Tavira Area.
963558138
TPN/TO/25352356

CC TAVIRA CHARITY
ASSOCIATION - To help
the Needy of Tavira. Open
10.30am-5.30pm. Items
large or small accepted.
Opp. rail station level
crossing. Geoff:
925917177
a-ist@gmx.com

CC HELP ASSOCIACAO
Flor Amiga. Childrens
clothing, shoes, toys,
packets of nappies or tins
of formula, will be greatly
received. Also adult
clothing, shoes and socks.
We need your gifts for
charity. Tel: 282 044 042
TPN/TO/65244414

CC THE DONKEY
SANCTUARY needs your
unwanted items for our
charity shops in Lagoa,
Carvoeiro and Ferragudo.
Proceeds for animals.
966033127
TPN/TO/67789755

CC APAA CHARITY
Shops. Dunas do Alvor:
Tue-Sat: 10.30am-2pm,
Cerro Grande, Albufeira:
Tue-Sat: 10.30am-2pm,
Rua Elias Garcia 20, Silves:
Mon: 10am-5pm, Tue-Sat:
10am-2pm. Shop volunteers always welcome.
info.apaaportugal@gmail.com
TPN/TO/88458493

CC SECOND CHANCE
charity shop at Largo Das
Ferreiras (on roundabout), Ferreiras, Albufeira.
Open Tuesday to Friday
10am to 4pm. Saturday
10am to 1pm. Providing
support for people in
need, Bombeiros, soup
kitchens, Riding for the
disabled, AHSA charity
and more. Maggie Cook
917707808
TPN/TO/53878642

CC CADELA CARLOTA
(2nd shop) We raise
money to pay the vet bills
for the animals in the care
of Cadela Carlota.By the
main square, Almadena,
Luz. Open Mon - Sat,
10am - 4pm.
TPN/TO/51595773

CC THE NANDI
CHARITY SHOP. Winter
clothing now in stock.
Bargain prices. Furniture
can be collected within 20k
Lagos. Tel 912741857

CC ASSOCIATION
BIANCA, Portuguese
BIANCA
charity animal shelter near
Lisbon. Website:
www.bianca.pt/english
Online charity
shop:www.fazendo
animaisfelizes.blogspot.pt
TPN/TO/37177193

CC NEW CHARITY
SHOP - The Goodwill
Charity. R.Direita 5, Ed.
Portus Magnus,
Portimao. (Close to
Theatre). 968 740 693/
923 104 885 10am-2pm.
Clothes, bric a brac and
furniture in saleable
cond., large items
collected.

LEARN
PORTUGUESE:
accredited courses
starting next year.
Beginners: 8 January and
12 March. Preintermediate: 20
February. Intermediate:
10 April.
Centro de Linguas de
Lagos. Call 282761070.
Email
info@centrodelinguas.com
TPN/TO/24796377

Entertainment &
Leisure

TPN/TO/94287332

CC TAVIRA TREASURE.
Providing support to
Childrens and Old Folks
Homes, and needy
individuals in the Tavira
area. Reopening 3rd June
10 -12.30 Saturday
mornings and Mondays 10
- 1pm and 2pm - 4pm at
Rua Almirante Candido
dos Reis, no 134. Volunteers usually needed. Buy
or bring clothes, bric a
brac, books. Sandy:
913440585 Valerie:
917689034

ALGARVE WEEKEND
WALKERS
WALKERS. Join us for
professionally guided
walks through the lovely
Algarve countryside. Silves
area 26th November,
10.30 start, 5 donation.
Contact
algarveweekendwalkers@
gmail.com for full details
TPN/TO/85398456

TPN/TO/47131565

Chimney Sweep

TPN/TO/41245832

CC WEEKLY BOOK
SALE. Come along to our
Book Sale every Friday
from 10.00 to 12 noon at
Monte da Palhagueira
Nursing Home & Retirement Village Hall, Gorjoes.
All proceeds go to The
Boys Home Faro.
Tel: 289990901

CHIMNEY SWEEP, for
a quick dust free cleaning
of your chimney using the
new power sweep
system Tel 282330640/
934927944
TPN/TB/67513789

For Sale Private

TPN/TO/63968587

WOODBURNING FIRE SPECIALISTS

CC A.A.G. CHARITY
Shop Guia. We are situated
in the Main Street,opposite
the Football Club Snack bar
and close to Credito
Agricola Bank. Opening
hours Monday till Friday
10.15 am until 6
pm,Saturday 10am till 2
pm. Closed Sundays.
Animal charity feeding
street animals. Patron
Bonnie Tyler.

Fogo Montanha and freestanding
fires. On site expert quotation
Supply, install, service
& sweeps
sales@firesofportugal.com
www.firesofportugal.com
Geoff Waller 289 489 958 or
967 721 209

KING SIZE snooker
table 3500. Good
condition. Can be
delivered. 966006666
TPN/PA/92981826

Education

TPN/TO/85516211~¥

CC CADELA CARLOTAS
charity shop (R. Santa
Casa da Misericordia,17A),
Lagos, needs goods to
help abandoned animals.
Paula: 917448583.

PRIVATE /EXTRA
Tuition. Maths and
English up to GCSE and ALevel. Excellent results.
Tavira /Olhao area. Tel911515646

TPN/TO/75285411

TPN/TO/85978618

FREE STANDING log
fire very good condition
includes flu pipe ready for
use. Buyer removes. €250
or nearest offer. Contact
gwinethw@yahoo.co.uk
Tel. 282084025
TPN/PA/84163771

CC
Readers will notice several ads with the prefix “CC”. CC
stands for Community Care and these ads are provided
free of charge by The Portugal News to help the
various charities involved.
However, charities should note that their advertisements
will only run until the end of this year at which time they
must contact copy@theportugalnews.com for renewal.

SNOOKER/POOL table
8ft 1350. Good condition.
Can be delivered.
966006666
TPN/PA/52233552

Classifieds
Jobs Offered

POOL TABLE 6ft 1200
good condition. Can
deliver. Call 966006666

EXPERIENCED
MOTOR boat engineer/
mechanic/ all rounder
reqd. Marina Vilamoura.
912511172.
TPN/TO/49778361

TPN/PA/58696795

8FT FREEPLAY
Snooker/pool table. All
accessories included.
2750. Call 966006666
TPN/PA/37939593

LOOKING FOR a new
challenge? We are a
well-established and
successful Real Estate
Agent, with an opportunity
for an experienced
Salesperson.
You will possess good
communication;
organisational skills and
be able to liaise
comfortably with clients
by email; face to face and
over the phone.
Please send CV to
ddmportugal@gmail.com
TPN/TB/86178166

COMPLETE KITCHEN
from private holiday
apartment, never let,
hardly used. Consists of
fridge/freezer, sink,
dishwasher, gas-stove,
oven, built-in extractor,
washing-machine, all
Siemens. Also hot-water
gas geyser and
microwave. Already
dismantled and ready for
collection in Alvor. Price
1500 Euro. Contact
arthur.vink@hotmail.com
or 910276517
TPN/PA/67611565

FOUR TOP Glass
Fronted Dressers. Two are
2m x 2m. 2 are 1.90m x
1.90m. €200 each ono.
Tel 966477843
TPN/TO/25565276

Furniture

PERSON REQUIRED
to care for disabled
young adult.
Preference given to those
with relevant experience
or qualifications.
Requirements: English
speaker, driving licence,
excellent references.
Full time job, with
excellent salary.
If interested please email
barbara@solarbalance.com

Jobs Wanted
FRENCH/ENGLISH
FRENCH/ENGLISH/
Italian speaking French
lady living in Carvoeiro,
Algarve, seeking work
hours to hold company/
help/shop/iron/cook for
elderly or disabled
person. Potential
locations between Lagos
and Albufeira.
933655390 bridjohnworld@gmail.com

Kitchen
Renovations
George & Son
Save thousands
of Euros!
Lots of door
designs if needed.
Don´t buy a new kitchen
until you’ve spoken to us!
We can renovate your
old kitchen at a very
reasonable cost. Free,
NO-obligation estimates.
Call Jamie on 968 211 631
or 965 137 517or email
jamiekitchen83@gmail.com

BEFORE

AFTER

Call our Hotline
to place
your advert
282 380 315

TPN/TO/52196322

CURIOSA INDOOR &
Outdoor has four positions
available. 1) Full-time
delivery driver. 2) Full-time
Sales person. 3) Manager.
4) Workshop person.
Contact Wanda
289391373 or
info@curiosaportugal.com

Home
Improvements
HOUSE REHAB painting
all kinds of construction
works Call José
(+351)936768075
TPN/TO/45251476

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY exterior paint sprayers
required on a franchise
basis for a well-known
established company,
investment required,
continuity of work and
good income available.
For more details please
email
contact@noneedtopaint.com
TPN/TB/97353549

TPN/TB/26619696

TPN/TO/63646343

FIRST FLOOR Office for
Rent. 80sqm. Opposite
Fatacil facing Lagoa
Roundabout on EN125.
Facilities and L-shaped
terrace. 800pm.
Tel.965856525.
TPN/TO/23183921

Property for Rent

TPN/TO/62511899

WANTED
WANTED- part-time
handyman/gardener/
electrician, 4-hrs/
week,100/mth. English
speaker, Location: near
Salgados Golf. 969629277

POOL & GARDEN
maintenance. Regular or
one off jobs.
Reliable & trustworthy.
Competitive rates. Call
Frank 917576699
email,
adelevillas@gmail.com

FOR RENT - 3 bedroom
house on a private farm
in Lagoa, 1 ensuite. 2
bathrooms. Lounge with
fireplace, kitchen/diner
with fireplace, Pool with
BBQ, garage, clothesline and garden,
Furnished.
Tel: 966040466

TPN/TB/89118444

TPN/TB/29919541

WANTED
WANTED- part-time
domestic helper,4-hrs/
week,100/mth. English
speaker a
plus.Location:near
Salgados Golf.
969629277

Pools & Gardens
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KITCHEN
RENOVATIONS
Renovate your complete
Kitchen Professionally,
Including Top Quality
Replacement Doors.
Tel +351 966521828
Email: newkitchendoors
algarve@yahoo.com
Website:
www.homestyledoors.co.uk
TPN/TB/64392128

Office, Media &
Technology
LOOKING FOR 8mm
analog video camera, to
buy or borrow, for viewing
old cassettes. 963136938
TPN/TO/92245284

FOR RENT - T2
apartment in Lagoa
centre. Lounge with
fireplace. large bathroom
and kitchen. Terrace with
porch and BBQ.
Furnished.
Tel: 966040466
TPN/TO/31615646

FOR RENT - Rustic T2
on a farm in Lagoa. 2
bedroom. 2 lounge, one
with fireplace. Porch and
BBQ. Kitchen and
bathroom. Yard.
Furnished.
Tel: 966040466
TPN/TO/79227221

Property for Sale
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LAND & HOUSES ALGARVE
YELLOW HOMES
Sociedade de Mediação Imobiliária Lda.
AMI 6232

For detailed information,
please visit our website:
www.landandhousesalgarve.com
www.algarve-propertysearch.com

Tavira: 281 320 281
Vilamoura: 289 301 294

APARTMENT.
ALBUFEIRA, near
Watches Roundabout.
Private Sale. 2 bedrooms,
2 bathrooms, swimming
pool, BBQ. Fully furnished.
€220,000, negotiable.
Contact 962398942,
rosette.ferreira@gmail.com
TPN/TO/89615658
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Property Services
& Building
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTER. Top quality
work and materials used.
Call Glyn 925345290
glynpt@yahoo.com

Classifieds
Places of Worship

Removals &
Storage
MAN WITH van Santarem
Tomar Coimbra Area
regular UK trips call Bill
914576584 249371163
vanmanbill@live.co.uk

TPN/TO/95747761

TPN/TO/76988896

PAINTING,
DECORATING & damp
work. Experienced,
professional & reliable.
Contact John 910523512,
johnemery1969@gmail.com

ALGARVE REMOVALS
Removals, storage and
online shopping UK tel
0044 (0) 1245 468 888
Mob:-0044 (0) 7711 179
842 Algarve tel:-00351 289
513 851 Mob:-00351 968
019 226 Email:Sales@algarveremovals.com

TPN/PA/95864953

PROQUINTA - Algarve
Property Services.
We provide all
management,
maintenance and
administrative services any
client could need.
Professional, personal and
bi-lingual team. Please
call 916287054 or email
info@proquinta.com
www.proquinta.com
TPN/TO/28918357

TPN/TO/54174547

Services Offered
• €2 per m3 per week (no complicated contract)
• Personal/Commercial secure storage
• Individual lock ups/Pallet storage
• Daily access (at no cost)
• Fork Lift Truck available (at no cost)
• Flexible terms (no penalties for early removal
• Collection/Delivery service at excellent rates

Email: peter@nwdf.co.uk
www.nwdfltd.co.uk
EN125, QUATRO ESTRADAS
00351 969

Property Management,
Maintenance & Rentals.

Scooter Hire

00351 910

427 864
767 634

Vehicles
SPECTACULAR BMW
840ci Sports Auto. 1999.
4.398 engine. Manual &
auto. Maroon . Cream
leather interior. Piped
maroon seats. SH. UK reg.
RH. Only 3 owners. Petrol.
Low mileage. Power
steering. Cruise control, air
con. Auto rear blind. Radio,
CD music centre. Sun roof,
electric windows & mirrors.
Heated seats. New
batteries. Immaculate show
room condition inside &
outside. Unique classic
vehicle. Last of series. POA
(00351) 918594223
TPN/TO/17765352

NICK ‘MAN with Van’
house clearances, furniture
bought and sold 934491320
nicktelling@gmail.com
TPN/TO/82924478

REPAIRS TO property,
including all building trades
and technical engineering.
Tel 910227941
theworkshop@sapo.pt
TPN/TO/82468353

BRITISH PLUMBER. 40
years experience. No job too
small. William 937722988,
00447900081515

Lagos - Many years of experience.
Flexible, tailor-made services.
+ 351 915229993 | info@vilalaia.com

PROFESSIONAL LAUNDRY
Salema - For Hotels, Restaurants,
Resorts & Property Managers.
Fast, efficient & economical.
+ 351 915229994 | salema@vilalaia.com

TPN/TO/35333276

www.weloveportugal.com
www.vilalaia.com

OPEL CORSA GTC 1.3
90cv. Year 2008,
182000km. Portuguese
Plates. Diesel, 5 seats
sportif Version. MOT until
July 2018. Price:
7500Eur negociable.
Contact:919999320
TPN/PA/26186581

BUILDING
WORKS

Oporto

All types and sizes
carried out to a very
high standard.
27 years experience
throughout the Algarve.

CITROEN XSARA
Break Estate 1.4, 2003,
271000km, inspection/
tax 07/18. 1,800 for quick
sale. Lagos 962313297

Shoreland Properties Lda.
Tel. 913223402 or 282763000
shorelandproperties@
mail.telepac.pt
www.shorelandproperties.com

TPN/PA/73317228

Transfers

LEAKING ROOFS &
Terraces Problems
solved 27 years
experience in Algarve.
Call 913 223 402
TPN/TB/32682954

ALGARVE ROOF &
property maintenance
and renovations
from leaks to roofs &
balconies guttering,
painting etc. Call Jason
Tel 960136445
281324602
TPN/TB/68473824

The Algarve

Lisbon
ST GEORGE'S CHURCH; LISBON (Church of England). Av. S.Jorge
6 (north of Estrela Gardens). Service
11:30am every Sunday. 211 306 293.
British Cemetery open weekdays
10am-1pm
ST
PAUL’S
CHURCH,
ESTORIL (Church of England). Av.
Bombeiros Voluntários 59 (behind
Hotel Sana Estoril). Sunday School.
Service 9.30 am every Sunday. 211
306 293.
ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH OF
SCOTLAND
(PRESBYTERIAN)
Rua Arriaga, 13, Lisbon: Sun. 11.am.
Bi-lingual Sunday school & creche is
available. Minister's 218 043 410,
www.standrewslisbon.com
THE SALVATION ARMY, Lisbon. Reboleira Corps (Praceta Almada
Negreiro, Lote 213 Loja Dt do Exército
11 A); Chelas Corps (Rua Rui de
Sousa, Lote 65 A loja C); Laranjeiras
Corps (Bairro de Laranjeiras). Lisbon
(21 805708).
GRACE
INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNITY
CHURCH
CHURCH,
Cascais. English speaking church,
Cascais. www.lisbongrace.com
LISBON
SYNAGOGUE:
R.
Alexandre Herculano Nº 59. Tel: 213
931 130 celesboa@mail.telepac.pt
LISBON - SYNAGOGUE OHEL
JACOB Shabat services. Call
217975283
IGREJA BAPTISTA de Queijas
(close to Cascais) Rua Carlos Santos
8B, Queijas Near the Olympic Stadium off the A5. 214172087. Sun:
English 10:15.
RIVERSIDE
INTERNATIONAL
CHURCH
A
Contemporary, caring, Christian
Church in Cascais, Galerias O
Navegador, Av. 25 de Abril, Piso-1.
We offer children and youth ministries
and simultaneous translation into Portuguese. Riverside has congregations
in Cascais, Porto, Coimbra, Sarilhos
Grandes
and
Feijó.
www.riversideintchurch.com
riversideintchurch@gmail.com
KINGDOM
HALL
OF
JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES.
Gathering for Worship. All Welcome,
no collections. Rua Penha da França,
Lisbon - Fri 7.30pm Sun 6pm Tel:
213 421 604. Rua João de Deus,
Sintra - Tues 8pm Sun 10.15am Tel:
219 243 316 Av Comunidades
Europeias 342, Cascais -Wed
8.30pm Sun 2.15pm Tel: 214 831 060
Praça da República, Bombarral,
Obidos - Wed 8.15 Sat 5.30pm
www.jw.org

POLARIS RZR800S
RZR800S,
Portugal reg., immaculate,
one owner, many extras,
road use only, 16 000
Kms, euros 10 750.
Call: Mike 917864401

Satellite
TV, HIFI and Satellite
repairs, Tavira area.
Experienced engineer.
Tel. 964-721-714.
www.trevortronix.com
TPN/TO/59224384

When adding a photo to your
PLEASE NOTE:
classified online, please use
an alphanumeric name with
no spaces otherwise the system will not read it and
the photo will not appear.

TPN/PA/51435933

Tree Surgery
TREE LOPPING and
Felling undertaken.
Competitive rates.
Call Frank, 917576699
TPN/TB/14382257

WE BUY cars Algarve all
types of vehicles
considered. We buy PT
GB Dutch German
French. We buy
damaged and non
runners. Call David PT
911136377 UK
+447984932876
TPN/TB/64837685

GREATER GRACE INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIP has contemporary Christian gatherings on Sun
afternoons at 3rd Baptist Church, R.
Estação 133, & Sat evenings, 1st
floor, Confeitaria Palácio (across the
“Emergency” entrance of Hospital Stº
António); www. NovaAurora.com,
220 994 785 or send an SMS to
917112736.
RIVERSIDE
PORTO
INTERNATIONAL CHURCH English language church Sun, 5pm, at R. Gonçalo
Sampaio, 361, (nr Boavista roundabout) and on 3rd Sun every month at
Valença do Minho. Tel: 916 440 795.
contact@riversideporto.com
/
www.riversideporto.com
ST.
JAMES’S
CHURCH,
Anglican Chaplaincy of Oporto.. Largo
da Maternidade, Júlio Dinis. Sun.
11am Details from Chaplain 226 091
006. www.stjamesoporto.org
THE
SALVATION
ARMY
OPORTO Pereiro Corps (Av. Vasco
da Gama, 675-2 E Ramalde), Service
10am, Salvation Meeting 5pm.
Coloras Corps. (Av. dos Bom-beiros
Voluntários) Sun- 10am. Thu 4pm Ladies Home League Meeting.
KINGDOM
HALL
OF
JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES.
Gathering for Worship. All Welcome,
no collections. Jardim Arnaldo Gama,
Porto. Thur 8.15pm Sat 8.15pm
www.jw.org

ALL
SAINTS
ANGLICAN
GARVE Holy ComCHURCH, Al
AlGARVE
munion every Sunday. Almancil
10.30am Almancil Community Centre
(ASCA). Lagoa 11am at Lagoa
Convent
Chapel.
282380311
www.allsaintsalgarve.org
ST
VINCENT’S
ANGLICAN
CHURCH C of E. Sun: 9.30am Igreja
das Pereiras, EN125 between Quatro
Estradas & Almancil; 11.30am St
Luke’s, Gorjões; 8.00am & 11.30am
Igreja N Sra da Luz, Praia da Luz, nr
Lagos. Visitors are especially welcome. 282 789 660 & 289 366 720
www.stvincentsalgarve.org
INTERNATIONAL
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP of Portimão Sun
11am. The Bridge” (A Ponte), Cedipraia
Shopping Centre no. 23 / 282 042 836 /
917 358 098 www.icf-portimao.org
I N T E R N A T I O N A L
COMMUNITY CHURCH
CHURCH, Lagos.
Newfrontiers. Sunday service in
English 10.30am. 5 Travessa de Santo
Amaro, Lagos. Tel. 960450750
www.icc-lagos.org
INT. EVANGELICAL CHURCH
OF THE ALGARVE Vale Judeu at
10.30, just off the EN125 - third left
after Vilamoura entrance in direction
of Faro iec-algrave.com. 289328635.
LAGOA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
SHIP, English Speaking Calvary
chapel of the Algarve, Sun 11am for
comtempory worship and Christ
centered Bible study. Rua Doutor
Basilio Teles 32, Lagoa. Pastor Jon
Martin:
960
159
007
www.lagoafellowship.org
TAVIRA CHRISTIAN CENTRE
welcomes all in the name of Jesus.
We meet on Sundays @ 10:30 aiming
to worship in Spirit and Truth. Find us:
EN125 sail roundabout/Sta.Margarita
exit/400 meters/house on right corner.
tavirachristiancentre.wordpress.com.
Facebook; Phone Else 912467792 or
Beth 966807604.
SALVATION ARMY Service Sundays at 10am in Portuguese. Bible
studies for children, adolescents and
adults in Portuguese starting at 9.30
until 10.30. Rua 25 de Abril, nr. 19, S.
Brás Alportel.
ALL NATIONS
NATIONS, Todas as Nações,
All welcome, contempory worship
service and children’s club. Carvoeiro
Tennis Club, Mato Serrão Carvoeiro.
Sundays 10.30am-12.00pm, Stephen
and Elaine 965 360 708
JEWISH
COMMUNITY
OF
SOUTH
PORTUGAL
Shabbat
services. Call 922206333.
THE
LIVING
HOPE
Baptist
Church, Albufeira. Sun 4pm. Pastor
Mark Pereira, Mob. 964860765.
OASIS CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CONEXAO
CONEXAO, R. Dr. Joaquim
Tello 32C, Lagos. Sun: 11am; Tue:
11am ; Thu: 3pm Bible Study. Int. English w/ Portuguese translation available. Michael - 964 285 351 / Lois - 914
381
598
www.oasischristian
fellowship.com
R.C. MASS in Enlgish, Igreja N Sra
da Luz, Luz near Lagos. Saturdays
7pm. 917464353.
LIFE HUB Albufeira Knowing Jesus and making Him known. Housechurch in Balaia meets Thu-7.30pm.
Call Paul on 926482323 for directions.
TAVIRA In Autust and September
Holy Mass in English will be at 9am
and From October 1st Holy Mass in
English will be at 12.15 pm.Church of
Santa Maria Tavira Every Sunday
914621429 tavira@diocese-algarve.pt
KINGDOM
HALL
OF
JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES.
Gathering for Worship. All Welcome,
no collections. Largo Eng. Sarrea Prado,
Portimão Mon 7.30pm Sat 4pm Tel.
282 476 111 Beco 25 de Abril, Ferreiras,
Albufeira Wed 7.30pm Sun 10:15am
Tel 289 432 542 www.jw.org
HOUSE OF PRAYER CHAPEL
Rua Municipio 31 Next to Hotel Paraiso,
Albufeira Sunday service at 10am and
6pm For more info call now: 919 458 666
IGREJA
METODISTA
WESLEYANA
PORTIMÃO.
Services Sunday 4pm. Silveira, Lote 2
- Lj. A Beco do Moleiro, Caldeira do
Moinho – PORTIMÃO (near the round
about of Aqua Shopping Center) GPS:
37° 08' 47.92? N 008° 32' 22.13? W For
infos or social help, please contact us:
931721005 www.imwportimao.org

Verse of the Week
Jesus answered him, “Truly I tell
you, today you will be with me in
paradise.”
Luke 23:43; New International Version (NIV)
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Max Hopkins makes history
at Quinta do Lago Junior
Golf Championship
Hertfordshire’s Max Hopkins made history after he became the youngest
ever winner of the Telegraph Vitality Junior Golf Championship at Quinta do Lago
last Friday.

A

t just 14-years-old
Hopkins became
the youngest
boys’ champion
since the prestigious event,
dubbed junior golf’s Major,
was first held in 1985.
In the girls’ tournament
Kingston-upon-Thames’
Annabell Fuller, 15,
grabbed glory in emphatic
style to clinch a stunning
13-stroke victory.
The pair take the crowns
from holders Harry Goddard
and Hannah Screen, who
were unable to match their
heroics of last year from a
field of 21 competitors.
Despite his tender years,
Hopkins from Bishop’s
Stortford, kept his nerve
during the three-day event
to post scores of 71, 72
and 71 on Quinta do
Lago’s highly-acclaimed

North Course to finish twounder par and three shots
clear of runner-up Ben
Jones from Brampton in
Northamptonshire.
The 5ft 5ins starlet admitted:
“That was my greatest win. It
will take time for this to sink
in. I had a few nerves on the
short putts I had but I wasn’t
nervous coming up the last
as I knew the other scores.”
Hopkins, who finished second in the English Boys’
Under-16 Amateur and third
in the North of England
Boys’ Open this year,
showed no nerves throughout by not registering a single three-putt throughout the
54-hole event, despite having to contend with some
lightning-quick greens.
“Two putting takes a lot of
shots off and that’s the thing
that has done it for me as I

haven’t played great this
week,” he added.
Hopkins and co-overnight
leader Alfie Fox, from London, remained level-pegging on the second day
before a drama-fuelled sixth
hole changed the complexion when South-West
Denton’s James Wilson
dropped three shots after
trouble in the trees.
And Fox’s hopes crashed on
the 11th hole when the Londoner lost his ball and then
carded a nine after failing to
get to grips with the green.
Fuller’s route to glory was
somewhat more comfortable as she saw off the
highly-rated Lily May
Humphreys, 15, the British
Amateur Girls’ champion,
into second place for a
second-year running.
The 15-year-old winner,
who first picked up a club at
the age of three, plays off
three, bettered elder sister,
Sammy, a runner-up in the
Algarve event in 2013.
“This is close to the biggest
win of my career,” said
Fuller, the English Girls’
Under-16 champion.
With a seven-shot lead at
the turn, Fuller really turned
the screw as she mustered
five birdies in all, including
a fine greenside chip in at
the penultimate hole.
“This is such an honour,”
she added. “There are so
many who have won this
and gone on to win big
championships. One day I
hope I can follow in their
footsteps.”
Officially opened by Paul
McGinley in October 2014,
the 6,156m North Course
layout has quickly risen to
become one of the new
stars of European golf, and
played a key role in Quinta

do Lago being named as
Portugal’s best golf resort
in Golf World’s inaugural
rankings of the Top 100
Resorts in Continental Europe 2016/17.
Now in its 33rd year, the 54hole stroke play Telegraph
Vitality Junior Golf Championship, which was hailed by
2014 European Ryder Cup
captain Paul McGinley as
one of junior golf’s Majors,
has taken place on Quinta
do Lago’s redesigned
North Course.
A multi-million-pound
investment has led to a
number of high-profile
additions, strengthening
the Algarve destination’s
reputation as the world’s
leading sport and leisure
destination – both on land
and on water. The Campus, a state-of-the-art
sporting facility, is the latest
inclusion that aims to provide the perfect training
base for both beginners
and world-class athletes in
all fields.
For more details about the
2017 Telegraph Vitality
Junior Golf Championship,
call 0344 693 1885 or go to
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/
sponsored/sport/juniorgolf/

Annabell Fuller and Max Hopkins. (Photo: Gary Prior)
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Sport

Portugal gear up
for Russia

N
CHRIS
WRIGHT

Portugal, without Cristiano Ronaldo, dominated their friendly against
Saudi Arabia at the Estádio do Fontelo in a match benefiting those
affected by the recent and devastating wildfires. A few days later, a
young and inexperienced USA side put Portugal to the test in Leiria
where the game ended one apiece.

G
Portugal´s Bruma (R) fights for the ball with United States´s D. Yedlin (L) during their
international friendly soccer match, at Municipal de Leiria Stadium, Leiria, Portugal, 14
November 2017. (Photo: EPA/PAULO CUNHA)

onçalo Guedes,
Danilo and
Bernardo Silva
were on top of
their games as they took
control and the 3-0
scoreline could have
been much greater.
The breakthrough came

on the half-hour mark
when Guedes showed
brilliant control, to bring
down a long pass from
Danilo on the right-wing,
as he set up Manuel
Fernandes to score only
his third goal for Portugal.
Gonçalo Guedes added
the second, seven minutes after the interval,
before João Mário ended
proceedings in the final
minute with a crisp strike
into the bottom left corner
from outside the box.
It was then on to Leiria
where debutante Weston
McKennie scored an impressive goal to give the
USA a deserved lead midway through the first-half.
Portugal improved although the outcome
might have been different
but for a howler by USA
keeper Ethan Horvath.
The young shot-stopper
somehow allowed
Antunes’ cross to squirm
underneath him and into
the back of the net.
Horvath offered up another chance for Portugal
six minutes before the
break when Danilo seized
onto his poor distribution,
but his blushes were

spared when the Porto
midfielder directed his
shot straight into the
keeper’s hands.
Gonçalo Paciência
(Setúbal) made his full
international debut after
the break with Gelson
making way. Beto, in the
home goal, made a spectacular flying save to deny
Tyler Adams before he
was called upon minutes
later to stop an Eric Lichaj
effort at his near post.
The resulting corner kick
was thudded against the
crossbar by Weston
McKennie in a manic
spell for Portugal.
Fernando Santos introduced Bernardo Silva
(Manchester City) and
Ruben Neves (Wolverhampton Wanderers) to
wrestle back control of
midfield. Portugal regained some composure
and Paciência rattled the
woodwork twenty minutes
from time. There was still
time for Beto to save Portugal yet again as he produced a spectacular kick
save to deny CarterVickers at point blank
range and keep the score
deadlocked at 1-1.

